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EXEGESIS: Enigma: Fiction as Dasein
THESIS: Crown & Anchor Volume 1: Quaternion
ABSTRACT:
Quaternion is a novel made up of three books; Quaternion, Les Cahiers of I.V.A Sumac
and The Index of First Lines, approximately fifty seven thousand words in length.
The novel mixes prose poems, ekphrasis, diary entries and lines of poetry. These
methods cut across the three narrative streams. Essentially, in the first section the
narrator describes his memories and relates his difficulties in curating an exhibition
of the life of Caribbean poet, I.V.A Sumac. The second section is the journals of
Sumac and includes personal entries, aphorisms and his works in progress. The
third section is the first lines of an unwritten anthology that Sumac was editing at
the time his death.
In the exegesis the writer begins by defining and discussing the process of
katabasis/descent into the fictional terrain, and describes how he searches for the
originary image that begins the novel. He then engages with Blanchot’s essay “The
Gaze of Orpheus” to describe how the text accrues consciousness as it is written
and introduces and defines new terminologies such as textum, texture, the transient
imaginary and enigma to explain this process. He engages with the work of Heidegger,
Barthes, Pamuk, Shklovsky, Todorov, Atwood and Wood to ground these terms
and then focuses on how via processes of métissage and creolization the structural
and poetic decisions of the novel were made. He also discusses how the exegesis
and the creative connected and grew from within each other, citing academics such
as Kroll and Krauth1. He then concludes by engaging with Heidegger’s concept of
the “dasein” to describe the paradox/parallax dichotomy of the work in progress
and how exile and ekphrasis became entwined in the writing.

1

http://www.textjournal.com.au/speciss/issue44/content.htm
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Immortal Calliope tell me what sin
Condemned Ashah to the rum–drunk sea,
Where the blended currents would end his labours...

Our stories are so blended I cannot find
The sequence, our histories entwine
Dreaded alphas, wicked meridians, vile omegas...

“Othello’s Scars” – I.V.A. Sumac
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Quaternion

Time upon one

1. In Dorè’s Illustrations for Dante’s Inferno, the Minotaur on the border of the broken
chasm (Plate 32) is himself broken. Neither Virgil nor Dante grieve or rejoice at his
bereft posture – he is no longer a threat to poets or virgins or heroes – they are
sober observers. Neither could absolve himself with a call to the muses. I could
never forgive their objectivity. The observers could have put a hand out to the
wracked beast, or at least assisted it towards death. Or so I imagined or
misunderstood at the time of my first viewing. I have not seen the woodcuts for a
decade.
I had three uncles once, my mother’s brothers. Joshua, Elvis and Isaiah called Easy.
The pose of the Minotaur I remember from Dorè’s engraving is the same pose I
see when I imagine my uncle Easy’s body lying on a traffic island the night before
his scheduled wedding to Teresa. The observers – his pursuing, elder brothers –
one soon to be searching the streets of Little Luck for a payphone, the other
standing with handcuffs, shaving cream, a silk garter in his hands – look upon the
ruined body with expressions of terrible contrition. (There was a third witness
whose identity I could never verify.)
No doubt my maternal grandfather would have threatened the boys – they were all
in their twenties then – with a beating, then disinheritance, then with the wrath of
Job’s God. He would have said they deserved divine anger more than any form of
forgiveness their mother would flatter them with. He would have blighted their
names for the hours they had consigned her arthritic knees to the pew before the
eyes of Jesus Christ.
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2. My grandfather would have called the Parish priest of St. Dominic’s before the
ambulance. He would have settled, as surely as we all did that night, upon death as
inexorable. For him, I imagine, it would have been more important to save the
souls of the still living sons before he prayed for the dead one to be recommended
unto heaven.
It had ended in the needless – careless – way the sisters had predicted that afternoon,
soaking lentils, skinning ginger and crushing tomatoes for the next day’s feast. It
had ended with the exact and deserved outcome that the carousing and drinking
and carrying on of the boys, careless boys, would lead to. Dressing the hall now so they can
drink rum longer, let’s see whose eyes open before noon. Death, settled upon by all of us –
Let me go, so that I might die with him, my grandfather said, before the ambulance
arrived to Little Luck. As we said, Weddings bring wreaths and funerals bring baskets.
(Even when the uncles were grown, church–going fathers and full time workers,
they would be criticised for their irresponsibility. Horses, dogs, cards, Below Deck,
girls on the sly.)

3. Easy was not dead. His leg was broken. He was not the first son my
grandfather would bury but he would bury the two elder sons, complaining his
own coffin would be made of cardboard. My grandfather would have identified the
need to have the remaining boys chastised before they resorted to any kind of
further foolishness, some theatrical act of contrition not even the sisters could
imagine. (Joshua had once beaten his arms with a stick as punishment for taking
the Lord’s name in vain.)

4. By the time the other drunk men had arrived, brought out unsuspecting to
view the accident of some stranger – they would have chased had they not been
too drunk – or by the calls of the weeping pursuers, the news would have been
brought to the rest of us. The celebrations were only two streets away – inside
Little Luck. All our neighbours would have known within the hour. All would be
asked to pray to St Thomas. That is how I imagine it, I cannot say truly what
happened and no one has ever told me. I was eight years old and barred from the
bachelor party.
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4iv. However, it is true that I witnessed my mother say, when the car screeched
and before the screaming started – the sound of the impact did not reach us – Easy.
For a moment, between the screech and the screaming she must have felt relieved.
We lived in Little Luck but one street from the home of my grandparents, a further
street away from the roundabout where the four Ink streets – north, south, east
and west – crossed.

5. The third witness, who I never knew or have lost the memory of, verified that
Easy had run into the intersection like a bolted colt and the driver had no chance to stop or
veer. I cannot say how this quote has remained with me. I do remember my
grandfather saying after the accident that the bachelor party and the carelessness of
the boys had confirmed for our Jewish neighbours our false piety. We talk one way
and act another and they talk one way and act the same way or they don’t talk, these, my sons are
godless as Sodomites.

5ii. I had been told and believed that the customs of the Jewish people included
the avoidance of pork, all their bread needed to be unleavened and that the girls
were required to shave their heads at the age of twelve and wear wigs. I also
believed they were keepers of gold. I believed that each family kept in their discreet
homes, in a sacred locked place resembling a tabernacle, a cache of gold handed
down from generation to generation – gold that could be dated back to the time of
Moses.

5xix. The driver who hit my uncle was a Jewish man. There was an investigation
I seem to remember, an article in the Tribune, but no charges could be laid against
him as my uncle had run in front of his vehicle, the man was not speeding and
further, my uncle’s pursuers had not witnessed the accident. (Though for years
later, they claimed if they had not been drunk, they could have swindled the Jew down
to his last penny.)

5xxvii. Recently in our city square, when I was travelling to the museum, a man
in a black suit approached me. He wore no religious icons around his neck or
pinned to his lapel, no distinctive collar or headwear. He handed me a leaflet with
the words Life in a Peaceful New World printed over a peopled landscape. Then he
smiled and walked away. The landscape depicted on the leaflet showed snow–
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capped mountains and green hills overflowing with daffodils, all reflected in a wide
river of impossible blue. African and Asian, Australian and American families –
two parents, two children – raked fallen maple leaves or stroked the fur of tame
lions, leopards, bears and elk. Expectant couples carried baskets overflowing with
eggplants and apples, mangoes and lychees. A small two–storey house, river–facing,
vine–covered, stood lit from the inside by a light that seemed reflected in snow and
eye.

6. My father gave me a toy the year of the accident – a viewfinder. It was shaped
like a camera with a groove at the back into which I inserted a disc of slides. With
the pressing of a button the slides rotated into view. Each click made a new picture
appear, an orbit of images. I had a catalogue of discs called the Children’s Joy of
Knowledge. The set was complete but some of the slides were faulty and showed
only a silhouette of the captured image – the shape of a body without the internal
organs, three Olympians on podiums, two with raised arms. The slides would
transport me to savannahs or jungles, the fields of English cricket grounds,
mountains viewed from summit and base.

7. However, it was to the disc called Space and Time that I most often returned,
wanting to understand something of what my father understood. I remember the
planets in alignment, beginning with Pluto, the horizon a blue orange blaze.
Sunspots, supernova with their hearts collapsing in strings and clouds of green and
black and blue, Yuri Gagarin circling through my lens. I remember the auroras of
the world – all of which my father claimed to have seen. What I yearned to know
as a child was what lay between planets, what held them at their distance and what
existed between them. I had read of dark matter but I could not comprehend it.
Nothing – everywhere. My mind paused on the thought. It dwelt on the darkness.
I thought of purgatory. (Elvis had once said purgatory was the same as earth
without any of the good of life in it. So the universe was held together by the good of
life, perhaps.)

8ii. All of my migrant family and even their neighbours from the past country
lived within the four streets that we had come to call Little Luck. The streets
surrounding Little Luck contained a Yeshiva College, two synagogues and an old
person’s home named after the benefactors – the Abraams. We had little
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interaction with the Jewish people rarely buying from their bakeries or clothes’
stores. Our block felt like a small island. No unpleasantness or arguments ever
occurred between my family and our Jewish neighbours nor were there any
friendships or prolonged interactions. We went unnoticed – I presume – through
their streets and though their habits and rituals were not our own, they were
governed by piety and we all, I believe, respected this. We passed in the street as if
we were invisible to each other.

8iii. The farther suburbs of our state were weekend country only. We lived in
Little Luck, a place known so only by us, and wherever we played was Little Luck
for the time of our playing, and wherever we worked was a time of exile. North
Ink, South Ink, East Ink and West – the four streets at the crux of Little Luck, our
ill–defined city. North led to the factories where my uncles worked, south to Aunt
Blossie’s house, east to St. Dominic’s and west to the suburbs where various
Homeworlds lay.

9. I believe I dreamt of Dorè’s illustrations long before I saw them. Perhaps upon
opening a book another reader has recognised in the prose or in the illustrations,
their own nightmares or imaginings – an alleyway footprinted with blood, a white
jaw emerging beside the stern, the pitiless face of Serapis – but I cannot envisage
any reader finding open in the palms of their hands creatures seen previously only
in recurring dreams. The dreams terrified me and the creatures have returned to
my sleeping hours. I was in my father’s study and he was absent. I picked up the
book. I recognised the faces, the landscapes and I was sure I had not opened the
book before. And who, in the end, would have read a book illustrating Hell to a
child?

9ii. I have explanations that would only make sense to a child and others that
admit the frailty of my own mind. However, this is what I remember as true – I
dreamed of the winged, horned dogs, the thick–bodied leopard and the speaking
head cut from its body long before I looked into the book. I had dreamed of the
whore and the giant, at an age when I would not have known what the word whore
meant. And the Minotaur, I had dreamed of the Minotaur. I knew by then the
word Minotaur.
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9x. In many illustrations of hell the bodies of the inhabitants are taut with
suffering, their muscles stretched by pain, their palms raised in supplication. Bodies
tumble into pale fire. Boil in vats. Bodies – the bodies of liars, thieves and
adulterers – are poked at by long nosed demons, herded towards iron maidens, or
stretching racks, or knifed by black figures beneath broken gallows. The observer
can offer neither forgiveness nor redemption. The passing boat cannot fit all the
souls of eternity, the observer from the precipice cannot make himself heard above
the wailing. The observer from whatever angle is helpless. The observer from
whatever vantage of history has no power to intercede.

9xv. The observer of the abomination may bring the news through purgatory
to earth to celestial heaven, or through streets or shanties or villages, but the
observer returning as witness, as storyteller, may be questioned; the story may be
doubted – who were these dogs, who these figures on the Kendall Green, what
prodding demons? And if the observer is doubted, his story considered a fiction,
he may have laid upon him an abomination of hands wholly peculiar to the tastes
of the doubting listeners.

10. At the time of the accident I reasoned that Easy’s wedding could not have
caused the misfortune. Weddings bring wreaths and funerals bring baskets. It had yet to
occur. If Easy had died, no wedding would have taken place and hence no
possibility of mischance. But to question this superstition seemed a form of
blasphemy.

10iv. One of the partygoers delivered the news, doorway to doorway. My
mother and I walked down Lucida St, toward the scene. Every second streetlight
flickered, as if tapping out signals in some coded language to a faraway observer.
The wind circled the drizzle around the lights. We held hands. She was humming
beneath her breath. Her cheeks were striped by rain. She seemed to me then like a
river landscape. I began to imagine she was leaving me too. She had told me my
father would be home less and less – because of the job. He has many things on his
mind now and you must not ask why, why? And this, I thought, was our goodbye walk.
At the next turn she would go left and I would go right and as we moved away
from each other we would remember all that had happened between us and
consign those memories to a past that would seem in years to come to have never
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happened. The language of light above us coded this to a faraway observer.
Whoever was watching could see what I imagined. We walked to the roundabout
that linked the four Ink streets. A few men were still standing there as if marooned.
Glass twinkled in the gutter, the ambulance – come, gone – blood on the grass.

11i. My uncles would bet on every race of the major metropolitan carnivals on
every Saturday of their adult lives and bet on the dogs on Saturday night, if they
had lost on the horses in the afternoon.

11iv. The bets were larger in spring. Houses were said to be at risk, but I see
that now as bravado or one-upmanship. Then again, they were careless men. Even
my aunts took an interest in spring – the girls and their pretty, slimming dresses, sipping
away, not a day’s hard work in them but still so lovely, so slim. The names of the winning
horses were repeated over each drink – Sordello, Jupiter’s Eagle – as if they could call
back the race, but the losing horses were numbers – I had 6 and 5 and 1 for the trifecta
and 6 and 7 and 2 came in. And the weight of the beast would be blamed or the
conditions of the track or the style of the run or even the colours or the heraldry –
no one bet on bend sinister or shamrocks.

11ix. There would be takeaway pizza for dinner for everyone if they won. And
then the Crown and Anchor board would come out – hands, dice, money, hearts,
diamonds, clubs. Rules I could not fathom then or now. Carroms next, then
blackjack until three or four in the morning. Someone would wake up and think he
had been robbed; others would wake and slowly pore over the crests and troughs
of the night. But once the morning bets were laid, all that awaited them was the
inevitability of money or no money, and they could never be resigned to no
money – it had to be winnings, chance would even it all up. Chance was not
careless. A clean rails run, a tumbling pair, split kings.

12. In memory, the borders of Little Luck expanded through to wherever we
might be. We would have claimed for our country the fun park, the racetrack that
was more than four train stations away, the beach and various parks where we
gathered in family groups of ten or twenty or thirty to play cricket and volleyball
and make tandoori on the twenty cent per five minute bbqs. In memory, also, the
Jewish people did not have bbqs or visit fun parks or thump three stumps at one
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end and an esky twenty-two yards away in any of the parks – Alma, Prince’s, Lord
Cunnington – of my youth.

13. If my uncles were sober they remarked upon the fact that if you said hello the
Jews would say hello, otherwise they were quiet and would not meet your eyes and
this was not the worst way to be in the world, in fact, they knew how to keep their
money. However, when drunk one of them might have remarked upon the
secretive and uppity manners of those Jews, like they knew where Lala kept his ghee –
letting everyone know who owned what, who built the school wing, who did all
their charity quietly and then put up a sign about it.

13iii.The only tense moment I remember between our two communities was
when a synagogue was defaced during the days of the Camp David Peace Accord.
The synagogue was spray–painted with a word that no one in my family would
dare utter, a word that my grandfather prayed would be removed forever from the tongues
of men. No woman would say the word, I was told. I imagined it as something
worse than any of the Hindi or English swear words I knew and that the word
would have been so obscene that not even my school friends would dare utter it. It
seemed to me to be a word that was both blasphemous and sexual. My grandfather
suggested that we may come under suspicion and for a short time I did fear for my
aunts who liked to visit the Jewish bakeries on Cambria St on some Saturday
mornings. I knew the graffiti had something to do with Camp David though I did
not understand what was happening there except that three men were brokering
peace. Keeping to one’s own house is to keep peace, Easy has once said.

14. The gates of the Yeshiva College were white and crowned by a golden
menorah. I passed it each day on the way to school. A long dirt driveway led to a
white house that seemed like a mansion though I could only see its left flank.
Sometimes I said to myself paradise. I thought paradise would look like a white
house at the end of a dirt road flanked by elm trees.

15ii. I cannot explain the origins of our family superstition that weddings
foretold bad luck and funerals good. We believed the betrothed were harpies of
misfortune, the dead deliverers of prosperity – in health, honour, income tax
returns. I presume it came from some chance occurrence generations back and
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what had begun as a story of wild circumstance had evolved over the years into a
prophecy – a heart attack as a ribboned car entered the street, three straight hands
of blackjack in the game at a wake, the kitty halved and shared with the widow.
Even though I disbelieved the superstition I could never quite disavow myself of it,
in the same way I could never cut paper at night – this rained black words upon
our house – or leave a wallet completely empty – this whistled destitution to our
front door.

15iii. I reasoned that the superstition of weddings and funerals had overtaken
common sense, that make believe had by then overridden all the evidence that
disproved it. It was not our only superstition but as there was a wedding or funeral
procession almost every second week in Little Luck it was the one that caused the
men to put an extra five on race eight or the women to cross themselves and pray
a rosary at the sight of a hail of confetti or a rented horse and carriage, despite also
feeling obliged to pay respects or register a gift.

16. The parakeets, in the season of the accident, swooped before cars and flew
into windows and were often found dead. To my eye they seemed to be engaged in
some sort of never–ending, circular race. It was close to the start of cricket
season – I remember the jacarandas that encircled Copperplate Park, casting down
their lavender bulbs onto the playing fields and the bike tracks, the season ahead
already smelt leathery and wooden. Easy had pinned and oiled my bat and it was
the year I would play under–12s even though I was eight and if I did well there was
the chance that my first two years of high school would be paid for by a
scholarship. Gunn & Moore, whose thick edged bats I had always coveted, supplied
the cricket scholar with a full kit. And seemingly on every street lay a dead parakeet.

16iv. I once read a book in which the narrator replaced at every occurrence the
word parakeet for the word Paraclete, in the book he was reading. The narrator did
this intentionally after his first misreading. He understood both sentences to be
true but began to prefer the deeper connotations of the corrupted sentence – the
Paraclete within the wattle, the soaring of the Paraclete, the majestic blue head of
the Paraclete. He began to think of the revised text as one of the books of the
Apocrypha.
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17. The morning after the accident we had arranged to deliver a fair portion –
three servings – of the wedding feast to my obese aunt Blossie who lived in
Verdana, over 100 kilometres away from Little Luck. Blossie rarely left her
bedroom and wedding or no wedding she would be waiting for the food.
Her Samaritan of a husband deserved a night off, or so I was told. He took her
meals in on trays or sometimes delivered them directly in fast food containers. She
liked chicken parmigiana TV dinners also. Every Sunday she asked for and
received a dozen hot pork buns for which he had to drive to a special market in
Chinatown. In her room she had a radio, a television and four volumes of
photographs of herself. She had once been approached to be the face of Mr
Paxton’s Whitening Cream but her father forbade it. She refused after that to speak
in Hindi.

18. The car smelt of ginger. I travelled with my two eldest aunts, who smoked
and squabbled over the cassettes, with a hot dakshi of dhal wedged between my
ankles. We drove past tile warehouses, paint shops where large cardboard
sheepdogs winked down at the traffic, bathroom showrooms with taps on sale,
along four–lane roads crossed every four or five kilometres by four–way
intersections – pythons of tunnelling roads below and above us. Trucks – petrol
trucks and trucks moving cars or carrying forklifts – pulled up close behind us and
then honked and overtook. We passed factories, named by their signage as
‘business parks’ – plantations, my aunts said – which housed tyre manufacturers, small
goods processing plants, medical waste laboratories. Vans tipped in and out of the
gates. The buildings were grey or white or pale blue, many made of corrugated iron.
Their fluorescent signs shone during the day. I felt afraid for no reason I could
name. I had seen these roads, trucks, factories before when my parents left Little
Luck and ventured out to some cheap holiday home or in search of some
mountain from which my father would look for the clearest view of an observable
planet. I had seen them on our trips to Homeworld. The factories themselves were
shinier and seemingly better coordinated than the factories my uncles worked in
and I had witnessed, when, on the odd occasion, I ventured with one of them into
work or when I had travelled with my parents to one or another display village.
Either we were on our way to somewhere else or there was a pay cheque to
retrieve or I, by a certain age, was able to assist with some pilfering of tyre–black or
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glass panes or boxes of toilet paper, soap, sausages of devon that no one had
ordered and would never be missed. They would point to yawning warehouse
doors where an Italian father had lost his hands or an eye, or a cool room, the
plastic fronds covering the entrance still swaying from the last entrance or exit,
where a woman had held off a foreman with a meat hook amidst the frozen
carcasses of pork. The people they worked with seemed only noteworthy by their
misfortunes or travails – strikes were always imminent, the union did as they wanted
for us to do as we wanted – and they gambled with these men and drank with them
when their marriages broke. I have no memory of these colleagues, but my father
threatened me often, that that’s where I would end up, working for one of them,
on some line assembling some product that humanity could do without – devon,
tyre–black – if I did not apply myself to my schoolwork.

18iii. My paternal grandmother broke her hip when a veering bus caused her to
trip backwards onto the footpath. From that day to the day of her death a decade
later, she suffered from arthritis in her pelvis and her hip cracked or fractured a
further three times. She described the pain as if the devil himself were stoking a
fire beneath her dress, and, as she neared death, when she had become light
enough to bear in my arms from bed to bathroom to bed, she would sometimes
plea for me to let her fall.

18iv. I have forgotten at what precise age I began accompanying my parents on
their trips to Homeworld but I seem to recall that it occurred after my
grandmother’s fall. We began these trips because my father decided that my
grandmother could no longer live by herself. Homeworld was the name that my
mother gave to all of the display villages that were built in the far suburbs of our
state – Shepherd’s Gate, February Hill, Blackmorlan. These suburbs traversed two
pages of the road atlas, suburbs far beyond Little Luck, and were landmarked on
the map by only a proposed airport, a catchment area, a nature reserve and the
cluster of streets where the display village stood. Standing midway between city
and country, these suburbs were soon to be populated, soon to acquire malls and
cricket clubs, 7–Elevens and churches of various denominations.

18vi. My grandmother lived in a commission flat within Little Luck, Ink St east.
The view from her sixteenth floor window allowed me to see far into our state, and
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allowed the setting sun directly in. Even now, when I remember her, I always see
her in a dusklight which made her seem transparent. It was a one room apartment
with a toilet. It was void of hiding spots. My grandmother cooked and slept and
watched her favourite soaps – Under a Green Mantle, The Living Flame – in the one
room. She kept a toaster oven on her bureau, which often melted her lipsticks and
boiled her perfumes. We moved them and she moved them back. She argued that
her beauty products belonged on the bureau and the oven should be thrown out.
Her neighbour, a woman named Mrs Sixe who she claimed to have known from
the past country, bartered use of her fridge for use of the toaster oven.
Consequently, they often shared their meals. Mrs Sixe also allowed my
grandmother the use of her mirror before parties and mass, as my grandmother
had veiled the mirror on her bureau twelve years previous when her third and last
husband had died.

18xxi. The drives could take between forty–five minutes to three hours. We
drove through New Berlin and Leelawadee, suburbs that would later be subsumed
by Sylfaen, through unnamed acres that were owned by the airport, past properties
provisioned for livestock but overrun with rabbits, past the estates of timid
pioneers. I became interested by the first families; the men and women who had
built their houses two days' carriage from town, who sought to raise small herds or
have vegetable gardens on limey land. Generations later, vines covered the facades
of the houses and their descendants had become local historians, producers of
organic honey and jam. Or their homes had become Bed & Breakfasts and
function centres. Horse carriages stood in their driveways. Untended sheep
wandered the property while a blue heeler watched on.

19. I did as a nephew who respects the living and the dead must do and entered my
aunt Blossie’s house on Browallia Avenue, then her room at the back of the house,
then stood at her bedside and kissed both her cheeks and recited a Hail Mary to
cure her obesity. I did not want to watch her eat. I walked to a hilly oval near the
house with my cricket bat and ball. A synthetic turf wicket had been placed on the
oval and when I arrived two teams of blind cricketers were playing a match. The
ball of the blind cricketers rang – the players moved easily to hit or field it, as if
each were strung to the ball itself. Some, as they waited to bat, moved without a
dog or stick. It seemed to me that the partially sighted ones also did the running
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between wickets for the completely blind. I waited there while my aunts fed Blossie
and no doubt told her of all the hijinks and hullaballoo.

20. The evening after the accident we gathered at the hall to take down the
banner introducing the proud couple and to undress the tables, and though the
name cards had been printed with the date they needed to be stored and re-used as
who would care about the date when the wedding day came and the tables were overflowing with
food? Only Aunt Delphine and when didn’t she complain? The hall was cold and smelt of
stale bread, bonbonniere and rosemary. I was tired and did not want to help and I
felt like there was nothing outside the hall, that we would take down the wedding
and eat the wedding food and then enter into the nothingness outside which would
be colder still. As the food had been cooked and tables set it seemed to make sense
to eat in the hall after the wedding had been dismantled. The hall would still have
to be paid for. There were also streamers and balloons that needed to come down
and bonbonniere that needed to be moved into the church hall’s kitchen
cupboard – though all of those were in the end stolen by the students of the
Lourde’s School of Dance, which rehearsed there on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

21. The honeymoon to the Whitsundays had been cancelled and the priest was
given a donation for the service he did not have to perform but no one had told
Blue Sharp and they arrived with their three blue guitars and blue drum kit and there
was nothing to do except find hooks for their blue pin–striped suit jackets and
then ask them to join us to eat and drink.

22. One of my aunts bemoaned the fact that the hotplates would have to be
cleaned again, more air needed for the balloons and then her sister asked how on
God’s green earth, with their youngest brother in hospital, she could dare to
complain in the hall of our Father, with our Sweet Jesus looking down on us, you’ve got enough
hot air to fill a hundred balloons. The eldest brother tried to calm them but they
accused him of setting an example like Eve had set for Adam – carousing, drinking,
Sweet Lord Jesus Joshua– that hussy was walking around in a towel in front of the boy – and
told him to keep his head on the work and he threatened to slap them both if they
did not shut up and bugger off to hell. The argument then lead to an accusation about
five aces counted in a pack, money missing from the little tin bank next to the
phone and it only stopped when Teresa entered the hall.
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22vi. I now call my feelings for Teresa desire. I would not have called it desire
then. I stared at her. I tried to sit next to her whenever I could. When she was near
I felt an uncoiling within me and I liked how this felt though sometimes it felt like
pain.

25. Fifty days after his accident Easy married Teresa. Half the invited guests
arrived and the reception was held at a restaurant on a week night. By then –
somehow, perhaps she always knew – my mother had discovered my father’s
infidelity and neither attended the wedding. The marriage of my parents outlasted
the marriage of Easy and Teresa and when my father finally told me his lover’s
name he mentioned that my mother learned of it around the time of what we had
all then come to call the accident, though there had been killings in cars and injuries
by hand tools, electricity, gas, water – even a blinding – to various people we knew
or called family, before and after.

25xxii. Years after Easy’s second wife left, I learnt that their children had never
heard of the first marriage. I felt I had no right to tell the children the story, to
introduce them to other possible versions of themselves – Teresa’s green eyes, the
length of her neck, her fingers (I call it desire now – Teresa – the unravelling blue
of the Am of lust.) Teresa could not bear children – so we were told and so we
were told – and that was enough for the divorce to be approved by the priest. I felt
I had no right to confirm for the children what my aunts would have told them in
their own drunken Boxing Day or New Year’s Eve moments with mouths cut
loose by spumante – that their favoured father and uncles were fools neither St
Jude nor any of the archangels could save. Careless.

26xxv. I saw them coming over the three hills to the east, led by my cousins
Janil and Leah, bearing tulips. Then aunts and uncles, our Little Luck neighbours,
then people familiar but not intimate, nameless people – baskets of food and
incense. Some brought honey to lower into the grave and others brought halva to
share at the grave’s edge. We prayed for the soul of the current dead and the souls
of the past dead and then we sprinkled the coffin lid with petals and wine.
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The antique prow goes on its way
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33. The west of the country had been on fire and the east had been flooded –
days, days – and as Alba and I drove north on Daybreak Road – one hundred and
forty kilometres long – to the houseboat on Lake Capricorn the waters of the east
had receded and the fires of the west dampened and the scorched earth and the
muddy earth were disclosing body after body. Twenty–nine dead by the time we
reached the carpark beside the piers. Alba and I were far removed from the danger.
The daily news of those weeks in our country –with the west being three hours
behind– began with rain and ended with fire, whole towns whose names I had
never before heard burnt or submerged. The radio announcer listed the dead. And
all the dead animals besides, Alba said, though she was half asleep, as if the litany had
become lullaby.

33ii.We had rented the houseboat partly to celebrate the publication of my first
book Elegies for the Prime Meridian – an immature work of Postcolonial criticism.
The advance was more money than I had seen since my Holy Confirmation and
we were at once fretful and freed by it. I had also been approached to curate an
exhibition of the life of the novelist and poet I.V. A. Sumac – I felt like we were in
harvest time. We had even rented a car.

34. The idea to rent the houseboat was inspired by Sumac’s trilogy, Caribbean
Lost. In Book One, a couple from an unnamed country rent a houseboat off the
Western coast of Guadalupe and the houseboat becomes unmoored and the
couple are tossed from coast to coast until settling at St. Vincent. They manage to
trick and gamble their way back to Guadalupe. Twenty goats are slaughtered upon
their safe return. The anonymous narrator narrates a scene in the final chapter,
which is often anthologised, where the couple are baptised on a beach in Kingston,
which references the flood of Noah, contains the head of singing Orpheus and
invokes Bondye and the loa.

35. It was the year before Jeremiah was born and though the months do not
align I have always considered our one day and night on the houseboat as the day
of his conception. Alba and I had known each other for over two years and had
lived together, in a mansion converted into student domicile, for the second of
those years. Though at one point in the six months I had left her only to return.
My sabbatical, Alba called it.
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35ii. I caught a train to a caravan park in Dovestown and stayed there for three
weeks. In memory it occurs over three days. I went to the shoreline each day. Sun,
tides in, tides out, moon – the cyclical movement of tourists, pelicans, black–
necked storks, osprey, rabbits, possums who sat on the rubbish bins licking their
paws. Four hundred square, identical, blue roofed caravans weaved through by
roads that looked modelled on a toy railway set. One stove top, an electrical jug, a
microwave and four bunk beds– a house for a vacationing family. I ate fried fish
from the blue and white kiosk. I drank bourbon every night, sometimes on the
beach, other times on the two–plank landing. A woman with the stage name of
Luna Sol sang saudade at the Dice & Box Hotel on Saturdays. She was
accompanied by three sisters who jazzed together harp and banjo and flute. Luna
was not a sister. I was often her only audience. I liked her – her triangular face
with a nose that had once been broken, her hair that looked like a basket of
discarded threads at the foot of a weaver. Her songs seemed to confirm the
imagined feeling I had that my veins were guitar strings that needed tightening.

36. As per the brochure’s instructions, we walked to Jetty Nine where we rang a
bell and awaited the water taxi which we had read would be steered by Regan –
Alba called her the ferrywoman. Regan arrived and took us to a houseboat called The
Morgiana which we had seen in the brochure– the bed bestowed with tapestry
pillows, thick golden ropes hanging from the four iron post bed, the front door
stencilled with gold curlicues. From the outside all the houseboats were identical –
white with a veranda of white wood, all moored to the lake floor, all equipped with
a row boat and twelve hand-held fire extinguishers. We chose it as the least
distasteful of the available options – The Raj, The Dover, Never the Twain. It was the
lure of the lake and the novelty of the houseboat and the chance to be alone and
talk about whether the coming years were our coming years. We were at once far
enough away and close enough to home to end or prolong the trip at our whim,
knowing also that ending the trip in less than the one rented day and night would
mean only weeks, months not years approaching. I suspected she wanted to
discuss whether I would agree to having children and I could see myself calculating
the loss of money on the long premature drive home – if I said no – and I saw in
my mind burnt trees by the side of the road and downed bridges.
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38. Regan wore a silver stud in her left ear and a striped cat upon her shoulder:
she looked seventeen, eighteen or nineteen. A silk purse hung from a cord around
her jeans. She was the owner’s third daughter and she said each girl had to do their
turn in the water taxi and be on call for deliveries or for pick-ups. She said the cat’s
name was Stubb. She said there was a phone in Morgiana and we could call on her
between eight a.m. and eight p.m. and she could deliver coffee, pizza, flowers,
medicine – You don’t need to go to shore– to us within an hour, within those hours, of
course. And then she remarked on the fires and the floods and said she was giving
her next pay cheque to the relief and then she mentioned she had dreamed the
previous night of drowned cattle. Alba said we had everything we needed for one
night. We docked at the houseboat and she took a key from the purse and opened
the door. Alba tipped her ten dollars.

39. We had clothes in one brown leather bag and chicken and spices and cider in
another. We wanted to cook because neither of us had ever enjoyed food from
restaurants – even the most delicious, homely meal had us putting our money to
better use between forkfuls. And we had developed a habit of trying to cost the
meal in front of us –seven dollars for the lamb, one dollar for the pasta, we could do
this at home for less – to the point that even Alba’s sister did not invite us out
anymore.

40. The water, crossed and crossed by various slow moving boats, seemed to be
moving to some song I could not hear. And though a guide book inside the
houseboat warned us about the noise of jet skis and motorboats – and the futility
of complaining about or to them – the night we stayed I heard the birds settling
down in the trees – their squawking and fidgeting – as Alba unpacked and laid out
her clothes and I put our food and drink away. I heard an owl call as the sky began
to darken and I heard bats and heard a type of myna bird fighting with another
type and then both those birds scaring off a crow that cawed and cawed until the
owl called again.

41. Alba unwrapped Turkish bread – we had stopped for lunch at a bakery in
Swan’s End – from its layer of wax paper and poured out oil and dukkah and
joined me on the veranda. The bread absorbed the spice and sesame and crushed
nuts clung to its flesh and the olive oil dripped from it. We drank cider and talked
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about the book and the university where I may get work and her best friend who
had IVF troubles and I feared the next topic and said I would go inside and start
the dinner. She followed.

42. She sat down beside the table where I laid out my ingredients and poured
another glass of cider for us both. I skinned the ginger. It felt moist and hard in my
fingers. I held it in front of Alba’s nose and she said it smelt like another country, a
country from a fairytale, Gingerland. She said she wished we lived in the country
that she saw in her mind when she smelled ginger and I asked her to describe it
and she said it was landlocked and that mangoes grew there but it was flanked by a
terrible desert where people were exiled and women were stoned for adultery and
then she said, Maybe no, maybe not there, the cider said that not me. I deseeded three
chillies, poured yoghurt into a silver bowl. Alba dipped a finger in the yoghurt and
licked it. I then dropped chicken into the yoghurt and added saffron. Onions spat
in the pan.

43. Capricorn Lake is an inlet fed by the Averroes River where on one bank
oysters lie in beds and towards the mouth of the river mussels sit in mussel socks.
When viewed on the map the river feeding into the lake resembles a genie’s bottle.
Before the mouth of the river four small landbridges, known locally as the Black
Fingers, stretched towards each other.

46. I looked out on the water. A black-brown-slick-furred creature was moving
towards us, looking like something newly birthed yet fully formed. I beat the water
with my hand and the creature stopped and treaded. It had a short, white,
crumpled snout and tiny curved ears and whiskers. It dived again and a few
moments later, when I looked at the water below me, I saw that white snout deep
below moving at pace towards the surface and then disappearing. I went back
outside and threw some bread into the water and the creature snared it and dived
lower, the tail making the shape of an upside down fishhook above the waterline
before disappearing. It looked like an image dissolving out of a negative. When the
water settled around me it looked at first like a black hole, then like a dark
shattered pane of glass. I sat and drank while Alba went to bathe and I thought of
the creature and its tail and all the dead animals.
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46ii. The water was beckoning come, come and the trees on the far hill were
bending their branches to the water saying, Yes go. I can’t swim I said out aloud. I
could hear Alba singing in the shower – Painted faces must not cry – I couldn’t
remember the name of the song – and the trees on the embankments bent insisting
I descend and I said No out loud and thought I must be drunk.

48iv. My wife, Alba, is whimpering then screaming then scowling like a hurt cat.
Her stomach tightens and releases but the tightness remains in her face, in her eyes,
her hands. There is no point saying push. She is pushing but the head won’t crown.
She has entered her fourth hour and though I have been with her for every minute,
she is far away, alone, and I have nothing to balm her with and I feel it has always
been this way. I feel like I have left her alone for all of the time of us being
together.

49. I felt the boat moving to and fro for the first time beneath my feet. The
water was quickening and the night had bloomed and I could see Alba inside eating
and reading on the bed. I went inside and poured another drink and the houseboat
seemed to tilt to the left a little and I thought, maybe that was just me, drunk.

49xx. I kept thinking of the water rat and how we had agreed not to believe in a
thing called a water rat then I thought of my grandfather and the lore of my
parent’s home which he bedevilled long after his death and how my father blamed
his invisible appearances on rats.

50. In storms the doors of my grandfather’s weatherboard home would warp
from the hinges and would not close and the closed windows stuck and would not
open. When I was close to sixteen years old, my grandfather, who had been
cremated six years before, appeared again – when it stormed. My mother could not
explain him – her own dead father, who would come into her kitchen whenever
she prepared egg curry and gulab jamuns – how could she poison the house, the food of
her house, against him or make him anything less than welcome. And then there was
the rain which also seemed to call him back – an enchantment of spice and water.
Some visits – she claimed to see him or at least an outline of him – he would just
sit and stare down at the empty plate she set for him – he likes the smell and being at
table but the dead cannot eat.
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51. He’s here, she would say, as soon as the cardamom or cloves came out of the
pantry or the ghee melted in the pan. The backdoor would slam against its frame,
the cupboard door, the oven door would open. He said nothing apparently. No
one else saw him. She would talk to him – What do you want Dada, what have you seen?
How is Aunt Blossie? Tell her Vijay was dux of Maths. The plate would move on the
table, the cupboard would close. We all saw that, we all saw it more than once.
She told me not to be afraid. He had only come to watch us eat and to smell what
we ate and he desired the life he had absconded from when he had a grandson to
adore and a daughter to do his duty by – still – and who in Jesus’ name was she to stop
that privilege our Lord of the Righteous Sword had given him and anyway we all liked egg curry
and jamuns – a family staple. It won’t go to waste.

52ii. He was my grandfather who had saved me from the road one day when I
wandered off in nappies. He was my grandfather who had taught me to trap and
push, trap and push the hockey ball and who pin–holed and oiled the head of my
first stick. He was my grandfather who had rubbed scotch in the shape of a cross
against my forehead when I turned fourteen so that I would hate alcohol and tore
betting slips at the foot of my cot so that I would hate gambling. He was the man
who had knelt and taken communion every day since the age of twelve and who
had been favoured by God in life and now in death for he had been allowed to return
to his table with his daughter and grandson for his favourite meal. A sweet man in the
end, soft-hearted. My grandfather, who had seen locusts enter his church one day and
who had said Go! and the locusts had flown away as the pews of assembled nuns
were picking them off each other’s backs.

52iii. I was terrified. If my father was nearby– as he was less and less – I would
go and sit as close to him as he would let me. Otherwise I would sit in the
backyard, with Achilles, the German shepherd who had bitten me three times by
the time I was eight and who we all knew would turn again at any moment and
attract the syringe – but such a good guard dog. His neck fur rose whenever my
grandfather was visiting and he growled and began biting the water hose until he left.
I preferred the dog’s company to the dead.

53. When he was home my father, who joked about the various superstitions of
my mother’s family – the good luck of funerals and the bad luck of weddings, the
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curses brought down from the saints if you put your shoes on a table or left
slippers upturned – heard my grandfather patrolling the hallway, though it was not
a sound I felt he would ever want to admit to hearing. My father walked the
hallway, tapping at the walls. Once I saw the hem of his unbuttoned linen shirt
move as if a hand had grabbed it and I saw his gesture to pull the hem back and
the quick tucking back in, the embarrassment of being touched by what was not
real.

54. He was embarrassed, I am sure, for letting me see him confused and the
doubt his world had suddenly submerged into on account of unfathomable noises
and tricks of the wind and the mystery of faith and the natural expanding and
contracting of the house and the jiggery-pokery superstition led to. An
archaeoastronomer, a man who lectured half the year at Boston University, who
knew all the mistaken beliefs of ancient stargazers and navigators, being tugged at
by a ghost he did not believe in. He walked the hallway and whitened with every
step. The tapping tapped towards the kitchen.
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I am telling the story as I saw it or imagined it or remembered it. It will of course be only one
table of events. I might have told it in another way if another way was available to me.
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56. Though the wedding took place at St Obadiah’s on Easter Sunday, Amos’
daughter said she expected no miracle. The previous Friday seemed inappropriate,
even for an atheist like Amos, and Saturday nights were busy. Cars, killings, alcohol,
the hospital chaplain whispered to me before the ceremony. Last night even.., he said,
waving one hand past his ear. Nor did any of my family seem consoled by our old
saying, Friday’s woe is Sunday’s blessing, as Friday’s fall is Sunday’s rising. Amos was dead
by the Tuesday following the wedding – I can't remember the exact time. The
cancer that had begun in his throat had leaked into his bowels- his daughter’s
expression. In my mind I saw it uncoiling. And what had begun with reassurances
from Dr. Salmon – common, common treatment - and ended with Amos’ death, had
not in the end killed him. His heart stopped beating. Isn’t that how all the dead
died, or was it lack of oxygen to the brain? I don't remember, if I ever knew. His
heart stopped beating, at some stage, nevertheless. In my mind, I saw a veined wall
collapsing.

57. No one around his bed that Sunday had become morbid upon hearing the
initial diagnosis – common, common – three months earlier. Amos smoked, he drank,
like an actor, my parents said. His bride to be, my aunt Carmel, rarely complained of
his habits. She said he could drink and smoke as long as it was always half a bottle
of scotch or eight beers a night, Hunter’s Chicken every Wednesday, Fruit World
on Monday – all men like dogs have habits…all love is compromisation…and I just thank the
Star of the Sea he doesn’t gamble. Amos had survived a war and, I guess, the five of us
who accepted the wedding invitations – thirty-five declined – presumed that he
smoked and drank because he had survived a war. Amos doesn’t talk about the war –
we said to one another and upon introducing him to strangers. It stopped them –
us – asking about his five missing fingers; three from the left, two from the right,
shot off at the knuckles or the fan of scars across his forehead. At the wedding my
family lined up on one side of his bed, as if awaiting communion. His daughter
stood on the other side, beside my aunt, who was holding a cushion pinned with
Amos’ medals – one star–shaped, the other a cross – engraved with the thirty–ninth.
The hospital chaplain read the traditional vows, and though Amos found it painful
to talk, neither groom nor bride paused or mumbled over in sickness and in health.
My aunt kissed Amos on his palms – leaving an arc of red lipstick – and asked for
the chaplain to administer the last rites. My aunt and I must have looked into
Amos’ eyes simultaneously – he looked crestfallen – for she clicked her fingers
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three times and smiled and claimed that her kiss could kill him. My family and the
nurse and Veronica laughed.

58. We ate with our fingers and licked our fingers and wiped our fingers on
hospital towels. My girlfriend at the time – Veronica – squirted three tamari ‘fish’
onto her sushi whilst my mother unwrapped the rice from the seaweed and we
made little piles of chicken bones on the three green oval plastic platters my
mother had served the food on. A leftover platter of food was taken away by the
nurse - Who said we were finished? my mother complained on the drive home. My
aunt stayed bedside with the remainder of the gin and lemonade.

58ix. Amos could not swallow anything for the last eight days of his life and
talking pained him, but on a chalkboard supplied by the hospital he had written
out the food he wanted at the bedside reception – sushi, Singapore noodles,
teriyaki chicken wings. When he did talk he sounded like a rasping bird. He
pronounced one word then held his breath before the next word –
forsaking...all…others. The nurses ate with us, as did the two other men in the ward.
My family drank gin mixed in a lemonade bottle. Amos’ daughter did not drink.
The nurses delayed Amos’ needles. One vial read ephedinen or nepenthe, I can’t
remember. And though neither my aunt nor my fiancée nor my mother cried, one
of the nurses did, as she replaced a drip filled with a liquid the same colour as the
vodka mix. Amos’ daughter handed the nurse a breast pad. She wiped her eyes. My
aunt was drunk and I sensed Amos wanted to be and so I took a flask of rum from
the inside pocket of my coat and swung it three times beneath his nose and put an
unlit cigarette in his mouth and only removed it when his saliva caused the tube of
tobacco to collapse. Doctor Salmon limped into the room as the chaplain walked
out. The doctor then smiled and limped away. Another nurse came in, smelling of
smoke. One of the men, who had been poured a drink from the lemonade bottle,
asked if he could kiss the bride and my aunt agreed though I thought I saw
disagreement in Amos’ eyes. My aunt, in the end, kissed both of the men and both
men died on Tuesday.

59. Amos said he loved my aunt because she was the colour of gingerbread and
despite her pitchfork tongue. He had a plaque made naming the house in Barcarolle,
The Gingerbread House and turned his study into a sewing room, although she did
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not sew. Amos had, to use my parents’ expressions, risen higher than high up at
Fynmark’s…taken a fair package…put his money into property… and he bought the flat
on Trebuchet St in Little Luck for my aunt who insisted that she was a girl of city
tastes – and besides, she hated spiders and horses. The horse stank, she said. She
hated seeing it shit. I spent many nights with them at their Barcarolle property,
sometimes returning Carmel to him after one of their monthly separations – …who
can live with all his bad habits? – or staying to help him with odd–jobs – mowing the
acre or fixing the acre fence, handing Amos his customised pliers, pushing a
wheelbarrow to wherever Amos pointed, dropping a plum line. He always insisted
on paying me and he paid better than I worked – sixty, seventy, eighty an hour. I
once had a three week affair with his daughter – Katherine? No, Karen – which
Amos ignored. My sense was that he thought us unworthy of each other. The time
of the affair I was helping him build a separate toilet for my aunt, who said it was
inappropriate for a fiancée to share the same seat – wrong colour, she would say,
waving her ring finger in his face.

60. When I first heard of Amos’ diagnosis I took a bottle of Below Deck over to
the Trebuchet St apartment. We sat in the kitchen because the lights of the living
room were always dimmed to protect the fabric of the sofa - an antique – my aunt
called it, assuring me that one day it would be mine, and the clock with the Christ
face was never properly wound – it spoils the springs – but ticked between nine past
six and ten past six. It was maddening, maddening – Christ’s cheekbone forever
being struck. Amos called the living room, The Louvre. In the apartment below a
woman was singing an aria. I did not know it was an aria until Amos named it as
such; Dido.

61iv. The sun shone through the wooden blinds of the kitchen and streaked the
stumps on Amos’ left hand pink; cricket bails, I thought. I put a bowl of rum in
front of him. His right hand shook. A vein in his forearm rose, as if awaiting a
needle.

62x. Amos said,
Forgiveness only occurs to me when I’m drinking. I’ve seen things when I’ve been under, recurring
faces, been in other men’s bodies, was even a woman once. Just drugs and dreams, I know. But let
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me introduce you to my angel, my nonsense. In the cupboard under the sink in the rice cooker are
some papers.

64xxi. Amos named his horse Ashes – … ashes for the rain… He said it was a
quote from an aria that I would not have heard of – Tagiatello; I think he said, no
one I knew. Ashes was white with black fetlocks. Veins the width of my middle
finger popped up on his rump and torso when he galloped. He scared me,
especially when he was asleep, for the horse’s cock was seemingly always erect
when he slept and some nights, when I slept beside Amos’ daughter, my cock
would thicken thinking of Ashes. I would awake imagining Ashes standing at the
top of the bed or of Amos’ daughter on her knees beneath him – a pose she never
assumed for me. Both father and daughter rode him, fed him lettuce and
tangerines and sweet potatoes – his long blue tongue sickened me – and filled his
nosebag with a homemade concentrate scattered with peanuts. I asked Amos to tie
him up whenever I worked on the acre alone but Amos refused because the horse
would pull and kick at the sight of crows and black cockatoos – …like elephants and
mice, crazy bloody animal, not scared of anything else except black birds…

65. Amos said,
Think of it, I was twenty-one and just married, before putting the bowl to his mouth. My
boys averted their eyes but the creek kept bringing the faces of our wives, or at least the idea of our
wives, before us. Look away, try to look away…the creek was covered in them, like they were
stepping stones.

65xii. One Sunday, when I was thirteen, I killed a crow. Two of my friends and
I had pooled the money we had stolen from cars left unlocked in various
apartment garages in and nearby Little Luck. We didn’t consider ourselves
thieves – we didn’t take their cars. On Saturday mornings we played hockey, on
Saturday afternoons we’d go to the movies, on Saturday nights we looked for
unlocked cars. Some Saturdays we’d come home with runners or watches or
porn – once a tape–recorder – but every Saturday we’d find change in the glovebox or ashtray but on good nights there would be a handbag or wallet – we only
took the money – which meant fives and tens and twenties; junk food, pinball.
Movies. We were saving for a pocket- knife – a black and silver knife with a flick
spring – the custody of which would be shared according to a weekly schedule.
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That Sunday we rode our bikes for forty minutes to Lyon where I knew there was
an ammunition's shop on Esperance Street because my father had bought bullets
from it the previous duck season.

66iii.Your father around boys?

a man in a green shirt asked as we entered.

We’re not brothers, I said. We’re just the same colour.
We have money, one of my friends said.
So have I, the man said and grinned; above his head a pair of antlers cradled a
shotgun.
You’ve come for a knife, I can’t sell you a knife boys.
Can we still look around? I asked.
Be quick, not a good look, he said, putting up both hands with outstretched fingers.

67. If I read the brandnames on the guns I saw I cannot now recall them. The
names that occur to me now – Winchester, Colt, Remington - could easily have
been learned from the Sunday afternoon Westerns – Weren’t we Indian? – I watched
with my grandfather when I was a few years younger than the day my friends and I
purchased the slingshot. Winchester or Colt or Remington may have been the
brand of one of my father’s hunting rifles, which he kept trigger-locked in rifle
socks under the bed and which, one day, after he had left my mother and I, were
stolen along with my mother’s golden bangles. I remember the names of the knives
though – Daggoo, Leather-man, Huntriver: A Cut Above. They were displayed in a
cabinet of the same size as the cabinet in which my mother kept her porcelain doll
collection. Her dolls had names too – Mary, Penelope, Alice – and she talked to
them, sometimes assuming a Cockney accent when addressing Mary, I am part
English after all. The knives were displayed on paper that was printed with a picture
of a naked woman. The woman’s body was repeated over and over again. She had
blonde hair that circled beneath the rim of a Stahlhelm and wore an open
barmaid’s skirt that revealed a club of black pubic hair. Many of the posters up
around the shop showed armed women in crop tops or bikinis or lingerie and
some of the knife handles had silhouettes of large breasted women upon them
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whereas the butts of rifles and shotguns were embossed with the heads of steer,
leopards and American Indian chiefs.

67ii. Three stolen guns. It felt as if my father had left for Boston again. Three
guns stolen along with $620 – not our money – the television, gold bracelets, two
of my mother’s porcelain dolls. We no longer lived in the house – we had leased it
to my mother’s cousins – but much of what we owned was stored there and much
of what was stored was taken. I had to write to my father to tell him – I was 15,
confirmed the year before. The thieves had not vandalised anything except the
door handle, had come during the workday and left the door ajar behind them. All
the cupboards and drawers had been opened. They had found the guns under the
bed. We did not want to call the police but Joshua said we had to because guns
were taken. I think Joshua dealt with them with, not my mother. I have no
memory of seeing or hearing the police and I never entered the house after the
robbery; in fact, I think or imagine or sense now that I was told to never enter the
house again. I hear a saying or proverb or line of poetry in my head that recites,
The child is barred from the pillaged house (or temple, or city) The guns were an
unnecessary curse to begin with – you can buy a cooked duck at Chinatown – but I had
more terrifying notion that the guns would one day be returned. I imagined that
they would be returned to us after being used in a robbery or murder and slid
beneath the bed, carrying stain and indictment, and the first person to eye or touch
the weapons would inherit felony and retribution. Further, there were three guns, I
presumed in Little Luck – amongst our neighbours, family and acquaintances. My
mother’s cousins moved out and I presume another couple or family moved in but
whom, I have no memory of. I can’t see the guns in my mind but I see the socks
they lay in and I see them sheathed in my father’s hands – his head in a balaclava –
as he leaves one dawn for a lake where the ducks are in season and the rabbits are
plentiful and only a further three hours from the lake – I see the lake but I cannot
name it – there are bush pigs – twice the size of Rottweilers – and I see him in a hutch
awaiting them. And three days after he leaves he will return with a pig leg, trotter
attached – butchered in the shed of his two hunting buddies – who they were I
never knew – colleagues, professors of Maths, History? – and ducks and skinned
rabbits and the freezer will be filled and before the leg is ever thawed and roasted
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he will leave for Boston University to be with a woman who is named Julia. And
three thieves, I always imagine three men – will one day take his guns and banish
me from the house he abandoned.

68xii. I began running at the end of March, when the practice wickets began to
descend into the overall verdancy of the oval and council workers set up soccer
goals, though even by the middle of May the ghost of the centre pitch was visible
beneath the green veneer of the centre circle; a palimpsest, I thought. In May, the
groundsman drew four white lanes around the oval and marked them at one, two,
three and four hundred metres – the chalk circles were still faintly visible in cricket
season – writing relay change at intervals with spraypaint. I saw the groundsman on
occasions, wearing his green council uniform with A.M.C. written on his back.
When the ground was sodden he put up a small Closed sign on the oval’s fence and
no one trespassed, even when his Toyota Stanza was not parked beneath the
scoreboard. On days when I ran he seemed to tolerate my presence – that’s what I
felt, he possibly did not notice me at all. I have allowed for that. I had heard from
the dogman – a Japanese man who walked his five dogs every morning – that the
groundsman, although deaf and mute, was in line to curate a test ground…if he get
in the good book. From a distance, the groundsman irritated me for no reason I could
name.

69. Calista Park enclosed the oval within its four walls. The park itself included a
children’s playground, a lawn bowls field, four tennis courts - one always fallow a pavilion, two toilet blocks, a basketball hoop and a Georgian home that housed
the historical archives of Ashbury and a resident artist each year. Between the oval
and the walls were grassy embankments and concrete embankments and green bins
dispensing black plastic bags – the dispenser was cartooned with a dog that
resembled a wolf from a fairytale I remembered – and on the grass embankments
palm trees, elms and jacarandas stood in clusters of three. Six sixty foot tall light
towers stood over the oval and had become the battlegrounds of magpies and
crows and mynahs. The cockatoos roosted in the Queen Palms – they seemed to
stand vigil over me when I ran. From a distance they looked like white wine bottles.
Magpies roosted in the elms. Parakeets flew in each morning. The light from the
light towers filled the one way streets flanking the park, lit nests in trees, reflected
off the elastic skin of bats and the numbers on the backs of the soccer players as
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the young men ran laps anti- clockwise, three abreast. Though the pavilion seats
were smattered with bird shit and infested with bird lice, homeless men and
women – eight, ten, sometimes twelve – slept on them each night, and on training
nights the light towers illuminated their faces – their skin became iridescent, their
heads haloed – as they tipped bottles to their lips; blessed be the drinkers. On the
back of the pavilion a mosaic of the bird life, with missing tesserae, showed one
eye of a cockatoo, the wing of a parakeet and the outlines of all the original birds.
The pavilion burnt down recently – I read in the Tribune.

70vi. I presume the fairytale was read to me as a child by one of my parents –
mother died, two years ago this Saturday – or I have re-imagined it or corrupted
another story with memory, or I have spliced the remains of a dream onto another
half- forgotten story. Whichever way the story entered my mind I remember it as
beginning, One hundred years ago, in a valley covered with lavender, between two villages, there
lived a girl with raven hair…’ The author then wrote of how the young girl had
assumed the milking and trapping for her ailing parents – who were ill in the
stomach…The girl’s name was Alice or Alicia or Avril, and when she was not wiping
the foreheads of her parents or making them soup and bread or attending the well,
she spent her days wandering in the lavender fields. She became known amongst
the neighbours who shared the well as the lavender queen and many of their sons
imagined what dowry or tribute or escapade would persuade her to marry them. I
cannot remember the middle of this story or even if there is a middle – I
remember it as a series of inconclusive vignettes – but I do remember an
illustration from whatever book my parents read to me or whatever dream the
story has its genesis: a wolf is stalking Alice near the well. The well itself resembled
a small, strawberry-coloured apartment block. The wolf looked like a fat German
Shepherd. There is later an illustration – in the real or dreamt book – of a
whiskered hunter, who also looks like a fat German Shepherd. The hunter will later
marry the lavender queen - perhaps her name was April. The story had two
climaxes – April throws the wolf over her shoulder into the well where it treads
water for three days. The neighbours save a disconsolate April from drowning
herself. In the denouement, the neighbours forgive April and April forgives the
neighbours – I cannot remember what illicit act or acts required this forgiveness.
Somewhere in the story there is a talking crow.
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71. Eight days after the funeral, after drinking the last of Amos’ Below Deck –six
bottles in nine days, wedding gifts from those who chose not to attend – I rang
my aunt. I can’t remember what time it was but she answered the phone
immediately and the phone was in the Louvre not by her bed. Still, she began by
saying, Huh, who? so I presume she had been dozing.
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Mourners were leaving Blackjack – their foreheads crossed with ash. J and I followed arrows and
signs and Diplodocus footprints painted on the footpath to the museum entrance.
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101. So Sumac’s final novel would have begun if he had lived to finish it.

On
the day I was to be interviewed for the position of curator – or, as I was later to be
accused of, a coloniser of his work – I had travelled along the palm leaf strewn
paths of the Rachel Gardens to the Bellesbat Museum to meet Director Melville
Ephesus and, I expected, another member of the museum staff, who would brief
me on budgets and floor plans and reveal statues and fiats I could have never
expected or imagined. There had been no funeral procession but I had, just six
months before, become a father to a son, who Alba and I had named Jeremiah,
shortened to J. Sumac had been so consistent in my life as an author, perhaps I am
exaggerating, a ghost, a shadower and foreshadower that I did not even consider
this coincidence as sign or omen. It was just another Sumac accordance. I imagine
many readers have experienced this – the sense that their lives somehow resemble
or were predicted by the plots or characterisation or ideas of a favoured author,
and with the feckless doubt that comes with that thought, the whimsy of its fiction,
will narrate at dinner parties structured anecdotes to the other diners, who may or
may not believe in the story but who accept it for the truth it pretends to be.

102. I had completed my PhD on Sumac, had read papers about him at obscure,
poorly attended conferences and published those papers in minor journals, at least
two of whom were not peer reviewed. The majority of essays and monographs and
books were written by foreign post–colonial academics – mainly Indian and India
was the country where the major conferences occurred and where his work was on
many university courses in Literature, Performing Arts and Cultural Studies. In the
city in which I then lived two of his novels were in the Enderby Library of
Jeroboam University where I taught casually, unavailable in public libraries or
bookshops. It was as if he had never written at all. And thus my scholarship was
void. Ephesus had written to me via Jeroboam inviting me to meet with him and
discuss a project, in regard to the estimable Mr. Sumac, a writer whose book “Bleached Skin
Soca” I had loved in my youth. I did not mention in my reply letter that Bleached Skin
Soca was a novel by Homer D’Jon. I had no experience in curation and presumed
he had issued the invitation to me because other preferred curators had pointed
out he had mistaken his authors – who, exactly was the exhibition to be about and why? I
had written back on the day after Alba’s first ultrasound – the night before having
dreamt of my grandfather, who had assumed the pose and aspect of the reclining
Buddha, to reveal to me from his own sleep, his own dream, that I would have an
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estimable daughter. The dream entrenched itself in me; I was impatient with daily
living after the dream and I wanted the curation job because I wanted money – so
I did not correct him, who was I after all, in the end? And why in a world of
twisted latitudes and meridians should I care that I was offered a job I was
unqualified for and inexperienced in – I knew Sumac.

103. I arrived at the museum forty minutes early to see Spirit Faces, Hollow Guides.
I tried to visit the museum once a month to view each new exhibition – wildlife
photographs, late Byzantine mosaics, inevitably, something Egyptian, last month
Egyptian intaglios. I preferred the museum to the movies, which had in that
decade seemed obsessed with stories about mistaken identities and doppelgangers,
motifs that frightened me more than any murderous sociopath or hybrid monster.
The museum itself, from the northern perspective, looked like a ship in full sail but
its entrance had been sculpted to look like the open pages of a book. In my mind I
saw the symbol for infinity. Sumac also writes in Les Cahiers, after his affair with
the actress Maria Constantinople (concealed in the notebooks as X) began, I do not
know when I began seeing buildings as sequences of numbers but it has been an eccentricity of
mine that I am now accustomed to...

103vii. The tour guide thanked the children and bowed a little to their applause
and smiled and skipped – literally skipped – towards the reception and I left from
the opposite door. She had a hole in her stocking. I wandered in the gift shop and
then sat drinking coffee in the café. The teachers were doing a head count and one
child was missing and one of the teachers went right and one left and the children
were wordless and held hands. I began walking through the entire museum again,
looking for the child who I hoped I would recognise by his school uniform. I
passed through the Megafauna Room and the Skeleton Room and thought about
checking in the toilets but decided a teacher would have done that first. I guessed
the teachers had also told security and tried to think of what room or exhibition
might intrigue a child enough for him to stray from his group.

103viii. Stray children of the lost tribes of Israel, douens, boys who chase a
prey too far and can’t then recover their tracks, girls who meet wolves. The lost
and never found – let the children come to me and do not hinder them. I felt compelled
forward. I felt sweat in my bowels and feared for my son in the arms of Alba. (A
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son who wandered into a dreaming of his exile, a father who led him there, what
kind of Virgil would I be?). What would mesmerise a child enough to forget the
orders and instructions of school and teacher – crocodile skin, snake length,
butterfly? The museum closes, the child sleeps in the café – all of this would not
happen – has the boy wandered off to the gardens? Return to the masks, look for
the face of the child inside them – he is hiding.

103xvii. When she left I felt I wanted to smell her in the powder mornings of
her night skin, to unroll her damaged stocking –it seemed each of her movements
enlarged the tear – to feel her hair fall, light as a cloud’s, red as November.

104. The child was found in the Discovery room, sitting in a darkened corner of
the museum watching the universe being born over and over again on a screen
built into the wall – bang. The teachers flanked him like parents taking a child
home from hospital. The tour guide came to the café with free pencils and stickers
for each child – her nametag read Alba.

105viii. I left and stood on the steps and smoked one cigarette then another
and checked the blinking time on the Orion’s Belt Tower – 12.55 – and when she
emerged from some hidden side exit, dressed in a red coat, I moved after her, with
no idea what I was going to do or say but aware I would have been seen by her as
some stalking stranger, some madman to stay clear of, certainly not someone
whose eyes she would meet – and who knows how many men had lingered,
waited, framed imagined conversations with her, dreamt of her hawk-shaped face
at midnight. Her stockings.

106viii. I was in a similar mind to what Alba herself would later describe as my
sabbatical. I felt the same torment each day. Sometimes my mind flashed to me
images remembered from some dream or movie or play – my body hanging from
an elm tree in the American South, a flash in the sky that signaled the end of the
world – or a movie scene where I took the place of the tortured actor. I was
addicted to bourbon then, drinking three–quarters of a bottle a night and each
hungover morning I woke to the company of paranoia – often feeling that I was
being followed, watched – for the remainder of the day until the first dusk drink
dispelled them and I was alone and unseen again. The memory of the funeral and
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the ashen faces had left me feeling like I was being pursued by someone who
intended to chastise me for some ill I had caused them in my dreams, some demon
prodding me to an inevitable fate.

107ii. When I arrived for the interview – it felt like a funeral – a young man
handed me a package and advised me that the Director had bolted off to a funding
meeting – a new government had just been elected so this did not seem unusual –
congratulated me on my temporary position and, as he opened the door for me to
leave, told me to call him for any assistance I might need. I opened the packet in
the cafeteria, resisting a visit to the gift shop to purchase for J’s future – a replica
of the Olduvai stone, a pencil sharpener in the shape of a trebuchet – imagining
father and son discussing, in years ahead, the importance of the footprints of
Laetoli or the second siege of Tyre.

108. The package contained a three page twelve week contract – stipend $4000,
budget $6000, one part time gallery assistant, one casual permissions assistant.
Opening to be confirmed after twelve August Museum Directors meeting,
duration to be announced after twelve August Museum Directors meeting. A
floorplan of the Bellesbat, which was available at the front counter. Also,
floorspace allocation – lower level 135. Also, a letter from Ephesus. The Director
had typed on paper watermarked with the emblem of the museum – a ship sailing
between the pillars of Hercules – that I should consider the museum space
allocated to Sumac exhibition 915 as similar to the ShipPlayRoom in the museum – to
be inventive, to be youthful, to chance your ideas – we realise this is not your game – a career
curator – so we are backing your naiveté, do your best but be inventive, don’t be scared to ask
questions of the space, to remake the space. I read further that the exhibition had been
commissioned and fully funded by a cruise ship company, The Royal Caribbean.

109x. Order, disorder? A life through sequentiality? I resisted the logic of
chronology. Sumac, like his work, should appear chaotic, at times rambling, at
times distilled, only to be taken drop by drop. I wanted to make the space seem
like the shape of a mind at work, to make it seem like we were observing within a
mind remembering. Memory as fracture, synapse to synapse, fractal. Memory as
orbit. Isn’t the museum defined by its spaces, its emptiness perhaps, I wondered. I
could curate a glimpse of coherence, of chronology, but only a glimpse. All the
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wall plaques I wrote ended in ellipses, all the photographs I displayed would be the
ones covered in shadows or pockmarked by time. I did not know how to start to
do what I did not know how to do.

110. Sumac, Wordsworth, D’Jon are walking towards the camera. The
photographer is not credited. Sumac has his arm in a cast.
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– I could not imagine how they thought I could kill myself with a watch.
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122. Alba, one night, as a car passes through the street and U–turns and the
headlights pass through the bedroom and we both wake and wonder whether the
light has woken the child, says:
You hold their tiny hands in yours finally after all the kicks, the nausea, the blood tests, the gel
before the amnio, the small ghost floating on the screen, that same fleshed out ghost inside you.
And then you learn the Heimlich manoeuvre, learn to recognise the first signs of measles, learn to
identify the toys they could swallow, the avoidance of grapes, the statistics of drowning, the chances
of whooping cough. You take the blue book everywhere. You have them immunised but a limp, a
lump, a weeping sore keeps you awake at night and you disregard the burning of your own
sleepless bones to administer drugs, to hold them down by all fours to get the painkiller into them.
Just to sleep to wake and change the greenish nappy at three am and give the next hellish dose.
Less TV, more vegetables, check the sugar content in jam, and all the time you are sure you are
doing a poor job, your heart cracks every time you lose your patience. No ring on your finger,
people notice that. But really it is just you preparing for their imminent death, you are always
imagining their deaths, the social criticisms tell you to be prepared for death, the strange looks in
the confectionery aisle tell you your child won’t survive, you have done a bad job. When will the
dropper fill with the overdose, the syringe with the side effect, when will the tyre shred midway
through the journey? You allow their deaths to fill you, you eat and drink it so you are sated by it
for that is the only way, to live on it and not go insane with fear that it will happen. As it will, of
course, in the end, one day.
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26. My father one day told me a story which I tell as this –
He was giving a paper on Ptolemy’s Mathematike Syntaxis in New York at the time
of the accident. Even if he had been in Little Luck he would not have attended the
bachelor party. He did not smoke, drink or gamble and he preferred to stay away
from my grandparent’s house. I thought of him as impatient, rather than
judgemental. As impatient with himself as with others and I do not believe he
believed in dialogue. I learned years later he was having an affair with a colleague at
Boston University where he taught. Her name was Julia. The affair turned into a
friendship as they grew older and it was only as he neared death that he told me of
it and then only as if it had been a dream and only so that I could write to her after
the funeral. He said he felt a pain in his hands when he heard the bachelor party
was to take place, and while he was giving his talk he saw someone who looked like
Easy in the audience, and paused for a moment before realising it was not Easy,
and though he did not believe in all the religious and spiritual nonsense my
mother’s family blathered about – their ghosts and beads and chants and petitioning of
marble and stone – he thought it peculiar Easy had appeared to him that day – just
mistaken identity but still peculiar – and that day had caused him to pause midsentence.
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73ii. The mirrorball woman told a story which I remember like this;
I can run five kilometres in twenty minutes and the hundred metres in fourteen seconds. I am no
Jamaican sprinter but I can click it up when I am going. It helped because I was a lacrosse player.
My dad was an astronaut and he told me what Ohio looks like in orbit, he swore it was moving
at such a pace that it seemed to be standing still, only seemed sorry, blame the second glass of
champagne, no, not an astronaut, an astronomer and when he looked at the sky through his
kaleidoscope he said that Ohio was being followed.
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124. Alba says,
Many children can’t wait to grow up but I felt keenly the years of my childhood crashing over the
fall. I felt a loss, a death even, when at the age of six I was told to cross my legs, to cover up my
secret. No longer would my father bathe me, I was always to lock the bathroom door, and I was to
await the day when my secret would bleed. I was terrified of what this might mean.
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63xii. We were carrying a young boy who’d lost a leg the same day I lost my fingers, the day
before, three miles west of Buna–Gona. Carrying him – I wasn’t doing the carrying mind you,
giving orders, a regular Chester Nimitz – on a stretcher woven out of vines. We were crossing a
creek and those pamphlets starting falling on us. I almost burnt them once. Don’t ask me why I
didn’t. I saw these things coming down like confetti and thought, they’re telling us we won –
fuckin’, fuckin’ stupid. We had half a bag of rice between us and we all knew we were carrying a
corpse – he had a blue feel, a bluer–cold feel. And then these things, they hurt my feelings. In a
war mind, after I’ve garrotted men. See that little darkie – no offence mind – that little sambo
with his arse up in the air, that’s who I see even when I go under; my angel. The radiologist says
don’t move, don’t move a muscle and straightaway I feel my missing fingers tapping, all the rest of
me still, my fingers going like on a typewriter. I then start to doze. Of all that I could
recall...children’s heads used as footballs, all the raping I’ve seen, all the waste of it…I won’t put
it all in your head….aren’t all these memories meant to haunt you? I am not haunted by any of it,
like it wasn’t me. I’ve had some bad dreams, bad nights of dreams, but I’ve gone on. Shouldn’t I
be sorry for that? But he returns every night, every night in my dreams, the black boy, black
cartoon boy. He does things, helps out, finishes the wallpapering, sows and waters the lawn,
regular spare set of hands. But this is what he says, each dream before he leaves– ‘I forgive you for
what you did today,’ – as if I’d buggered him or not paid him or god knows – beat him? what
did I do to him? Crazy cartoon darkie.
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81. It’s me, sorry, but understand... and I am not leaving my number.
all that time of us.

It’s just, just a waste,
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J, in a dream, said: I went away to a dark place and when I came back there was nothing left
of who I had been. I was unsure whether I had come back at all. At first I felt like I was
tumbling within a box full of colours, and that my hands were where my feet should have been. I
then became an animal but half-boy. I am not lying I am telling the truth. It all happened a long
time ago but I am the same age as when it happened. The worst sound was the sound of scissors at
night and sometimes there were sleeping sounds, singing sleeping sounds but you could not sleep,
the singing was too deep. I never felt like I was far away at all. I felt like I was too close.
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So we speak in the tongues that have been cut out. We write in the lacuna of voice
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73iv. At the party the mirror ball woman seemed to laugh or smile at any
absurdity I invented to convince her of my surgical qualifications. I learned later,
years later, when I ran into the host on a Parade Day march, that the mirror ball
woman was a nurse and thought I knew this and thought my knowing was the joke.
She told the host that I was the funniest guy she had met in donkey’s years.

75. Over the two weeks that the production ran Veronica would arrive at my
apartment at about ten. I’d pour her a drink, a cocktail of my own invention –
lychee juice and vodka with a mandarin slice, ginger beer and gin with crushed ice
and lime - and she would tell me about Tyrone’s prostate problems and that Mary
bitch, who expected a plate be brought to her each night – I work best on a full stomach.
Jaimie kept offering her Feldenkrais massages and Edmund’s new boyfriend kept
hitting him, just never in the face – And lover I don’t feel like drinking so much, after
seeing the play each night. After she talked we fucked. Sometimes we fucked on the
balcony, sometimes on the couch. She liked me to come on her breasts. She
brought home a stage prop one night, a green riding crop that had hung behind the
front door of the Edwards’ home.

74. Veronica flicked the switch and the bulb fused. As we stood in the dark
landing and I fingered the grooves of my keys – I had the absurd feeling that
lightning would strike me if I put the wrong key in the door – I could hear a
woman practising scales beneath us. She had a voice that splintered, spidered offkey, broke into broken. The door opened. The woman sang, Girls bring heads on
silver trays.

80xii. The phone rang while I was shaving. I left it to the machine. I recognised
Veronica’s voice more by its pace than its pitch or lilt. Don’t tell me, don’t tell me,
I thought. It was the first call she had made, a month – a month – after she left. A
month. I put a hot towel over my face – just leave the message, leave the message.
In my mind I began a bingo card where all the possibilities of what she was to
reveal – money owed, things left behind or left unsaid, cd’s, books, A.I.D.S –
replaced numbers. The card was half–filled by the time she hung up. Her news
could wait until I had shaved and after I shaved, I thought, my life will be different.
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82ii. The entrance walls looked as if someone had taken them apart, brick by
brick. Bricks were arranged in a rough circle. Other bricks were piled in towers of
seven. The groundsman held a plumbline over one edge of the wall. Another man
in the same uniform was on his knees with a measuring tape. Six black birds I
could not name flew above me in a rough K- formation. The groundsman waved.
I looked away, looked ahead at my goals. Stay low, move fast. And I sprinted
towards the ball. Low, lower. I took the ball on the stubbynose, fixed my eyes on
the revolving seam. I dribbled, veered left, came back inside imaginary defenders,
cut away and had space – tic- toc- tic.

83. The resident artist began running, as did the old Falun Gong women, as did
the dogman, the deadman, Veronica and the various practitioners of tai chi – old
men who were strangers in my waking life yet recognisable within the dream. I ran
before them with the leathergirl – drumbeats faint from her headphones. And on
the third lap the running man began to lead us all. My shoulders ached, my calves
felt as if sandbags were attached to them. And the running man lengthened his
stride and the old tai chi men passed me as did the dogman and his pack and the
deadman and the leathergirl looked back at me from a quarter lap in front and put
up her middle finger. The dream only ends when I collapse and a fox terrier sits on
my chest, its right paw held up in a Black Power salute.

86v. I grew bored and irritated listening to how the groundsman’s mortgage
prohibited children, of the new antique clock he had purchased, of all the territory
he was responsible for, of the owners who would let their dogs onto the oval. I
was there to run. I have never understood why people talked so much, why he
talked so much, why talk? What did it matter if I knew something he wanted to tell
me – the price of antique clocks, the possible lawn bowls job in Burnsville –what
difference would it make to the price of the clock or the outcome of the interview?
Why did he think I wanted to know that he had assembled a family tree without
birthdates? His clocks and his family and his land, fuck them. I set aside ninety
minutes for my routine and many days he took ten, twenty of those minutes. I
tried to walk away from him as he talked or begin a lap as he approached. On
occasions he would jog beside me, our footprints running roughly parallel in the
sandy soil. At other times he would stand in my way and expect me to stop.
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88. I ran past the dogman, the deadman and the groundsman. I had awoken late
so I knew that the leathergirl – she ran in leather pants and a leather jacket, wearing
headphones – would have completed her five laps. The Falun Gong women, who
had assumed a pose, in unison, that resembled a stork holding up the world, would
be gone by my second lap. The groundsman was nearing his break, the dogman
rounding the oval for the last time. As I ran I remembered a photo I had seen in
my year nine Biology text. The photo showed a muscular man swimming through
green water and it was captioned with the phrase One hamburger provides enough energy
to swim the English Channel. Although the photo provided no real evidence that the
swimmer was swimming the English Channel I decided I had eaten enough
hamburgers in my life not to ever have to eat again. I fasted. I fasted for three days.
I drank water because I presumed the muscular man must have drunk water but I
did not eat until my father put a plate of lamb rogan josh and rice in front of me
and stood behind me holding his slipper, threatening to hit me on the back of the
neck unless I finished the plate. I showed him the photo –…and I work overtime to
send you to that rubbishing school… – and I ate then and the night after and the night
after that, calculating the distances I crossed with each mouthful of rice and lamb
and potato and ghee.

29iii. In Michelangelo’s Expulsion from Paradise an angel holds a sword to
Adam’s neck. Although I know the cracks in the canvas have occurred due to
time-lapsing, it is impossible for me to see their skin other than in a state of
marbling, as if the air outside of Eden had begun to turn them to stone. I see in
their faces the pain of Teresa and Easy’s divorce. I see their expulsion as an exile
from the Paradise of their marriage and although, now, as I write this, recognising
that Easy’s marriage to Teresa was my marriage to her and also the impossibility of
my marriage to her, I see in their crestfallen faces my own exile.

87x. By the sixth month I could run ten laps without stopping. Ten laps – two
hundred sit- ups – ten hockey drills – faster, faster. I added the revolutions – I
imagined I was orbiting the earth –as I ran so that I began to equate Friday with
sixty, Saturday with seventy, Sunday with ten. I counted, counted sit- ups, dogwalkers, the number of birds within flocks. When the running man was not praying
I was counting and occasionally a passerby or another runner would look up at me
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as I passed, perhaps wondering what insult or message I had meant by eightyfour – steps between one light pole and another – two, six – dogs on a leash.

112. Alba, half–awake, says,
We are forgotten. He no longer sees the world through the eyes of a son, a little boy, playing with
his stones or marbles, no longer sees the drama of the child wanting his mother when his mother is
not home…I think I am still dreaming, am I ta
lking, my voice feels cracked…That was a millennia ago, Jesus, the child who teaches the father
like all children teach the parents, god has forgotten wonder, god will never be asked again, why do
the birds fly, why do I have to eat lentils? Where is Jericho? What is ‘complicated?’ God forgets to
know wonder.

112xx. J tells a story, which I remember as this:
I went away to a dark place and when I came back there was nothing left of who I had been. I
was unsure whether I had come back at all. At first I felt like I was tumbling within a box full
of dark blue, and that my hands were where my feet should have been. I then became an animal
but half -boy. I am not lying; I am telling the truth. It all happened a long time ago but I am the
same age now as when it happened. The worst sound was the sound of scissors at night and
sometimes there were sleeping sounds, singing sleeping sounds but you could not sleep. I never felt
like I was far away at all. I felt like I was too close.

91. Six hundred and fifty thousand for the Gingerbread House plus the money he
had set aside for the funeral and the lawyer of which five thousand still remained.
Plus twenty–five thousand of savings, money in his day-to-day account – Carmel
inherited half of all that, his daughter the other half. Further, his daughter inherited
all except three of his books – signed first editions of D’Jon, Wordsworth,
Sumac – which she sold for one thousand though Amos’ estimated they were
worth three. My aunt had talked of the money as if it were money she won at the
trots or bingo, as if she had won the daily double, touching her temple at the
daughter’s stupidity and avarice. The three books were in his house, in a box. The
Sumac – eight thousand, he estimated - had belonged to his father and was never
to be sold, which was why he wanted me to have it. The inscription read, To Alicia,
with fond regards and sorrowful music. I am sorry our stories entwined so briefly.
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97ii. I took the phone over to the window and looked down into the street. I
saw a group of boys running, throwing something – stones, marbles – at parked
cars and pulling down antennae. I tapped the phone against the window and then
remembered my aunt and stifled my shout.

97iii. Kids, I said into the mouthpiece. Just kids on the street.
Criminals and hooligans, criminals, all these children. Always looking at your handbag. Drugs.
These bastard blacks.
No, just bored kids, probably neighbour’s kids...just kids…the book, aunty?
And their fathers, drunks, drug addicts, in jail ... no one to screw their ears…’
Aunty...
He never told me son. You can have it ... no need to talk to discuss it ... what is there to talk of?
You're like our son. Don’t get all hot and buggered. Even the solicitor Tom Brown and Sons said
that I should give you the book, goodwill, he said.
I'll come by tomorrow. Tomorrow, I said and hung up.

99ii. I declined to travel in either of the limousines. The crematorium was within
walking distance. Family and other people I only dimly recognised shook my hand
and left. I am not sure they knew who I was now if they ever knew me at all. I
found it difficult to believe, standing alone in St. Leonard’s – twenty years ago I
was confirmed there – that the Christ above the altar did not terrify me more than
the bas–relief of the Ninth Station of the Cross. The crucified Christ – nails
through wrists not palms – had an expression of lamentable pain, as if he had
anticipated atrocity and then felt that atrocity delivered upon his body in a way he
could not have imagined. As a child attending St Leonard’s I remember the parish
priest instructing the congregation to contemplate the wounds of Christ whilst
singing the hymns or taking communion – imagine the thorns in your forehead, the deadly
thirst, imagine the heaviness of your own flesh pulling down, down, down… Perhaps I looked
away from the thick nails that cut through the bound feet, the blood hanging like
stalactites from the wrists, the awful face. Perhaps I looked toward the Fifth
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Station – where Christ was bowed but to my mind unbroken – and saw a worthy
man bearing a heavy cross for a worthier man. However, what now puzzles me is
that in the years of living with Veronica, hearing our names said one after the other
by a third party – Silas and Veronica are thinking of an engagement party…Silas and
Veronica are you free on the eighth?…don’t ask Silas about Veronica – and after seeing our
names printed together on wedding invitations, rental leases, phone bills, I at no
stage recalled the Sixth Station, where Veronica removes her veil and Christ puts it
to his face.

80xi. In the morning the dresser drawers were piled in a rough pyramid on the
bed. Her wardrobe was empty except for one red shoe. One of the wardrobe doors
had fallen off its hinges. A teabag lay in the sink and muesli clogged the sinkhole
and burnt toast stood in the toaster. The rest of the apartment seemed awry, as if
she had looked for something in a hurry before leaving for work – reading glasses,
earrings, address book – though most of what she owned she had left behind.
Everything seemed there, just not the way I was used to. Perhaps she was running
late and couldn’t find her keys. Perhaps she will call soon and call me a lowdog and
ask what three acts I intend to apologise with – acts. Once she saw me kissing
another woman's hand – it was a joke – after the woman had said I was a gentleman
and Veronica said that I would have to perform three acts to gain forgiveness...like
a knight, like a gentleman. The first time she wanted a lapis pendant, a massage and
outdoor sex. The next time it was the theatre, a watch, a facial. I waited for her call
the day she left, planning, planning.

48. Alba is touching the arms of her jumpers and dresses. She pulls a dress out
and presses it to her body and then presses a jumper over the dress. She twists her
mouth at her reflection. Then repeats the process. I put my arms on her shoulders
and turn her to face me. We have not spoken since my return. I take off the red
top she is wearing and turn her to face the mirror again, my hands on her breasts.

28. For many years of my adolescence I read and misunderstood the knowledge
contained in my father’s books and felt too afraid to ask him for fear that he would
consider me a fool. Once in a Chinese restaurant waiting for takeaway I read a
tabloid magazine which claimed that flying saucers had been sighted at Stonehenge,
and I had asked him if this was true. He looked at me with disgust.
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28iv. I re-read my father’s copy of Dorè’s Illustrations a decade ago when he
died. When I first read the book he was spending most of his year in Boston and
came home unannounced and irregularly. After his first long absence I came to
understand he would no longer live with us and soon after my mother and I
moved in with my grandparents and her siblings. We rented our house to her
cousins.

28ix. He had an armillary sphere and an astrolabe on his desk, both as heavy as
anchors, devices to measure out the unseen and immeasurable it seemed to my
young mind, calculators of a world I could not understand then or now. On a
chalkboard he had written formulae, arrows leading to nothing, a lion made out of
dots. In my mind he had designed and constructed the astrolabe; bronze. I see rete,
the elliptic, the alidade searching his old body for the diagnosis, the disease, the
cure – the meridians of his death, the orbit of his decay.

31. He left us for the final time before he returned to die with us. I call it the final
time because when he returned at the end he was a cold man who did not look or
talk like my father. I had seen so many die in Little Luck, unreachable people by
the end – shades, paper ghosts – that we expected little of each other and gave
little, there were no apologies, he had loved someone else and he would soon be
dead and what good could come from breathless words said with a bitter tongue – tomorrow you
will still have to dig the grave because you are my son. My death is an autumn leaf.

27iv. I did not call it desire then but when Easy married Teresa in the St.
Vincent’s, I feigned an illness for three days, which I was blood tested for – swabbed,
Joshua said – and though nothing was found my grandmothers and my aunts said
novenas nightly, for my illness was surely the curse of the wedding. I was brought
chicken soup and the newspapers – Teresa and Easy were in one of the
newspapers, page six, which described a red-faced groom and the desperate bride and
announced that no charges against the driver would be laid.

130. The space felt renewed. The walls were polished enough for me to see my
reflection in them. The lights had returned to their original wattage. The carpet
would have barely needed cleaning but there was a residue of chemical lavender in
the air. I walked to the mezzanine.
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107. In Sumac I found an author who looked like he could have been related to
me and I had owned once, for three months while I sought a buyer, a first edition
of his second novel which in many ways made me want to be a literary scholar, or
whatever it was I wanted to be and failed at being, in the end.

37. After the publication of Elegies Camden Press advanced three thousand
dollars for my next book, working title Archipelagos, which was to be an exegesis on
the imagery of the hanging tree, the rack, the whipping post in postcolonial
literature but in the writing of the soon abandoned work – I never returned the
advance – I began to disregard the weaponry and concentrate on the wounds. The
research unhinged me from my own body. I saw the depth of the cuts; I felt the
rush of gravity. I became afraid and would lie next to Alba shivering at night,
wondering how the wracked body could endure – heal? forget? – I was unable to
stop the eyes of the torturer. I would wake and wander the house – asleep/awake –
looking into laundry corners, under the bed, in the fridge, for all the atrocities went
on invisibly in the plain visible view of the sleepwalking reader, who –
asleep/awake/alone – at night is trying to hide from the dream of a book.

128. I felt vertiginous, in the museum sometimes, when sensing a narrative
between the exhibits. A chronology was clear, it was literally wall-marked, but a
sub-text, a deciphering, a story waiting to be read. Surely, I imagined it lay in the
evolution of each room, the vestige upon vestige of all the dreaming children and
dreaming adults leaving the trace of those dreams. The sand dropping from
beneath the nails, the skin flaking off at the feet of the terracotta soldiers, the
discovery rooms being sailed to on the boat from the ShipPlayRoom, the crystals
working beneath the feet of the Diplodocus – was there a formula? I admit I make
little sense and in the end this was the onset of labyrinthitis – which was
misdiagnosed for six months – not a metaphor, not imaginative flight but illness.

72vii. The wolf – from my memory of the illustration – leapt at April’s left
shoulder. My sense of the story when I was a child, as it is now, is that rather than
tossing the wolf over her shoulder – which may have meant looking it in the eye –
April ducked. The writer wrote a long sentence describing the wolf’s caterwauling
descent and the scrabbling of its claws against the well walls – the story does not end
there ...the wolf lived for three days – magically treading water. While it lived the
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lavender withdrew into the earth and the villagers stayed away from the well –
some say the wolf begged them in a human voice for help, I was simply a thirsty wolf,
I meant no harm – and when the wolf eventually drowned the water became thick
and fetid. Potatoes popped from the earth, wheat blew away – I see the wheat in
my mind, swirling as if in a cyclone. April’s neighbours accused her of betraying
the wolf – she had promised her hand or the bodies of her parents or her first
child. Surely, we thought… – the narrator for the first time introduced himself into
the society of the story, the society of the village – the wolf was more man than
animal…how he swims, how he talks…. A promise broken will sour the season – and had
been charmed as all the village men had been charmed by April’s raven hair, strong
hips, green eyes, long neck and selfless nature. Perhaps this was, after all, a dream;
certainly I have never heard or read the story again. Even I began to doubt April’s
virtue then - the illustration on the next page showed her with her blouse
unbuttoned to her sternum – her breasts were hidden – lying with her arms
outspread beneath an elm.

75ix. The next day I set the alarm for four a.m. I wanted one morning when I
would not encounter the groundsman; his chat, chat. I dressed and jogged through
thick mist in the direction of the oval – from my street I could not see the
Georgian house or the tennis courts but faint above the mist I could see Orion. I
jumped the fence. The pavilion was invisible from where I stood – less than one
hundred metres away. It seemed as if the spheres of the sky had dropped one level.
It seemed as if Calista Park had been covered over by white sheets, awaiting
removal. Figures moved on the ground. One of the figures moved at the pace of a
jogging man, but something else moved, faster, in the middle of the oval. I heard a
whistle. The thing slowed down and turned. Then another creature – greyhounds, I
guessed – began an arcing run and obeyed the whistle and returned and then a
third or fourth or the same dogs twice in the same quarter oval sprint. Black, fast,
two or four. I jumped back over the fence. The stairs to the pavilion emerged,
looking like a nasty grin. At the top of the stairs was a transparent cup full of
brown, broken glass. The house appeared and Orion disappeared. I waited – no
more whistles. The groundsman’s Stanza pulled in through the fallen walls of the
park’s entrance gates – a car accident, the groundsman later said, …o’der than
me…the wa’s I mean, bys the ways, my birds are dead and gone.
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86xx. Draw the inner – baulk the halfback – lob the goalie – tic-toc-tic. Run for
space and time, run for options, the state coach said to me when I was seventeen. Go
thru them like a bloody fire. Ya’n the team to create space son. I could run at defenders,
when I was a teenager, run and dribble and pass them. I could make them watch
the stick and not the ball – it is sleight of hand, illusion. I heard it then – tic-toctic – felt it in my left wrist, my right palm – heard it, felt it. I also heard the tic
when I opened a bottle of bourbon. On my first day of running, I set up water
bottles in a straight line and aligned cricket balls to act as makeshift goalposts. I
began an old practice drill that required me to dribble between the bottles before
shooting between the balls – a drill done one thousand, two thousand times before.
I tripped twice, stood on the moving ball twice, kicked over the bottles three times.
Watch the seam, be the ball, listen for the music – I heard the coach – make the
game spread her legs. Tic-toc-tic. The ball went one way and I went the other. I felt
like apologising – to whom, the birds?

31viii. What I could not reconcile as a child is why the Catholics and the Jews
shared faith in the Old Testament but were not of the same faith. I saw the
differences in reception and interpretation of the New, the saviour come or yet to
come, but I wanted them to agree upon things that had been agreed upon centuries
ago and were yet to be resolved or united. When I saw the Jewish girls crossing
through our streets on Saturdays, they seemed to me possessed of an interpretation
of heaven which I could never read of or imagine.

31iv. This interpretation, I imagined, involved a vestige of their living
presence – Paradise for the Jewish girls had been prepared for them, they lived
some part of their lives there. Unlike my family and I they did not need to earn
entry through actions. It seemed to me in their gaits and their faces and the assured
truth of their faith and the rituals of that faith that they knew Paradise already.
They could not be dispelled from it, they could enter and return from it at will and
I saw in my mind spirits entering train tunnels that looped not into the earth but to
the Hall of Hewn Stone. I do not know how this Hall entered my young mind and
my vocabulary – Genesis? Exodus? Leviticus? – and I acknowledged even then the
naiveté, stupidity of my interpretation – why did I see no Jewish men in my Hall of
Hewn? – but I still remember daydream visions of cedar trees growing from tiled
floors and water running down walls and doorways entered and exited by the same
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living girls who passed through the streets of Little Luck in bare feet and wearing
wigs to disguise the girls they were when they entered the Hall.
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I warned him – no rivers are naked.
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135. Archiva: Dreams you have given me; river labyrinths.
I.V.A Sumac, Novelist. Playwright. Poet.

Sumac, age 9.
Sumac, age 11, in school uniform.
Sumac and father, Emmett Reserve. Date unknown.
High School, report for English
First published poem. Make Believe, Echo Press, Volume 1, 1960, page 79.
Scorecard, under 16s versus Banks.
Sumac, Soweto, 1959.
Pages from collaboration on an artist’s book with artist only known as K.
No record of publication.
Sumac, D’Jon, Wordsworth. Samedi–Soir launch, 1962.
Draft page Inventing the Dead. Does not appear in final publication.
Sumac, January, 1959, Bibliothèque littéraire Jacques-Doucet.
Rehearsal scenes, Othello’s Scars.
Constance Mayhew and Jeremiah.
Jeremiah “Jay” Sumac, age 4.
Sumac and unknown woman.
Maria Constantinople and Sumac.
Letter to D’Jon’s widow.
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Sumac, journals – this wall.
Sumac and C. L. R. James
Ad for Gunn and Moore cricket bats.
Crown and Anchor sheet.
Rehearsal Scene Omphalos
Listen here – recordings of the Accompong oral stories
Listen here – Professor Brooks Davies, University of Durban on
marronage.
Listen here – Professor Charles Kinbote – Shade, University of
Mississippi…on the “Black Atlantic.”
Next five photos: Sumac, rehearsals with Maria Constantinople.
Sumac, Omphalos rehearsals with Aubrey Smith.
Opening night poster Othello’s Scars.
Opening night audience.
This wall – Collage of Reviews.
Protesters outside Samedi Soir offices.
This wall – Les Cahiers, extracts from Volumes I– IV
This wall – collage of cover art.
D’Jon reading at Coleridge and Sons, Bookshop, Bath. 1980
Sumac at 40
Sumac coffin.
Sumac memorial, St. Kitt’s.
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Bust of Sumac.
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45iii.The curry simmered on the smallest heat ring and as it simmered she
undressed and the stars came out behind her and the house lights came on the
embankments around us and on the horizon you could mistake the house lights
for starlight. Somewhere on the hill someone had lit their fireplace and the smoke
smelled like smoke from a hookah. She was wrapping herself in a sarong I had
bought her that showed off her calves and shoulders. She had long cream-white
arms – long – her left arm spotted by seven freckles that curved to the point of her
elbow. We went back outside with our drinks. It was dark.

49vii. She had been, to use her expression – made love to forwards and backwards,
tied up and down – which I at first thought incongruous for a student of religion –
we had first met in a comparative religion class – but the men she was attracted to,
excluding me, each had a mystical bent. So she had explored the Kama Sutra and the
Tantra and something called the Temple which I did not know of and did not
research for fear of knowing it. It was enough my cock drained with the thought of
her in some blissful in coitus state or in the Indrani position or imagining all the
feats her previous lovers would cuckold me with in her memory if I approached
and failed at any mystical position by chance.

49viii. I had had less than a dozen lovers but had been engaged once for the
period of one night. The girl’s name was Georgia and when I went to meet her at
her work the morning after we become engaged she waved me away from her
perfume counter with two other kohl–eyed girls standing behind her. She said she
had made a lapse and as there had been no ring anyway there was no need for me to call her
again and wasn’t it better to be wrong for a moment rather than a lifetime – sorry, sorry. I felt
crestfallen and relieved though I still wake some mornings with the hope of her
body next to mine. Alba knew some of this.

55viii. The day we returned home the wind had blown all the doors of our
house open. The pages of her translation lay scattered across the floor and the
stained glass window had cracked from the force of a wind–blown object. The
books on the table were still fluttering. She worried if she had lost some pages, had
there been any pages that had been blown out the window. I went down to look.
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46ix. A platypus? Alba said.
It doesn’t have a bill, I said.
I beat the water with my hand and the creature stopped and treaded. It’s a rat, I
think.
It’s too big for a rat. Do rats swim?
When I stopped beating the water it approached again, this time quicker. We
retreated inside laughing but not taking our eyes off it. The creature leaped onto
the veranda and sniffed around. Then dived back into the water. Inside, I called
Regan.
Don’t hurt it she said, he’s tame, harmless, just a water rat looking for food. But don’t feed it.
It’s getting fed all the wrong food.
I said it looks evil, only half–jokingly.
Harmless, she said, except to frogs and fish and other water rats. But he is getting fat and tame.
Don’t be scared now.
Can you get me a water rat trap then?
She laughed and hung up.

78. The crow made a sound at first like a zipper being undone and then a second
sound, a rasping, as if it were trying to expel the pain. It then seemed to say a
word – new or no or now. I felt like scratching my fingernails across my face –
hearing that word. The crow moved its left wing to its beak – the marble had
struck the top of its head – and then it lay down and died and out of the corner of
my eye I saw a man running towards us. As he ran other crows descended and
made a circle around the dead crow and cawed at it. The man kept running.

127. That there should be a death and a disappearance on the same day meant
little to even me then, one who had been raised to see, to believe that all lives were
connected, all histories one, all things invisible existing in a pre–defined dark orbit.
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111. It was the summer of a rapist – three attacks in three months all within
Ashbury – of a virus that gave its sufferers vertigo, of pantry moths that clung to
the legs of anyone wearing black, of two 45 degree days where murders were
committed and people drowned. Ashbury itself seemed an apparition that summer.
Heat shimmering in water, water shimmering at the periphery of heat. We swam at
Ashbury Aquatic, we cooked outdoors. Alba moved around the house in a sarong,
a green turtle over her vagina. One night a burnt out car was left at Cordell Park.
We drank from bubblers in the botanical gardens. The water tasted blue. Autumn
seemed postponed. The leaves were burning on their stalks. I worried about the
birds. We drank mojitos at the open window. We slept little. And it’s too hot to fuck,
Alba said.

125. I acknowledge that each of my explanations for J’s disappearance in my
dream were absurd; explanations only believable to a child who viewed the world
as a fairytale. J left the museum in a balloon, J, knowing the password, entered
through a doorway into another world, a labyrinth, a galaxy. J never existed, he was
imagined. My other theory which woke me often was so peculiar I dismissed it at
the time. I considered that my nightmares may have been infectious and that J had
left and never returned from the land of wild things; his exile was final, there
would be no other waking. I presume all parents encounter in dream or daydream
the terror of the child being lost and then there are the moments of the life – long
endured, remembered, recounted, when the real child – department store,
supermarket, carnival – moves to an ungraspable place in space and time that
collapses all space and time in your life now that your child is lost.

85. Where to live, what to work at, whether to sell the Sumac, whether, everyday,
everyday to try to find Veronica, to apologise three times, three ways? The running
man waved, as he ran, to the groundsman, to the dogman, who had replaced his
euthanized fox–terrier with an Afghan, to the Falun Gong women and even to the
leathergirl, who never waved back. The running man confessed, as he ran. The
running man confessed – to whom, the birds? –that he had coveted the Sumac
since he first heard of Amos’ ill–health, that he masturbated over the leathergirl
twice a day, wasting your seed… my father once said, when he walked in on me in the
toilet one day. I missed the taste of Veronica’s cunt, the riding crop between her
legs, her face pushed against the pillow. The running man imagined the leathergirl
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in similar postures, similar positions, her hair stuck to her sweaty back, her tongue
at the corner of her mouth. By the fourth lap- each day, every day – the running
man felt a weight in his lungs, as if a pendulum had lost its anchor and dropped,
dropped. His sight began to blur. He pushed on – for a match day that would
never come. The magpies swooped at schoolchildren; the cockatoos closed wings
and seemed to keep vigil over the entire park. And the parakeets and crows and
wattle birds conducted their strange arrangements and alliances, their strange
formations that established pecking order, partner, territory – all their unseen order
defined or decided in flight or in the abandonment of flight. Six, seven, eight, – I’d
take six thousand – for the Sumac. Enough to get home to Little Luck, or a bedsit
in Ashbury. Enough to get through until I inherited something else. How to make
it all fit? The drip, drip into the calves, the tight hamstring. Hail Mary…pray for us.
Five, six, seven. Pray for him. The rough shapes of India and Jamaica and Algeria
rising out of the darkening earth of the practice wickets and the centre pitch being
flattened under the groundsman’s hammer – Scotland emerging from the bowler’s
footmarks at the creaseline. Eight. Fall on your back. Put your arms across your
chest. Ten. Twenty. Thirty. Don’t hold your breath, breathe.

90. The running man would have been more supportive of Veronica’s desire to
become a dramaturg, more empathetic to her want of a child, willing to discuss her
wants. The running man prayed, he helped people when the need arose; the
mother and her pram on the steep incline near the scoreboard, the old woman
scared by unleashed Dalmatians, the schoolgirl struck on the thigh by a falling
palm – It’s stinging, it stings… Each day the running man resolved to do what I
couldn’t – looking for full–time work, cooking as if Veronica still lived with him,
writing to the war memorial offering Amos’ pamphlets and medals. In the shower
after a run I resolved to tell the groundsman to Fuck off and leave me alone… and the
next day the running man would talk to him – ...good price for something so rare ... talk
to your union ... better get that checked out...

100. I had no reason to believe the man I called the deadman was in any way
sick, nor do I doubt that he is still alive and shopping in Ashbury mall, walking
around the oval or borrowing crime novels from Ashbury library. I moved back to
the flat I inherited in Trebuchet St three years ago. The deadman was an Albino. I
had heard him speak once and his accent seemed Russian. He ran more laps than I
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ever could though he took to walking them within a month of my first seeing him.
Perhaps it was this change that made me think of him as dying, or, because he had
started growing a beard – stupid, stupid. He lived in the nearby strawberrycoloured block of flats whose sign read Gondwanaland – other neighbours had
christened their house or apartments Emoh Ruo, Ice Castle, Mermaid Avenue. I saw
him often around Ashbury. I never greeted him. He did not look sick. He had no
family as far as I could glean from what he purchased from Safeway – bananas,
oven dinners, light bulbs. I never saw him smoke and never did I see him with the
drunks in the pavilion or the old men sitting over six a.m schooners at the The
Fox’s Teeth. No reason for me to presume that he would be dead soon. No reason
for my nose to start bleeding when I saw him talking to the groundsman. However,
in my mind I saw him walking, running, eating in death's skin – death’s skin was
the colour of marble. I dreamt about giving him mouth-to-mouth, about wrapping
him in linen and carrying his liver in a bowl. Even in my waking hours I felt –
stupid, stupid – that I would die, if our skin touched, as if his death could be made
to be mine.
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Soucouyants, soca, swimp. Douens gathered on the Half Mile Road
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29. The slides showing the different auroras of the world began and ended with
the auroras of Antarctica. My father had seen all the auroras of the world. He
seemed somewhat confused when I asked him to describe them – You have your
slides, he said, how can I compete with pictures. I had the image in my mind even after
seeing the slides that the auroras would be like watching one thousand ascending
parakeets – circling, quickening parakeets, rising in flocks like thick ropes to sun.

66. One of the four bedrooms of each of the display homes would be furnished
with an imaginary boy in mind. The room would most often be arranged to appeal
to an athletic boy, with posters of the Chappell brothers on the walls, whites laid
across the bed in preparation for an imaginary game, Little Athletic ribbons pinned
to a pinboard, empty running shoes boxes under the bed. Often the rooms were
furnished to suggest the boy had recently vacated – his Book of Olympic Records
lay open on the bed, tennis balls leaked from long steel tubes onto the floor. Of all
the boys imagined by realtors and interior designers the sporting boy was the
untidiest. Other homes in other houses contained microscopes and butterfly
collections, others a hammock draped with mosquito netting, a telescope and tiger
paw print rugs. I dreamed of the boy I would become once my parents decided
upon the theme of my childhood room.

123. I had in my undergraduate years studied enough Benjamin to
misunderstand him. I searched for his unconscious optics in the photos before me, in
the centrepiece. Was there a hint of the gaucho in the pose and black vest of
Sumac’s father? Was that the flicker of a child of Knossos in the eyes of Sumac?
Was that James Dean behind the coat and cigarette, James Dean on the Basseterre
pier? Am I working with fragments to create more fragments? All order, even
disorder is fiction.

26iii. I see those rooms of my childhood, the bedrooms of aunts and uncles, the
kitchens of our family friends in Little Luck – family friends meaning the people who
were part of our family through the indiscretion of some great aunt or uncle but
were not acknowledged as being of our blood – as riddles now. The plush carpets
covered in plastic, the paintings of semi–dressed Tahitian or African women whose
expressions seemed to betray that they had been raped or at least bewildered by
some unforgiveable event, still baffle me – why these furnishings, paintings, what
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defined the taste and mood? Why did Easy need a barometer in his bedroom, why
were stockings always dried on the arm of a chair rather than outside, what did
those books with blonde semi–clad women wearing garters and holding guns
contain in their pages? I had enough friends outside of the home to know that our
houses were contrary to the brightly lit, spare furnished rooms of other families–
their backyards of fine grass and waving ferns and often, alluring, incandescent
swimming pools – where I guessed the blue eyed mothers of my friends wore
swimming suits and tanning oil or – alluring, illicit – sunbathed topless. I never
saw or heard of this happening but I thought of it often.

26iv. Our backyards were built upon with sunrooms – brick rectangle with
plastic chairs, spider-webbed corners, a fake Persian carpet on the floor and a
painting depicting a half-dressed woman – and sheds and we only kept small lawns
if we owned a dog – and I suspect even this bare patch of earth was coveted for an
extra washing line or an extended laundry and maybe that is why the dogs were
never walked and given scraps or beaten for reasons I still do not understand. I
wonder if it was a family joke or, more abject, a family understanding, to have a poster
of a Penthouse playmate in the bathroom where I, a pubescent boy bathed. I think
of those dark rooms, furnished with fabrics of thick red and whirling black,
cabinets of porcelain animals, glass tableaux of Jesus with a bleeding heart and
beseeching eyes and crystal decanters and carpet samples used as wall displays and
fake fireplaces and though I had played in those rooms with my cars and soldiers
and ate parathas on plates balanced on my knees in front of the tv, it seems all part
of someone else’s childhood and I feel I am still searching for that child – in
posters, paintings, pages.

116. Satyagraha.

If you stared at it from the road the mansion looked like a ship
sinking into the ocean. Workmen carrying plans came to look at the northern
foundations each week, trucks left sand, timber, cut rock, but no renovation ever
began and from hearsay the house has now collapsed completely. The wind eroded
the mountains of sand, the cut rock became stepping stones for J and the timber
began to grow mould. Mr Li–Po put up his hands – someone was making plans for
the house without telling him. He waited for the phone to ring – for the decision
for or against destruction or repair to be given to him. He had tenants, he was in
charge, but someone else was taking a greater authority.
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124xvi. I began work at the end of March, when I was told by one of the
museum guards that the school tours would soon begin and the summer
exhibitions would be pulled down and the museum lanes widened and the fragile
exhibits of papyrus and stone stored and restored if need be. The guards actually
had different suits and monogrammed caps for the colder months – dogs in uniform,
he said. I felt the guards tolerated my presence, wondered who the amateur with
the tape measure was and no doubt I belittled myself by continually asking
directions – I have no sense of time, direction or distance. I found myself lost in
the museum on at least eight occasions.

88. Whatever happened to my father in his youth I do not really know. Some
nights though, when the house was quiet and I was up late, I could hear him
weeping in his room – something or someone lost, some measure of beauty he had
found in an ancient sky that confounded and delighted him? – and I would begin
to cry as well.

97viii.What is it son? she said, coughing then drinking something.
The Sumac, I said.
Now? We must talk tonight? Oh, he never said anything to me about it.
But he told me, he told me he wanted me to have it. He read the will to me…surely, my word...

42vii I have been drinking since I was 12 years old, fugitive sips from open
bottles, and then when I had part-time jobs – cleaning the tar pit at a car wash,
serving at a bakery – whatever I could afford. Spumante, strawberry liqueur,
Southern Comfort then to beer, then bourbon, then beer and bourbon. I had
bourbon in my bag for later in the night and the thought that I was drunk on two
glasses of cider seemed absurd but I felt like the figure I had seen in a Redon
charcoal sketch called Madness. And I wanted to enter the water though I could not
swim. No, I said. I went back inside, drank more cider, spooned curry onto two
plates with the Turkish bread cut into triangles on a side plate and I covered my
plate up as I always ate later than Alba. I lit a candle and left her plate sitting on the
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kitchen counter with a glass of water beside it. I went outside with half a tumbler
of bourbon in my hand.

97. Amos had willed me Lure & Exile because he believed it was the book he
read to me as a child. The book I remember him reading to me was Fables of the
Runaways – I am sure of it. But I wanted Lure. It was a signed first edition by a
famously dead author, an author who obsessed me, and it was a first novel so there
had been a print run of five hundred by the same publisher who ended up with the
rights to In Search of Lost Time.

27. What my parents found most intolerable about the various idiosyncrasies of
my childhood – my enjoyment of stories where a rat was involved, my fear of the
moon – was my ability to hide. My father recollected one day that I first learnt of
the game of hide ‘n’ seek when I was around three years old and from that day on
they would seek me under tables and inside cupboards, behind ajar doors or in
stairwells. Under coats at parties. I once hid myself in an empty bin, according to
my mother, and on half a dozen occasions they feared that I had been abducted. I
remember few of these incidents, though I do have a memory of looking, as we
travelled from Little Luck to one of the various Homeworlds we would visit, of
seeing as the intricate streets became first thick highways, then straight roads
flanked by allotments of bare land, for a small fissure in the landscape where a
child might hide or make themselves intentionally lost. Further, in memory and
dreams I often still see my parents’ faces appear out of what seems a celestial
darkness. I developed a trick whereby I would move to the place where they last
searched. This would confuse them when they finally found me. I also came to
realise that after an hour or so of searching, when they would curse me then pray
for me, I could position myself in any open space of the house – at the dinner
table, in front of the TV – and they would fail to see me.

121iv. A couple Alba once knew, though I have always suspected Alba was one
of the couple, used the game of hide ’n’ seek as part of their foreplay. The man
would leave the house and woman would be given fifteen minutes to hide inside,
wearing only a leopard skin bikini. The man would enter the house and slowly
search for his lover, who would elude him for as long as she could – I imagined
her body moving to the last place he had looked, following his steps – and then,
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when she was found, crouched between sofas, behind the shower screen, the
couple would make love in whatever room they were in – the act demanding
experimentation. I asked Alba if this aroused her, was it something she would like
to try – specifically, though, would she like to try this act in the museum? I have
always found the bareness of museums erotic, I told her, the bareness arousing in
me the memory of a woman’s shoulders, the curve of her calf, the bareness of the
exhibition rooms made me imagine undressing some stranger in them.

36iii. I am not sure why I left Alba. I rang her every Friday. I suspect that in
my absence she returned to one of her past lovers. My suspicion only came
because the anger she felt for me in the first week had dulled by the second and
seemed soothed or replaced by joy – I heard joy in her voice – by the third. Our
calls became shorter and she stopped asking when I was coming back, only if.

69xi. I had burnt my mouth the night of his death and as my aunt talked –
...which parlour? Would I take her to Fruit World next Monday? Why not cremation, wasn’t it
unnatural to just rot, rot, rot to the bone and then the bones rot? – I kept tonguing the
blistered skin. When the phone had rung I knew Amos was dead. Then I picked up
the phone and heard my aunt say that Amos had died. I replied, Did he? Still, years
later, whenever I remember the call I touch the roof of my mouth and my stomach
starts to throb – why didn’t she call his daughter first, or my mother, who would
have then called me? Why not let the phone ring three times and hang up? I would
have understood. I was ready for him to die the previous Friday, the previous
Fridays of the month before. What was she asking me to say or do, why shouldn’t
I have replied with Did he? As if he had just bought a dog, won two hundred
dollars at the races, rejected a lucrative job.

99ix. Returning home past the vine houses lit from within, two lambs now
penned against foxes, the heeler with its ears erect, my parents would compare the
tiles of the kitchens, the step down lounge of The Balthazar to the double bedroom
of Molly’s Place, corroborating the details of their impressions with the brochures.
The names of the houses intrigued me as there seemed no visible or tangible
reasons for their nomenclature. Those derived from phenomena or concepts, from
history or the famous – The Borealis, Freedom, Mafeking, Hepburn – revealed no
connection in design or placement with the name. The Ayerstead could have easily
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been called Freedom, Nora’s Place become Molly’s. It was never my parents’ intention
to buy any of these houses – my mother remained in Little Luck all her life after
my father left us – but they were gathering ideas for some ideal house they planned
to one day build together. My mother wanted a well in the backyard, just like the
Hepburn.

19iii. On my first few visits to the display villages I became impatient with my
parents as they lingered discussing picture railings and the meetings of walls, for I
expected some fit or scholarly boy to find me sitting at his desk, for the family to
return and find my parents with their heads in the oven. Someone had to live in
the houses, I thought, it was called a village.

125vii. I rarely talked to Alba about the exhibition. She hated Sumac, called him
a patriarch – one of those writers only you would like. I dressed and left each morning, I
returned at four p.m., made dinner, ironed clothes, drank, ate, slept and never
mentioned the difficulty of selection, of generating text from impressions of my
own readings of him and turning those into accessible wall talk. I never talked
about how each day in the museum I felt vertigo and hallucinations in empty
rooms, how I began to see in dreams – not what I expected to see, snakes coming
alive as I passed, fossils chasing me upstairs – but the universe itself being boxed
away, of my head in a noose, children being quietly ushered away from their lives. I
did not talk about these dreams, certainly never when J was around, but she did ask
me once if I thought Sumac would have enjoyed being exhibited, like an ironic
post-modern take on the Human Zoo – the great postcolonial novelist hung by the
critic. Yes, I thought he would, I said. I was attempting to treat his work as
monumental.

106. How can I construct the grand narrative of his life when all I have are
documents, photographs, diary entries that are available to the world – no need for
an audience for the exhibition, the audience already has as much as I, the curator.
The audience have his books. The poverty of my material; memory of readings, the
flotsam and jetsam of permission letters, the empathy of looking, the glance of the
unexpected, the vision of observing my own mind as I observed the external – this
is not enough.
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118. Exhibition openings in that decade were advertised on billboards, the side
of buses, television. The Tribune and The Amphora both ran reviews of the major
exhibitions and opening nights would often be attended by ambassadors and
politicians. No celebrities, no lawmakers, no dignitaries attended my exhibition’s
opening night. There was a crowd of academics mixing with museum staff and
though the exhibition did generate pages of print, all except one review named it a
failure of intellect and imagination. The review that perhaps brought the
dismantling of the exhibition three days after the opening criticised its colonisation of
artefact, the weak interpretations of the panels, the basic lack of understanding of the oeuvre and
a hagiography of the sort normally reserved for dead movie stars…Perhaps thirty people
came on day one, twelve on day two, three on day three before the Director closed
it, citing the need to bring forward renovations on the space before The History of
Tea exhibition. (Tea Story would sell out three times a day for four weeks straight.)

129. I stood before the centrepiece of photographs and looked to my left and
right. The room was dark so no letters or wall panels could be read, no maps
traced with the eye. Just frames of darkness, remembering the blueprint, a feeling
of that resembled my days of sabbatical and the vertigo again, not like the museum
was lifting this time or floating, but as if it tilted left slowly, then swung hard to the
right. A carnival ride. I wished for a solitary candle. I imagined for the first time
Sumac standing beside me – this is untrue, I had imagined him standing beside me
before, neither mocking nor praising, but looking at me with the expression of
terrible apathy upon all that I had done, and I felt afraid. The truth, I knew, was
that my curation was neither good nor bad, it just did not matter. I had dreamed of
the monumental – Xanadu, Ur – and I had created a sacked city, a city after a civil
war, ruins.

114ii. The last of the boxes arrived with permission letters signed by Sumac’s
widow. Letters from their young marriage and letters from their middle marriage,
two abandoned drafts, index cards which he used to test the shape of sentences.
Prescriptions for Valium, dozens of them. Why the prescriptions – betrayal or
apologia? Did she mean for me to publicise his mental disease or to seek empathy
for him. She had been silent after his death.
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115. I had no use for them – I would not mention his affairs in the introduction
to the catalogue, but I would include the two photos of him, shots of rehearsals in
which he is holding Maria Constantinople – one pose enacting the rape of Miranda
from Othello’s Scars, the other showing them in bed together, fully clothed, their
eyes being lined in kohl by a makeup artist. But not the prescriptions, to reproach
a man’s illness which in the end did not cause his death seemed void. I would also
include, perhaps as centrepiece the photo of Sumac, D’ Jon and Wordsworth,
leaving the jail after their imprisonment in 1959. Sumac has a broken arm and two
black eyes. The photo does not show that he also had two broken ribs and a
bruised buttocks and a split scrotum where he had been bent over and beaten with
Indian fighting clubs.

76. Do we have to do this now? I asked in the dark.
Why wait till the morning?
Tell me what I did wrong?
Did you want to fuck her?

63. I put the bowl of the rice cooker on the table before him and opened it and
when I saw that it was full of envelopes I searched for and found and handed him
a pair of tongs. With the tongs he pulled a sheaf of papers from one of the
envelopes and laid them before me. I unfolded three sheets. They were the size of
fliers or pamphlets left in mailboxes advertising cleaning services or menus for
Chinese restaurants. Each sheet was covered with illustrations – cartoon figures.
On the first pamphlet – burnt at each of its four corners – a tall white man with a
flag poking from his hat is buggering a small black man who looks like a golliwog.
The second pamphlet – covered with dark spots – showed a man who resembled
Errol Flynn re-buttoning his cuff-links while in the background a semi-naked
woman lay with arms outspread on a bed. She had money in her bra – ten, twenty
American dollars – and the pamphlet was headlined Men, your wives miss you. The
third pamphlet showed a woman at a desk in the act of writing. A thought-bubble
emerges from her ear – Dear John, please come home, don’t fight for the Yaks, before I
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spoke Amos said, Yanks – and on the reverse side a man with both legs missing
and a hole through his heart is holding a letter inscribed Dear John.

127. As I stood before the intaglio of the head of Serapis, I thought of my
father’s grave. I had purchased a black casket, no praying hands or flowers
embroidered on the ruffled silk pillow, and a plain slanted headstone, that read
Joseph Conrad Axelrod, astronomer. No dates, that was his wish – he had stopped
wearing a watch for the last thirteen years of his life, the ten years he spent living
with his lover, the last three years he spent with us.

127x. I paid for each letter of his name and profession to be chiselled onto the
headstone – the cost of archaeoastronomer reasoned downwards to the epitaph of
astronomer, cost, cost. And, standing before the seraglio and its intricately restored
broken face, its tiny wreckage reformed – I saw upon the plain grave of my father,
who seemed to me mighty yet to be lamented, the sun crack the stone and the rain
flood the break and the wind sand down those carved letters. The last cornflowers
rotted, the brown water discarded by the new attendant, the plastic tulips I laid
brown-spotted, an embarrassment, a desecration, laid at a moment when perhaps I
sensed that my death was approaching, and paced one final time to his grave – and
I saw this all in my mind in another city, a city now removed from me – and on the
museum floor I felt vertiginous, as if I had raised myself from a swinging
hammock to the deck above to find a different sway of time, a time through time
that bewitched fortune, and then I returned to the head of Serapis. A syncretistic
deity, the exhibition panel read.

45. The houseboat had a bedroom with a sofa and a bathroom and a kitchen
with a bench to eat on. The tiles in the bathroom were decorated with shells. The
ropes that hung from the four poster bed looked like they had been gnawed at.
The kitchen was newer than our kitchen at home and the equipment did not look
secondhand like ours was.

99xx. J had observed that by placing one of his toy cars near the foot of the
kitchen table and releasing it he could construct races to the farthest wall. Li Po
had an inspector come to tell us the house was not on the verge of collapse but the
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man had no identification; he could have just been a friend. Li Po watched us
listening.

121. Years later, taking J to buy new shoes at Ashbury Plaza, I saw a woman in
her early forties and I thought again of Teresa. The woman was on a podium in the
plaza with other younger women, modelling cashmere jumpers from one of the
nearby department stores. She looked like Maria Constantinople, Sumac’s final
mistress. The younger girls wore fewer or tighter clothes than the older woman.
She had her hair in a black bob. Their routine involved a dance to the end of the
catwalk, blowing kisses, winking, shaking hips. The older woman looked
uncomfortable in her face but less vulnerable in her body than the younger models.
She made rehearsed attempts at nonchalance and moved away as the next girl
approached. A man moved between the crowd offering fried sausages on
toothpicks. Another man, dressed as a pineapple, carrying a plate of grapes.

121xxx. Even now, with both parents dead and Alba, the only reliquary of
knowledge of the strange year, I knock three times on doors, never four for that
meant I came with bad news, never twice, because that signified lateness and
unwelcome.

98viii. I waited one night until the light towers went out. For the first few weeks
I ran in the late afternoon and never saw the groundsman. The dogman told me
that he worked in two shifts, early morning and late evening. He couldn't explain
to me why, or, rather, he tried to explain but I couldn’t understand him. I had
something to say to the groundsman - maybe that I appreciated the state of the
ground, that I thought the summer pitches looked like they held plenty of runs,
that the graffiti on the sight screen was criminal, criminal. I was not sure. I felt
anger towards him as well for no reason I could name. Cars pulled out of the main
entrance and sped past me along Sabon St, gangsta rap – …the bitch goes down, the
bitch goes down… – pulsing out of open windows. Young men, I thought, younger
than me. I entered the ground through one of the disused turnstiles. I heard, but
could not see, people in the pavilion. The groundsman was sowing the mouth of
the goals, on the far end of the oval. His green council uniform reflected the
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lamplight. A magpie sang. A cockatoo squawked. A bottle broke in the pavilion.
The groundsman did not look up. Why not the morning, I thought, why not let the
ground tend itself overnight. Eight p.m. Six a.m.? What difference did it make?
Only the drunks would know. Then I saw his shining uniform running toward
me – he was not fast. His arms were waving above his shoulders, a sound – whoah,
go, ho – coming from his direction. He seemed to be waving and screaming at me.
Cockatoos alighted before him and then turned in the air and landed behind him.
‘Ukin birds,’ the groundsman said, dropping seed from his pockets.

30x If we did enter a house in Home World at dusk or in the early morning,
before the first visitor, after the last, or before the real estate agent (the houses
were never locked, some even lacked front doors) I imagined that we had entered
the scene of a crime. In some houses the taps were covered by plastic sleeves and
some areas, most often the bathrooms, were taped or cordoned off. The house
empty of humans still smelt of aftershave, perfume, bubblegum and sawdust,
which in my mind still is associated with butcher’s windows; parsley sprinkled legs
of lamb, hearts. There was no blood splatter – I wonder why I imagined only
bloody deaths, no strangulations, poisonings – the cleaners had removed it – and
the coroner had taken the bodies. I imagined entire streets of the absent dead,
ghost villages, houses now cursed by murder whose prices would fall or to be set
upon by bulldozers. I remember that the display villages themselves were
dismantled and moved on to other farther suburbs but I choose not to believe this.
(It was the designs that were for sale I think, not the houses – the houses were
never finished). I see this happening in my mind sometimes when I am travelling
on trains – the display home, the site of the murders, being replaced by an exact
same copy but one no longer blighted. I see a boy leading a collie inside, a family
dining on the lawn, hear a pilot light ignite and the house enflamed when the
switch in the fuse box is flicked up.

73. There was a game that people played at parties that year called Life Deck.
Players wrote down random aspects of their biography on small index cards, each
card was placed into a deck and shuffled and dealt to the other players. You were
obliged to reinvent even your own life if you were handed your own scant
biography. Each player then retold a more detailed life about the cards they had
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been dealt, as if it were their own life. They assumed the first person point of view.
The point of the game was this translation, this reinterpretation. A mother of three
might have to reinvent the wedding day of another woman or a man might have to
recount his terrible morning sickness. The success of the game relied upon the
inventiveness of the tellers, the detail they could apply to having gone to university
in Amsterdam, to having played netball for their state at the age of seventeen, to
have lost a pet parrot at age eight. The re-teller of the biography could add or
subtract details at will. All the listeners gave a plastic coin of a certain value
depending upon the worth of the tale.

134vi. The curator seemed to have made the decision that confusion was more important than
cohesion, that narrative was a game of charades. Museum spaces are not for child’s play. This was
an opportunity to bring the work of a great world writer, albeit one with a shadowy biography, to
the attention of another culture. Instead, the exhibition feels like it has colonised the work and the
man rather than celebrated it.

134vii The author of the review was my ex – partner Veronica, who never
declared our former relationship nor was asked to. She had by then been promoted
from reviewing hotels and day spa experiences to the arts pages. I was told and
chose to believe that any of the in – house reviewers at the magazine could have
been given the job.

29xiii. I do remember my grandfather saying after the accident that the bachelor
party and the carelessness of the boys had confirmed for our Jewish neighbours a
false piety. We talk one way and act another and they talk one way and act the same way or
they don’t talk, these sons are godless as Sodomites.

109xxiii. All I seemed to understand at that moment was that if she were to
turn left and I right, a version of myself (undefined, thinly perceived, the edit that
never made it to the screen) – was it anything, after all, more than desire – would
be lost to me.

109xxiv. I know you, from the masks.
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133. I expected as much, the closure. Sumac was an unknown figure in this
country and no benevolence from a former colony, colonies that shared nothing
but a colonial game, far away from his home and homes, no amount of marketed
intellectualism would make him known in the veins. He was after all, a difficult
writer who was often criticised for not telling it straight and clear, for having no
story. Further, I was inexperienced and ill-suited to the work. I was a dead hand.
Not that the major sponsor, Orion’s Belt, would mind. I presume the loss could be
written off on tax by a three partner accountancy firm – Hume, Ponte and Pater –
or put down as community investment in some ledger held in the meeting rooms
of public opinion. I had my career to go back to and a book that had now officially,
on the day that I write this, missed its deadline – advance returned, publisher lost –
by ten years. I owed myself champagne if for nothing else than a consistent lack of
diligence.

132. Museums are here to make money, not history, he had said upon the closure, a
remark which had him pilloried in the press but which, years later, he would say
was justified when the Olduvai Stone was borrowed to be the centrepiece of the new
Pre-History wing.

121vii. Watching the film, one day, in a soundproof room with a technician, a
woman who I had imagined undressing in front of a mirror, I saw for the first time
that Homer D’Jon, his skin lighter than Sumac’s, his hair parted down the middle,
could have been an uncle of mine. He looked like my grandfather when my
grandfather was in his thirties. The skin along his neck was red though that may
have been a fault of the aged film. He is holding a scroll of paper in his hand,
unidentifiable, but wrapped by a ribbon. Behind them dogs criss-cross the street, a
streetlight is broken but shining. I see the three then friends parting as they reach
the street corner, Sumac off to the playhouse, where his mistress is waiting. I think
about the woman beside me – I have forgotten her name – and how when Sumac
sees his mistress audition for the first time, her red shoe half-slips from her foot
and how the moment stalls my breath for a half–second.

111xii. When Alba and I returned years later to Trebuchet Street I expected to
feel the familiar sensation of any homecoming person, whether fictional or real –
the feeling that the place of their childhood was not as large as they had
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remembered it. The doorways not so high, the post office, school or bus stop less
distant from home, the rooms diminished in square length. I did not feel this. I felt
the place I had thought I had spent my childhood never really existed. The road
seemed now too filled with traffic to play on and therefore a different road
altogether, and certainly the houses I knew had disappeared to be replaced by
townhouses or surgeries, the closed alley seemed to me then nothing more than
my invention, an imaginary place that harboured me from the street life continuing
as it always had but without anyone I knew. All that is here now, I thought, has
always been here. I lived somewhere else, my whole childhood was make–believe.
Perhaps. I had moved into a display village, a Homeworld after all and had denied it
due to some trauma only a hypnotist could re–awaken. All memories are fractured
narratives. I know little about neuroscience but I know that. Twins will narrate the
same story differently– mother broke her leg hanging the Christmas lights, father
broke his leg hanging the Christmas wreath. And when the key witnesses, the
parents themselves disagree – it was a wreath which I never wanted to hang in the first place:
it was the fault of the ladder you never wanted to replace because you are so stingy: maybe if you
had got a job: you only had a job to have affairs – the jury is not dismissed but the
witnesses excused and the memory collapses. God forgets too, I think, Alba once said.
And before I could question what I suspected of being words uttered from a
dream, she related a theory that, in our bed, perhaps, in the first moments of my
waking and her waking, made me weep.
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X, dreams you have given me; river labyrinths
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93. At the entrance of each display home a wooden butler, often black-faced and
tailed, would offer the entrant a brochure which advertised the many modern
facilities of the Connecticut or Gondwanaland, Taj or Eureka. The brochures depicted
aspects of the lifestyles to be enjoyed in the space of the house or in the generous
young gardens and in the young community that would soon envelop and embrace
you; a young father read by the fire to a blond haired son, a grandfather pointed up
a tree to show some nest or creature hidden in its branches, mothers exchanged
recipes in kitchens with elaborate shelving and ovens wide enough to roast two
size sixteen chickens.

73xi. You told her that the spleen needed to be cauterised regularly to ensure against
samoxosis or Santa’s complex or something, the host said, as thousands of Australian flags
waved behind her. Diana thought you were hilarious ... just think, you could have had her that
night. You might as well have, but who am I to talk? A son and no father…anyway, both our
birds have flown.

105v. At the end of the tour the children were asked to name things that we
moderns – her word, moderns – could interpret as spirit faces. The children named
the faces of sporting mascots, the faces on CD covers, the faces that smiled down
from advertising boards and the faces of dead men and woman memorialised in
statuary. She agreed with every suggestion the children made and clapped when the
track–suited twins, in unison, named computer–generated avatars.

93ii. Veronica wore her red hair in a bob on the night I first met
her but after we moved in together she grew it out down past
her waist. Men in passing cars began to beep their horns at her. I had imagined we
would
meet again, had rehearsed my lines, but not even in daydreams did I imagine we
would meet, years after our separation in Little Luck. She was only a few
metres away from me, holding her black hair back with one hand and
pressing numbers at an ATM with the other. In a moment she will turn to
face me, I thought. She will ask after my health and then the health of
Amos – fine, fine, I will
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say, still drinking, still riding. My parents too, well, well. Further, I convinced
myself, for
a moment, that if she had not left me or even if we were to reunite that day, Amos
would
not have died, my parents would come back to life – stupid, stupid – he died
before she
left, how could lovers bring all the dead back? I returned to the flat I inherited on
Trebuchet
St, wanting to know her bank balance, wanting never to see her again. We had met
after
an Ashbury Trouveres opening night but last week, when I saw her – perhaps it
wasn’t
her, I have allowed for that possibility – I felt that this event had never occurred,
that
what I was remembering was the night’s production – make–believe, fiction,
theatre –
and that I had led another life, elsewhere and with someone else. Perhaps the
actress who
played Veronica wore a red wig and she had not left me but the season had ended
or
perhaps I had entered as audience and exited as cast.

99iv. The memory of my father walking in late one night, still wearing his
balaclava, returns to me whenever I feel a coarseness within my fingers – the seam
of a hockey ball, string, the unraveling braid of Veronica's riding crop. He holds in
his right hand a hessian bag, heavy and bloody at its bottom. Yet, in these last
months it is the running man who now drags the hessian bag up the stairs – he
looks inside though I did not, at the oily, broken neck, the oily, blood smeared
emerald feathers. He makes a finger puppet out of the head. When the duck is laid
before him the running man rolls rice and meat around in his mouth before
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swallowing. The running man has never tasted meat – rubbed with cumin and
coriander, salt and pepper – as sweet as this before. I could not and still cannot
bear the taste of duck - this disgusted my father, who could eat a whole duck and
six parathas in one sitting. In memory, the running man – he is a man, not a boy –
sits with him, fingering the excised bullets sitting in a bowl in the middle of the
table, making quick circles so there is a scraping against the porcelain. Amos and
Carmel and my mother have eaten – my father likes to eat with the running man
alone. I felt as if I had become the running man's imaginary friend, perhaps even,
his son. And I remember a question I never thought to ask my father or perhaps I
did and my father never answered; whose dogs did he use? To retrieve the ducks –
whose dogs?

99v. No dogs perhaps; but my father in a waterproof apron, the skin of a fish,
overalls of oilskin – what does a hunter wear? – wading out, the riverlakepond now
silent, professors of Math and History awaiting his return to the banks, still hiding
in rushes – what do hunters do when the hunt has ceased and the dead at hand?
What is the grammar of hunting? What is the grammar of the dead? – wading out
to retrieve head-body-blown ducks, bloodied feathered emeralds, three headless
ducks I see, hung in my father’s fists by the neck like conquered kings. Quartered
and divided in sheds of History and Maths professors, curried for my plate as
chicken – insisted on, eating it as an untruth.

98xxii. The pitches, from east to west, were numbered in spraypaint behind the
batting crease – one, four, five, two, three. He said he raised each one according to
the team playing, the date of the fixture and the instructions from the coach. He
said they never wanted dry wickets against Shearwater but Grebe was another
story –‘… green and wet, green and b’oody wet…’

126. I wrote,
My father died yesterday, in the end, of pneumonia. You know that he had suffered with kidney
problems for many years. He was very rested and peaceful at the time of his passing. He asked me
to tell you that he wished there was more room on the ark. He said you would know what that
meant. I do not. I cannot say why he chose to die with us instead of you.
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126iii. He would no doubt have been with Julia at the time of the wedding
and before and after and at all the other times he was giving papers and as he told
me of her I saw a dark–haired woman in front of a ruin – perhaps it was Carnac. I
closed my eyes and tried to see her face but I saw nothing except the dark hair, the
ruin.

29xx. She had been with Easy all evening and all afternoon and she had arrived
straight from the hospital at the time she would have arrived for the reception. Her
hair was still plaited as if for the wedding, with tartan ribbons strung between the
plaits. Most of the tables were bare or folded then and a green garbage bag was
overflowing with streamers but the bridal table was still set. She said that Easy was
fine but he had asked for some food and she left and no one called her back.

55x. Now and again Alba would look up from her book and smile and then
twist her mouth and nose at the page as if going back into the fiction caused her
pain or bewilderment. I lay on the bed beside her, twisting the golden rope
between my fingers and humming the song I had heard her singing earlier. She had
trouble sleeping most nights – she often seemed more awake at night –and so
when she closed the book and turned off the bed light –– I thought the
conversation we – I – had been avoiding was about to start. I don’t believe in
water rats, I thought to myself and I smiled at her. The lights on the hill and the
starlight streamed through the cabin and the houseboat tilted left and right and I
could hear wings on the air and smell smoke and she turned on her side and
uncoiled herself a little from the sarong so that the top of her breast showed and
said, Tell me a story.

99. I recognised Eden in the landscape of the brochure but I found it
irreconcilable with the landscape of my church. The paradise preached of in Mass
was a place absent of desire. The delivered would be ethereal and no longer hunger
for the fruits of the valley of Eden. Paradise was proximity to Christ and to those
who had loved us and left the earth before us. Paradise was absent from the earth.
Like the figures – archangels or saints, I have never read Dante so I am unsure – in
Dorè’s Queen of Heaven (Plate 135) the dead sat for eternity in a pose of
contemplative delight.
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100ix. My father, I imagine, was ruined by the contemplation of dark matter.
At least, that is how I explain it to myself – perhaps he witnessed –
In those moments of vertigo I felt beyond a horizon I could not see or touch or
feel or taste or imagine – another sense – clockpoor traindim bodybloodbody –
and I swooned to the falling rhythm of this is am. Shipwreck/potstills/
Liedland/traveller between looms –

100xii. My father told me a story which I tell like this
I could tell this story another way
I could tell you a story instead
I could tell you –

32. My son is running ahead of me though he should be running behind,
throwing grass seed all over the earth we have just dug and watered. He has long
brown hair and is often mistaken for a girl. His hair is wet from where he has made
rain and showered us both with the hose. The earth is dark and puddled and in my
mind’s eye, as he runs and throws seed, I see the red brick wall in our backyard
collapse to reveal the lounge room of my grandfather’s house, lit blue by the TV
screen on a dark afternoon years ago – all the blue-dark afternoons, all the years –
and I see my uncles. I see them all in that moment, the living and the dead, my
mother’s brothers, one rich, the others poor from the day’s racing – the good bets
and the bad, the winnings or savings now invested on the eighth race, cigarettes lit,
betting slips paper–clipped at the start of the day in the correct running order – on
the nose or quadrellas or trifectas. Then the red light, racing. The track is dead five
and the afternoon has shifted and multiplied, the luck cursed then beloved then
cursed again. They could not all win and the winner might shout whisky and pizza
but not share winnings. Hang in, hang in...Gone too far from home…get up, get up…the
ash trembling, the glasses shaking, the men whipping their own sides – go Pasiphae
(4), go Ring Finger (16), go Castellar (12), c’mon – go. A year after the last race of the
spring carnival Elvis, the eldest would be dead – his heart – but here his quadrella
mare sees the gap, makes for it, gets a clear run through. The second eldest’s last
year was a clean, lucky run to death – a new job at Pilkington’s, another child on
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the way – electrocuted at work in the third trimester. Birds swoop on seed as the
scene fractals me. Horses circle the punters. Women in silk dresses ascend. Elvis
spent his last night of living arranging his socks in seven pairs. The lead horse was
a stayer and had been in front all race but it still had a kick. With a hundred to go
he had spent the winnings on a pair of suede driving gloves. Then the fast closing
gray drew level and the jockey changed whip hands. Elvis cursed and Easy leaned
forward – he had the gray, the mare had run her race. Easy, with just enough
troubles with the boys at the plant to not get the union involved, had all the day’s
takings on 12, with another operation on the plates in his leg looming. It was a
plunge but a risk – free one – all on the nose of the favourite, he never liked
trifectas – never believed that luck good or bad actually came in threes – it struck
out whenever, came whenever, it had no pattern like the stars had a pattern, luck
had no rules like games had rules – he would lose the job, he would find divorce
papers – Teresa – again, sitting in the one chair left in the house the day before his
fortieth birthday. Papers in an empty house, how could you see that coming, you
could no more see a blue pattern in black, you could no more talk to your brother
in the morning and kiss his dead eyelids at night, what times, good times, bad,
sickness, health, go on now go, gone too early. And – Alba – who was she and
who had she been and who – after all, in the end. Women, slim women, pass
before my son’s eyes, wrapped in towels – he cannot see them – the birds fly away.
The judges call for the photo, the wall closes.
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Introduction:

As this, the final of the four volumes of notebooks begins, Isaac Vivian Augustine
Sumac was writing his never to be completed novel, Quaternion2 and directing what
was to be his second play a theatrical adaptation of Omphalos3, his epic poem
reinterpreting The Tempest from Caliban’s point of view. Three other works are in
progress though never to be completed.
Table of Events comprises either paragraphs from a novel in progress or paragraphs
from the aforementioned Quaternion. This is a work that was to be set at a future
date.
Wicked Meridians (WM) was to be a book of prose poems.
Redemption Songs was the name of an anthology of poetry Sumac was editing. It has
never come to fruition, although many of the poems listed in the Index of First Lines
have been anthologised.
The journals, or Cahiers, as Sumac named them in homage to Aimé Césaire, occurred
(Sumac’s preferred mode of expression) just after the 1978 controversy of the
Samedi–Soir polemic, which is mentioned here only briefly. The public quarrel with
Cesar Wordsworth which later embroiled Homer D’Jon had caused a fit of
depression in Sumac which may explain the few entries in the year of 1979. It was
also the year that Sumac turned forty and although he had written previously4 that
he felt he had finally reached the true age of the novelist, when one replaces enthusiasm with
skill and thrift5 his afflatus seems to have diminished from then on.

2

Quaternion to this day never been released in book form.

3

First performance, posthumous – 3/3/1990 by the Rose Town Theatre Company, London.

4

Les Cahiers Volume 2, pg 98.

5

Sumac, I.V.A. Les Cahiers – The Journals of I.V.A Sumac – Vol 3 – 1970–1977, Port of Spain, Cambray, p 112 Black
Panther Publishing, Trinidad, 1992.
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Two recent biographies argue that the uncovering of his new affair with Maria
Constantinople caused too much tension in the house for him to focus on his
work.
In 1981 he travelled to visit his father’s birthplace for the first time and was greeted
by the uniformed schoolboys of St. Francis which caused in him what he described
as a psychic crack. Here the entries again are minimal.
Sumac did not date his entries except at the beginning of each journal with the year,
but I have inserted, where appropriate, especially with the drafting sequences,
estimated monthly dates simply to show the progress of the penultimate novel.
Text in italics is where words have been written outside the journal and inserted.
Titles have been italicised though – Sumac did not do this – for clarity.
In totality the four volumes of journals were comprised of ten notebooks – from
1960 to 1982 – each of one hundred pages. The journals he used were handmade
and available only in the central market of St. Kitts, West Indies. The journals were
A4 sized and unruled.
Although Sumac spoke in a mixture of English, French and the patois of the
Antilles, he wrote only in English. The only alterations are where I changed the
initials which referred to easily identifiable people from the Sumac biography and
this was at the request of Constance Mayhew. Initials referring to fictional
characters have been left in place. A glossary has been attempted, working
backwards from manuscript notes to decipher the often enigmatic notations that
Sumac used throughout the journal. The glossary is an educated attempt and is by
no means presented here as definitive. It is generally accepted and shyly approved
by Sumac before his death that the abbreviation β refers to the cricketer Frank
Worrell and that caught between his private nature and the need to be a truth–teller
Sumac used the symbol Φ to denote the erotic. Similarly, the long strings of
symbols that occur randomly are decipherable by use of Sumac’s personal
symbology of physical exercises6 in the third journal of this series.
The manuscripts, as has been noted often, were found at Sumac’s death site. The
coincidence of the last entry here and the accident7 that resulted in his death are
6

See Glossary of symbols at the end

7

Sumac was found dead after a road accident on June 14.1982.
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purely textual. The entries that followed the final entry here were deleted under
legal threat by his literary executors and further, all references to politics and then
current political events were also removed. The journals are somewhat reduced in
length due to these excisions. I have not marked these sections in the journals.
The afterword by Professor Kinbote-Shade revisits the death scene so I will not
mention it here except to say thank you to all contributors and assistants in the
translation and the production of Volume 4. You are legion.
Finally, as academic debate continues about the reductive style Sumac was
attempting with Table of Events at the end of these Cahiers – and whilst I
acknowledge the latter work does have a different voice, please realise that Sumac
did modify his voice from novel to novel and poem to poem and play to play. He
does also openly flag this new direction at the start of these journals. The
suggestion that Table of Events was the work of Maria Constantinople is, in my
humble opinion, easily refuted.
B.D.
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Brief Biographical Dates:
1939 – Born to parents Tiger, engineer, and Priscilla Booth-Mason, nurse. Sumac’s
grandparents emigrated from Lucknow, India to work as indentured servants in
Trinidad's sugar plantations.
1945 – Begins at St. Aloysius Catholic Primary School.
1951 – Begins at St Aloysius Secondary School
– Captains First Eleven Cricket Team at age of 14.
1952 – Edits school pamphlet and writes an article on apartheid that sees him
almost suspended due to its violent call to arms.
1957 – Makes debut for West Indian schoolboy cricket team and travels to
Australia. On return, undergoes deep depression.
– Found badly beaten outside a nightclub by his uncle on his way to the
fishing ships. Stays in hospital for one month, spending the final two weeks in a
psychiatric ward.
1958 – Wins Du Bois Scholarship to study at the Sorbonne.
- Meets and befriends Cesar Wordsworth, drops out after a year.
1959 – Travels to South Africa with Wordsworth.
– Assaulted and imprisoned for three days after joining students in an anti–
apartheid rally.

1960 – Publishes first poems in Make Believe.
1961 – Publishes first novel Lure & Exile.
– Meets and befriends Homer D’Jon.
1962 – Sumac, D’Jon and Wordsworth found Samedi–Soir, a literary journal.
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1963 – Begins work as commissioning editor for Forecourt Press.

1968 – Meets Constance Mayhew.
1969 – Publishes second novel, Inventing the Dead.
Marries Mayhew.
1970 – Son Jeremiah Maglinne Sumac born.
1974 – Publishes trilogy of novellas – Caribbean Lost.
1975 – Publishes book of essays, Totem Prose.
1976 – Leaves Mayhew after meeting actress Yveline Black.
1977 – Second child, Arrabella, born to Yveline Black.
1978 – Reunites with Mayhew.
– Accused of bigotry and being a class and race traitor by Cesar Wordsworth
after negative review of D’Jon’s A Body in the River, in Samedi–Soir. Friendships end.

1979 – First play performed, Othello’s Scars, a small commercial success but a critical
failure.
– Meets Maria Constantinople during rehearsals.

1980 – Admits self to hospital for alcohol abuse. Leaves after three days.
– Death of Cesar Wordsworth.

1981 – Spends time in and outside clinics. Mayhew leaves him again and finally.
– Publishes novel, The Curator of Sabina Park.
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– Samedi Soir ceases publication.
1982 – Publishes book of essays, The Mistress of Language, dedicated to
Constantinople.
– Death of Homer D’Jon
1982 – Death in a car accident driven by Black Panther Publishing editor Vern
Williams, June 14.
– Incomplete manuscript of Quaternion found at the crash scene in sealed
boxes. Coroner’s report estimates passenger Sumac died two hours before the
actual accident. Causes unknown.
1984 – Posthumous publication of collected sports writing White Lines.
1990 – First performance of Omphalos at Rose Town Theatre.
1992 – First publication of Les Cahiers: Volumes 1 and 2.
1994 – Samedi – Soir anthology published. Includes previously unpublished vitriolic
letters between Wordsworth and Sumac.
1998 – Sumac exhibition opens at Bellesbat Museum, closes after three days.
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For P.
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1979, January – March
Work to occur:
Omphalos in progress, feels lost.
Quaternion coming into being, rising from the descent.
Index of First Lines (start anthology, Black Panther Press, Vern Williams ask for
deadline?)
Wicked Meridians (start prose poems, no deadline, the long game)
Table of Events (a change of style, reductive? Numerical, rhetorical, no arterial
wounds of language, no blood patterns but literal blood. No timeline. No
chronology in a table of events. Restrained like an epileptic so you don’t bite off
your tongue. Hollow. No Jouverte sentences. You are a mute.)
The echo world.
The language of the labyrinth
Time upon one.
Slow trains still arrive.
It was the huge cargo that slowed them.
We stood around the body. The man they had sent wore a long leather apron,
unstained, and a peaked, grey hat. He had the aura of a Breughel farmer, or I
imagine him as such, in memory. In the kaleidoscope of my memory, now – he is a
Bosch. (The memory is labyrinth and the kaleidoscope is all you are given to act as
compass, telescope, astrolabe.)
The man rolled the body into a blue tarpaulin, it was a big body but the man was
bigger, and he hunched and picked and swung the body to his shoulder, big
shoulder, and he started walking off. He then turned and said – have you taken a
memento?
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My father sent my mother into the house and she returned with scissors and four
envelopes.
The man lay down the body and unrolled it. The snout opened, as if to cry, as if to
protest. She cut four handfuls and placed them in the four envelopes and the man
rolled the body again and my mother placed the hair in the envelopes and took
them inside and placed them in a place where none of us would ever find them
again and the body was gone. My father tipped him, ten. She had cut the hair off
his back8.
The Gauchos – four skilled riders cross the pampas, – brought to South America
by conquistadors – vagabond or orphan – facon – boleadoras– (...)9 religion is a
mix of superstition and Roman Catholicism.
I have been thinking of P dragging on her jeans with her hair wet – newspaper cut
in rectangles in the bathroom – the night at the Green Fairy where she took off her
underwear and flung it into the next booth. Now she is broken.
It all begins with the break; it must be broken to be made new, modern. And it all
must diverge, tributaries of the same river, leading to endless coasts, to seek in
structure, the nights – one thousand and one? – no rahmen.
Samedi Soir – So it seems they made the machine gun out of the remains of the
typewriter.

8

This section appears rewritten in Sumac’s short story The Death of Falstaff – first published Paris Review,
Number 82 Winter, 1981.

Compare:
The three of us surrounded the body. The man they had sent wore a long leather apron, unstained, and a peaked,
grey hat. The man rolled the body onto a green tarpaulin and he hunched and swung the body to his
shoulder.
He then turned and said– Have you taken a lock of hair?
My father sent my mother into the house and she returned with scissors and four envelopes.
The man lay down the body and unrolled it. The snout opened.
She cut four clumps from his back and placed them in the four envelopes and the man rolled the body again
and my mother placed the locks in the envelopes and took them inside and placed them in places where none
of us would ever find them again.
9

Indecipherable word
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Cesar accuses me of being blind to my own connotations...of finding in D’Jon all
of my own failings. He lists my fictional women, all of them – the woman in
silhouette, the woman at the window, the woman tied to the mast with her lover –
and says I am in love with the plantation owner’s daughter, still. Constance said she
would cut him. Would he prefer I be the eunuch in the hallway, dress-suited,
waving a palm fan? Our long friendship ended by 4062 words. Any fool could see
the reversals of the Siren song in the bound woman, the image of the unknown
and universal in the silhouetted woman.
Et tongue Cesar, cut it out.
×
And A is no help, I will not mention her again. There is a dowdiness to her now–
her straggly hair, her glasses, the way she sneezes. But I cannot leave her, JMJ is 18.
Otherwise he will be 32/Dorè.

I found the above in one of my son’s school texts. In my youth I developed a
theory – the Theory of Ohm. Although I knew at the time, from some science
class or my father’s books, that Ohm was a measurement of current or voltage, I
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re–imagined this information. My theoretical Ohm proposed that all individuals
were one part of a trinity, three identical individuals living simultaneously in the
world. If one of the editions– that was the word I preferred, editions – were to die
the other editions would also die. All three bodies shared the same habits, illnesses,
proclivities – the self multiplied not divided by three.
One night at the Half Moon, I told this to Cesar and Homer, strange to think of this
now.
My first lover E wanted to know what other variations a person could be, were the
partners of the three another set of three, like triplets marrying triplets, could they
be different skin colours, would their injuries or mishaps be simultaneous, surely if
they reproduced their children would be different –yes, each different child would
be multiplied by three again. But surely they would then be different people. I told
her she was arguing against the logic of a ten year-old. Expansive subtleties were
beyond me – they are beyond me still; yet I felt insulted – I still feel insulted – that
she did not adore my theory instantly, that she did not ponder on the other
versions of herself, or ask me what and where I thought I also existed.
Tolstoy’s letter to the publisher at?? – filled with condescension and arrogance, he
was already ascending the ladder to heaven. He had no doubt he was the son of
god.
D’Jon has never taken a risk, a fine accumulator of stories, but all bone and no
marrow. And even when his prose sings I feel I am hearing a cover or rehearsal.
His stories strike me as literal, linear. That is all I wrote. I have betrayed my race –
what race? – because I love the man more than his work.
There is a vest at the tailors on Coronation St. called a Dickens vest.
It is a measurement of current and voltage
My son became irate when my wife explained to him what a womb is and how he
was born. Don’t tell me my birth is not my business.
The genie appears as smoke – the storyteller around the campfire finishes his story,
the fire is put out, we all sleep – our three wishes are granted in dreams.
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L is the search for the sublime. She comes to bed naked except for her socks. She
says my feet are cold. Can’t that wife of yours keep you warm?
Φ
A car park full of hearses.
Quaternion; The mourners were leaving the city; their foreheads were crossed with
ash. If I had remembered the funeral procession I would have postponed the trip
to the museum or have arranged to arrive in time to watch the bell horses drawing
the coffin through the centre of Blackjack, past the war memorial, through Les
Jardins de Septembre – a triangular trip. The streets has reopened, the banked
buses directed back into their road orbits. Streetworkers were clearing the
barricades and removing the debris. The city was restarting.
The mourners were leaving the city; their foreheads crossed with ash. J and I
followed arrows and signs and the Diplodocus footprints painted on the footpath
to the museum entrance.
Workers: taking down barricades, sweeping streamers and flowers to the kerbside,
cleaning up the shit of the bellhorses, who had drawn the massive hearse through
the centre of Blackjack, past the war memorial, The September Gardens, in a
roughly triangular journey. Though our paths were blocked by various road closed
signs, J and I had shortcut past the rabbit holed lawns of Hydyll Park, past…etc.
We were not late for the museum tour.
We felt late for an event we did not intend to attend.
Mourners were leaving Blackjack – their foreheads crossed with ash. The people
we passed seemed half-asleep. A man in a brown trenchcoat stood beneath the
museum’s marble arch, smoking. The funeral procession had coursed ––––– St
and then diverted to ––––St.
Barricades re–defined/re–aligned? roads.
The mourners seemed adrift, dressed in various shades of black, the ash smeared
or rubbed all over faces. They seemed to each be searching for some graceful act
or word to communicate to their fellow mourners, but what could be said? Hands
could turn up or reach out or heads could nod or bow. The road was not a
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gravesite; there were no clods to drop into the plot. Even if the bellhorses had not
drawn the casket too quickly, even if the black streamers hanging from office
windows had not blown all over the street, even if the children stood back puzzled
as to why they were standing there at all – as if they had come to bury a statue –
who would have known what to do? They were like actors who had lost first the
script then ability to improvise.
The museum itself from the northern perspective looked like a ship in full sail but
its entrance had been sculpted to look like the open pages of a book.
Fellini’s 8 ½ – the title – named after Fellini’s oeuvre – 6 films, plus two shorts = 1,
plus one he co–directed = ½ = 7 ½, making his ‘8 ½’ his 8 ½ film... (…)10
Marlowe – Nick Carraway – one witnesses the horror, one the holocaust – and all my
narrators have seen nothing...they feel the real pain generations later...they were
never whipped or bound hand and neck in chains. This is the failing of my work –
I have seen nothing in the end. I have heard the dead echoes singing back up from
the meal of pomegranate seeds, I have heard the shades gossiping into the night, I
have seen the bodies in the cargo hold or tossed manacled into the sea, but I have
not really seen. I deserve another beating.
Φ
I have heard of this Tristano – it is not possible.
Story: In his treasure box were ball bearings, wheels from disassembled cars, a
domino, two dolls made of ice cream sticks, a lapis stone thin as a communion
wafer, a Chinese coin and a calculator.
Details that will evolve into other details.
On his fourth birthday my aunt gave J a set of playing cards whose backs were
printed with scenes from the cities of the world. J liked to line them up and make
up names for Prague and Kabul and Paris – Pa, Keboo, Pas – then he made them
into a long road over which he flew his wooden sea–plane. Who gives a child the
possibility of chance and gamble? They have that in abundance.

10

Indecipherable phrase
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The cities were all photographed at dusk. And all of the cities were without citizens.
It surprised me that J showed so little interest in the images of clubs and diamonds
but it entranced me to watch him turn cities in his fingers. I was reminded of
vanquished cities – renamed by conquerors while a line of refugees fled the
smoking citadels.

April to June
Щ×Џ
I thought of the silver river being only an estuary of greater waterways.
And in some dreams it was not an army of horse riders and phalanxes, but the
white whale land-bound, a wave of flesh and jaw that approached the phantom
fields…
Or – an entire army lost in the jaws of a whale, a fable Hannibal of the seas.
Mursi – Ethiopia– language one of the Surmic – Omo valley – lip plates like the
Kayapo – bull leap – four clean runs – was this done at Mykonos? I have seen a
gold sculpture my memory thinks – polygamy – worship animals and trees and
rocks/polytheist/cattle/corn/honey
Kayapo – people of the wellspring –the mato grasso–insect markings– feathers in
their hair as they arrived from the sky. Every morning the kaputo makes his walk
around the village. There is no difference between worlds.
Towards thee I roll, thou all–destroying but unconquering whale; to the last I grapple with thee;
from hell’s heart I stab at thee; for hate’s sake I spit my last breath at thee. Sink all coffins and
all hearses to one common pool! And since neither can be mine, let me then tow to pieces, while
still chasing thee, though tied to thee, thou damned whale! Thus, I give up the spear!11

11

Melville, Herman Moby Dick, pg 623. (first published by New York: Harper & Brothers, 1851. London.
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12

(WM)

Penelope13

F. Scott Fitzgerald Watches Zelda’s Last Dance
Her profits now lay idle. The market for her has crashed. I have drunk to Lethe
and am matched now by a doped wife. I was once the high–hatted lover of
Minnesota, who knelt at Isadora’s feet. My centurion, she called me. The dancer,
my wife, is the daughter of Icarus but now the pirouette is a wounded arc. Oh god,
she showed more grace throwing herself down the stairs. And I am as unraveled as
her dress.

12

An illustration–no reference given–cut and glued inside the journal

13

The title and first line are references to Tennyson’s Ulysses
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One night, we broke down on a train track and fell asleep. If only death had
undone us there but some monster pulled us out. The car was smashed to confetti
like 1929.
Once I built that railroad.
We have been careless with ourselves. We barked at the host’s door, then bathed in
his tub, were told to take our uproar elsewhere. We took it to France. She
exhausted herself at the barre – until it rose like a latch and the maze flooded.
My taste for it all has gone.
A headline, years ago – The Iliad of a Taxi Driver – a murdered pastor and a choir
girl. It was my younger and more vulnerable years – if she is parody, I am palimpsest –
and by the son of god, I had a name. Newsprint pooled around me. I could not
help but stare. I touched the hand of god, it felt blue. I took to calling myself Papa.
I measured out my life in quarter ounces of gin – there was another god.
His music was blue.
The marriage ended, the suitors all went off the towers – I lingered with Circe in
the bright wet dark too long and now I have this dance, which I was born to
witness and must now bear.
Everything goes.

Tae14 was my childhood hero, pure enigma of his style comforted me. His death
undid me.
L says she had come by the age of eight to be unperturbed in sleep of any dream
violence – the violence of monsters or pirates absorbed and dismissed as make–
believe – but she had started to fear the dissolution of the body after death, and
this fear she could not dam up in her waking life. What 8 year old thinks about death I
ask you?

14

Sir Frank Mortimer Maglinne Worrell (1 August 1924 – 13 March 1967), sometimes referred to by his nickname
of Tae, at other times here by the symbol β
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Remember, always, Rilke’s answer to Freud.15

July to September
×××
There was no doubt that the endowed were working on projects of either unlikely
outcomes or altogether fraudulent projects.
Went to throw out all my old x rays today – could only bear to part with the one of
shoulders and knees, the brain scans I could not bear to imagine on some rubbish
tip. I need to leave some room for my work.
Benjamin – travelled to the border and was killed or committed suicide – carried
his final manuscript– the next day the border was opened.
A study of unfinished manuscripts – or novel about a man who makes his living
finishing manuscripts. Or who stitches together unfinished manuscripts with
strange jumps in time and place.
Can I write a novel in 53 days?
A study of the bodies of writers– the corpulent masturbating Flaubert, the
asthmatic Proust, the hollowed out O’Connor, Cheever’s liver...
Need intro written by the new Benjamin? Who is the author of the Q?
The stars are strung on blue guitars, I warned him
Footnotes – a text that is a rewriting of another text that was incomplete.
1, 2 buckle his shoe, 3, 4 head to the floor, 5, 6 scars on our dicks, 7, 8 head to the
gate, 9, 10 wake up the men, 11, 12.
There’s a big wooden horse in the yard.
15

Legend states that when Freud offered to psychoanalyse Rilke, Rilke declined saying, “If you take away my devils
you may take away my angels as well.”
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What is broken in us is healed and completed by others – it is all elision and
fragment, there is no complete narrative.
What is created by us and failed and abandoned is completed by others– book and
reader.
It is our duty as novelists to erase transition and to seek instead the transient
imaginary.
Give me the long nerved bat handle, meat of middle, the carved shoulder– golf is a
game for spies and bureaucrats – those who play long and only have to putt at the
end– no sport is real unless it involves death. I sound like that arse Hemingway,
alas, we all end as a parody of ourselves.
I remember an innings, I did not see it, I heard it, the tied text16, Sobers masterful,
the big Australian Davidson remarkable, but β cutting in. space, knowing time.
I have left this notebook to make hot water bottles for the child...I return to it,
then leave it again to take out the garbage. That is it really, the balance between
garbage, duty and work.
There is nothing in us that can be remade after the Orphic truth of the birth canal;
we will remain the one who made that journey.
What then is the Orphic gaze?
The novel is the completion of the journals– the novel, elusively, writes all the
words that the dead writer was going to write– the novel is a curation, it takes
from fragments, framed fragments, and creates the order of viewing.
Capote and Joyce were scared, superstitious of seeing multiples of nuns.
Dinner with Cyril– discussing β– and Constantine. He dwelt on Marx as if he
averaged 99.94.
Nabokov’s awful pun about Proust’s masterpiece – a fairy tale.
Long epithalamion written by the shah deposed by the East India Company – but
here the shah is all shahs –

16

Misspelling in all likelihood, probably means ‘test.’
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I bow before you now
Dressed in tiger skins. They have left me old trophies,
Old skins.
(...)17
They have left me the borders to vandal lands, borders of mercury.
Carts carrying chickens, grandparents, the last of the lentils, gram flour.
Leaving the citadel by half mile roads
Leaving the citadels by half mile roads
Leaving the citadels by half mile roads
Reading draft extracts of Omeros – patois that lilts like a trireme in choppy sea,
terza rima, a hexametrical line – the epic echo. Achille/Achilles.
October to December
Daybreak Half Tree Road, moko jumbies
Overlay with Alexander as the pharaoh of Egypt.
Textile: Eros with a cup.
Funerary relief of the legionnaire Hairan
Phalar with a fighting elephant
Medallion with a goddess holding a bow
Mixing up the catalogues
Then he moved on, and I followed behind him
17

The next two lines are indecipherable.
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Day was departing
The infamy of Crete was stretched along
Lost are we, and are only so far punished/That without hope we live on in desire
The antique prow goes on its way
“What does thou still gaze at?/ Why is thy sight still riveted down there/ Among
the mournful, mutilated shades?
If, Reader, I possessed a longer space/for writing it, I yet would sing in part18
Џ
Quaternion –
His real name was Kruieznaer. My nickname as a child was Friday. I was no longer
scared of him and no doubt he had never intended to scare me the evening I first
met him. He had been in the tobacco industry and still had enough money to last
for thirty years living as he was living. And since he had started to see the mystical
connection between all numbers he did not want to return to his former life and
the uninitiated drudgery of it – the unknowing of it – and anyway his name was
now on the bottom of people’s shoes and you could not find work without an
address. It started to rain. He took a small wooden crucifix out of his pocket and
placed it in the middle of his palm and as he did this a marble fell out of his pocket
and rolled across the floor. He said he knew now the connection between train
carriages and the numbered metal plaques on streetlights. The world was divisible
by pi. Marbles, a crucifix; ways to discuss sunlight.
Φ
Novel of a seafarer, full of shanties and playing cards with girls dressed in skimpy
sailor uniforms on the back – I feel another accusation coming.
18

All quotes from the Longfellow translation of The Divine Comedy by Dante Alighieri
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Each time he returned he had a new tattoo, once a carrom board, once a crown
and an anchor. I had the strange feeling about him that he did not travel, his
tattoos did. He had two women, one on each thigh, one girl who looked
Polynesian, the other the silhouette that was popular on trucks – a girl with long,
blowy hair in profile, sitting. A hint in the silhouette that she is pulling on or off
her jeans?
I do not know where he travelled to and he did not talk much when he returned,
or at least he did not talk much when I was in earshot. I never really knew him, but
I admired him. I had a book read to me when I was a child called Sailor Dog and I
thought of that book whenever he was around. The dog was resourceful, that is all
I remember.
Incident with X. Then Φ, inside a tunnel being drummed with rain.
What or whom J imagined I do not know. Once, when he was in the bath a bandaid that he was wearing needlessly on his finger drifted off. The water was full of
bubbles and he splashed about after it, casually then frantically, as if he were trying
to empty a filling rowboat. My wife shushed him and pulled the plug. He screamed.
He screamed as if he had been slapped, stunned, open–mouthed and silent at first
and then with a kind of wailing.
I’ll lose my sticky, he said.
What?
My stickiness!
What stickiness son?
Are there sea monsters in the sea?
No son, no monsters.
The sea monsters will take my stickiness…
I have been pondering his ‘essential’ stickiness, the stickiness of my son.
Y enters the casting room. She sits on a stool and begins to read. While she reads
one red shoe begins to slip from her foot.
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Song Lyric:
I was sitting there with Jesus
Girls brought rum on silver trays
I was sitting there with Jesus
Girls brought heads on silver trays19
Tresillian – floors dusted with talcum powder –
Carrom board – dusted with talcum powder.
My face as a child, dusted with talcum powder.
I spent too much time in the sun.
You are too dark.

1980, January to March
Y is fresco.
To undress her and re–dress her in nothing but shoulder length gloves.
X
Post Φ we float, no, we live in the entrails, we seize the body into what we
function as, we have no use for the heart, the mind, we are exhausted leopards –
but still want to kill– for the beauty of the kill exhilarates. I have blood in my
mouth.

The bar was blue like an orange20. In the dumb light all censure was postponed–one
could live here – in the idea of the world being replaced by froth, hops and the top
19

These lyrics are sung by the Portuguese band in the bar scene in Sumac’s novel Lure & Exile, Black
Panther, New York, 1984.

20

Eluard, Paul, ‘La terre est bleue comme une orange...’
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shelf of rum– a condensed history of colonialism – The English Pirogue, Below Deck,
Trader Vic, Crown&Anchor, El Dictatore.
Talked to Q today – less than 24 hours to live, and she has been saying that for 288
hours. It is like the reaper is still sharpening the scythe – but cancer is a reaper with
a dull blade yes?
... we stand for? – the promise broken of religion and eternity which we can’t
transcend? Is that all there is – bliss? Don’t stand up gentleman – I am just passing
thru.
The astronomer begins to believe in ghosts. The physicist goes to see a tarot reader.
Fear death by dark matter.
Ghosts in white dwarves.
Stellar shades.
I have suffered for what you revealed to me…I wanted to break a certain enchantment….the
mask of love is answered by the disappearance of love.21 Camus
Perhaps I have told this story one way and you would tell it another. It is all elision
anyway. It is those absences we fill with food and fucking, the sense of non-being
that crowds the world of our real presence, the deafening white noise, the
exhausted carnival – tent poles, kitchens being broken down, mirrors being tamed
by sleeping lions, the dogs at the slops – the summed up, curtained off, the
lowered into the ground. But you cannot dig a carnival into the ground, throw
wine and halva and petals after it, you will have to cremate. An urn the size of an
amphora.
L you have been the close moon and the end and birth of sex for me. Tell me how
you would tell this story, tell me how the universe ends, banging, hurry, show your
21

Camus, Albert The Notebooks 1951–1959, Iva Dare Publishers, Paris 1978.
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face, I am bound to it – but we weave from different looms now. I have left you. I
have found
A man whistles, he says strike up the band.
The maestro wears no clothes.
A man whistles he calls to his dogs, their muzzles are so red.22
Celan’s exhaustion. I feel. Death of Cesar, without reconciliation, without
forgiveness, what was it all for my friend? Death settles the arguments. I remember
the width of your fingers, the universe in your eyes when you talked of your
mother, blessed motherstar of the Antilles. Do you remember dead Cesar – the
soca on NYE 1971, the hips of that girl, tostadas, do you remember farting in the
Favre on your first day, confirming we were apes, three little darkies, nervous as
foxes who have heard a bugle – knowing what connotations of that call – waiting
for our exclusion. And then, remember, my friend, my brother, at the PussyHollow –
three intrigued professors took us out for kebabs, lovely women, improvised
research, except you married Helena and tomorrow I will write to her, I write to
the dead and then I write for the dead. I will tell her that I have failed you but you
have failed me by dying. I forgive you and I can’t forgive you and I want to say to
you sorry but I also want to say to you.
…I will say sorry to Helena.
Φ
....................................................
April to August.
Day of Kafka; reading one paragraph of The Trial then one of Amerika, one
paragraph after another. One does not feel confusion but kaleidoscope, and walks
22

Paraphrases of Paul Celan’s Death Fugue.
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out into the world and sees that the street is amoral, the postman might be
delivering parcels of fingers, the children are talking other children out onto the
road.
Towards a final novel – the one that will end in silence. To strip away all artifice
so that only the Sapphic ruins remain, and even those drained of desire. To note
but not develop, to reveal nothing but the sense of what may have been revealed.
Where then will the enigma grow, if its fibular root is gone? The last found tooth
with even the gold filing chiselled out – this then is the truest novel, the novel
where only the letter ‘e’ is used.
Perhaps I have told this story one way and you another.
In Ali Baba the password is sesame, the seed, the seed enters the cave/womb
where all the treasure is hidden. Morgiana is still dancing the dance of the seven
knives.
To enter the fiction of S: the world bends to his syntax, the world is tinged with a
melancholy hatred of itself.
X X X – today I feel like I can swim to Florida.
I walked to Monkey Hill, where the air was filled with silver crosses, light as a
lover’s breath. I took off all my clothes.
Lunch at the Acropolis, with X, discussing her as Miranda in Omphalos. Drinking
Cockspur from tall glasses filled with ice and lime. We eat jerk. Her arms are bare.
She presses the glass to her wrist. She says she has Maroon blood, her
grandmother from the Accompong. I say I have the blood of yogis and beggars
and mystics and clowns, also the English. The intermittent argument of the couple
at the next table – which Y wants me to include in Act 2 – (I won’t)
W: I suggested we go back.
M: But you were not committed to the idea.
How can I give more commitment?
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Wine?
You say commitment like it is a vow.
What else is it? Do you want wine?
I want a vineyard...you are such a small man.
A good month of X
One must think at the meridian of impulse and strategy like β. The game is after all
historical and political; it is not bat and balls.
At the station was a rack of toy dogs, huskies with their pink fur tongues lolled out.
One of the dogs had a crooked tongue and I bought it to take to X her dog with a
crooked tongue. I say his name should be Cockspur. She says I am being
presumptuous. I walk down the first tunnel to the second where a man is playing
the violin. He is encircled by silver coins – a density amidst starlight, a sparkle a
sturm a drang. At one stage I have a hallucination – which I put down to my new
angina medicine – and see him drinking from the violin, unscrewing the head and
tilting it into his mouth. I walk on.
I am always looking for women, even on my way to an affair. I would like to see
more of them at windows, in silhouette. I am betraying my mistress.
After rehearsal – x/10 x fifteen/Щ
In Heidegger– the poem becomes pure element– it is earth– sky– wind– fire–
poetry is the language of the quaternion. Seek.
In Pavese– a woman is so beautiful they have to cremate her body to stop her
being dug up for sex – this is an image that blinds.
A little black missive from D’Jon. I have burnt it. I will not reply.
The rooms of the houses have become more enigmatic over the years. They
deepen into their own histories; the framed portraits dissolve into walls.
In the bathroom of my grandfather’s house, there was a poster of Brigitte Bardot.
She is bound to a wooden X wearing a bikini of leopard skin. Was this some
elaborate joke played on a pubescent boy? If so, it is abjection. I tried not to look
at her.
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Why do I remember that today on my birthday?
I am numb with desire for X.
Town names are poetry/writing references and street names are fonts.
The town of Stevens, the mayor lives on Garamond St.
Shiloh and Gideon.
What if every chapter is 12 x 1000 words =48 000
48 chapters
Measurements/patterns/fictional logic.
Pornographia – the advertisements outside Ancient Greek brothels– names listed
in the ads in the back of newspapers– Un Petite Aroma/ King’s
Way/Stilettos/No.99/ – I am surrounded by pornography and not erotica.
Perhaps this is the theory of ‘ohm’ that as a child I was trying to fictionalise. That
we cannot, as readers live just here, we have entered into so many countries of
fiction, that we, like the well–versed traveller, leave something of ourselves behind
in each terrain. I have left my essences then in Yoknapatawpha, I have left – no it
is not leaving, it is leaving behind a trace. We have been made vertiginous, this
essence, this past self. Do we not call things Kafkaesque, Orwellian?
Ourselves lost in books – a story – a man goes back through the books he read in
childhood to find those old
selves...ourselves/oldselves/oldskins/oilskins/wineskins/old wine
Missing pages – missing facts – missing people, who is missing– missing calls –
missing you? Each story needs a witness who is missing – the novel is the story
told by the witness who never came forward at the inquest –
Huaorani– Ecuador/Amazon rainforests – warriors and hunters– (all these tribes,
all these disappearing tribes...)–the walk to the afterlife is accompanied by a snake–
blow guns/poison darts – manioc =beer.
And I am tribe – less, a pariah/ I have never existed.
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Poetry L T – Heidegger– go to Rilke, dasein, the singer sings the world – to Wallace
Stevens – the world then sung (made) the fictionalised argument within, this there
is, the sense of being, of living within, hence the dasein rediscovered, as being
within the fiction/poem – the moment of full immersion– this is Stevens.
This then is the intensest rendezvous23 in which being here together– reader and writer
together– is enough. It is here we say,
God and the imagination are one.24
Borges’ narrator enters into Don Quixote to write Don Quixote, even though he
does not know Don Quixote – a lesson for students on the literary canon.
Cooking today my father’s food– dahl, tomato rice, curry, poori made on a fire
with an improvised grill. I can smell his Lloyd & Parish aftershave from the grave.
Imperial Leather soap. The scents of the ablutions of empire. My fingers are burnt.
Paw paw for dessert.
Met Dauphonise25 today for lunch at the Astor – he cried describing a Tintoretto
he had seen. I cried in when John Camphor showed me the fields my father played
upon– in that phase they called my father ‘squirrel’ not Sir – he called others,
including Camphor sir – I cut my finger with a pen knife and bled on those fields
for squirrel – my finger went blue. The schoolhouse itself – a rundown plantation
mansion, some decrepit antebellum folly floundering. In another age it may have
held a whipping bar, collar restraints, not chalkboards.
I sing with X. She has a beautiful voice and I corrupt it. I put her in a cage so she
can sing.
Emma at the piano?
September to December.
23

Stevens, Wallace. “The Final Soliloquy of the Interior Paramour.” The Collected Poems of Wallace
Stevens, Faber and Faber, London, 1954.

24

Ibid.

25

Gomez Dauphonise, the editor of Cockerel, a Trinidadian newspaper.
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Redemption Songs – Palimpsests, centaurs, stray dogs, footnotes to imaginary essays,
welcome board of non–existent cities, population legion, cats falling from thatch
roofs. The wretched mass of the teeming archipelago, the tempest tossed
overboard when the horizon got dark – Turner/Zoong – the voices of the middle
passage/labyrinth. Entire towns lost on the roads of the drunken j’ouverte, a dead
end street.
Looked at the Lucknow photos – the emergence of death – I see it in my eyes, the
small vermilion spots in the iris – I see it in my stoop now that the centre no
longer holds – death will bow us before it, we will stand down looking at our own
graves simply because we cannot raise through the core.
The first sentence must predict and prepare the reader for the last sentence– if not
in syntax then in sense or fictional rhyme. All fiction is seduction– the line you
begin with you must modify to the end.
The pick–up line – The lover describes the bed they may sleep on
To X – – Your hands are the hands of Penelope –
Odysseus was a traveller between looms.
Writing is a form of suicide. The razor has a gloss, the pills are coated with sugar–
it eases things.
Omphalos has defeated me – Cali has had his tongue cut out.
He was to die this day, waking.
Let loose the dogs of time.
It is not down in any map; true places never are – Moby Dick
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Quaternion: We had not long lived in Satyagraha26...
The dread is that this is the only existence. There is no choice, no free will. A man
whistles in his sleep – a childhood affectation, dreaming of those tight hipped
women – his mother’s friends – their skirts hitched up at the bridge table, their
ladders or cellulite or veins showing, where did they disappear to? When he parked
himself between them pointing at teacake, hoping one of them would place him on
her lap – was this desire then, at six?
If at sometime in the near future I would return to my belief in a Godhead– a
singular human face to represent all divinity –I believe I would see the face of
Virgil. I believe I would specifically see the face of Virgil in Dorè’s 27th plate. For
the present I was content that divinity as I saw it was revealed in glimpses and
gestures that I only recognise at certain moments or that divinity revealed itself to
me unseen.
Table of Events:
The mousetrap wakes me. K has her back to me but I feel she too is awake. Her
stomach heaves like a moored ship. The mouse will be dead or dying. I don’t want
to know.
For two weeks I had heard it scratching behind the boards of the fireplace, had
heard the spillage in the cupboard. It gnawed through the rubber band on the
sultanas, ate into the cardboard box of breadsticks.
2 nights I baited the trap with sultanas and cream cheese. Last night I baited and
set.
In a moment – I know what K will say, in a moment – she will say, It’s a bad sign.
I prepare my arguments – its urine could poison us, the child, food costs money,
it’s only a fucking mouse.
26

Satyagraha – life force or the insistence on truth, a movement associated with civil rights and non–
violence. Here Sumac has named a fictional house after the movement.
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Remembered mice:
A) The mouse my father suffocated in a plastic bag.
B) Virginia’s benign breast tumour which she called her mouse.

Table of Events:
Each day I would write down four pages of the continuing story for her and each
night she would return to read them. We would lie naked on the bed for the
duration of the four pages and then sometimes we would make love. Or I would
rise and dress and return to my family. She worked in the city and would return
from work some afternoons early so that we could make love – and we would
share the nakedness of our bodies and the nakedness of the first draft.

I befriended Hiddekel when I was nine. His family had left Africa after Idi Amin
came into power. His father had been a clerk in the civil service and they left
because the father had come to believe that he would be asked to behave in a way
dishonourable in the first act and evil by the third. The father died not long after
the family arrived – his heart. Hiddekel’s mother worked first in the post office
and then at the administration of the State Lottery and became quite wealthy in
1984 when she had suggested an Egyptian design – Cleopatra and her asp,
incongruously in front of a Roman citadel – for one of the scratch tickets and that
design had attracted more buyers than any other.
Q: Kreutznaer is the name I began with and the name I ended on. Along the way I
made one small mistake.
Women, the shape of them. The fat that collects around the dress strap, the
coloured toes emerging from the sandals.
I found a wooden crucifix in a dumpster, with a barely stale soy and linseed loaf,
under the bright red light of the Safeway sign. Whosoever eats beneath the Safeway
sign shall be redeemed.
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Detritus/flotsam/jetsam
She looked like a puppet, as if her bedclothes were propped up, bodiless, her head
turned by some invisible hand.
If I have been inconstant to these visitations, these stories I witnessed, perhaps it is
only because the earth shifted, the plates moved….
1981, January to June
A character says –There is a throne I remember from a childhood book. An empty
throne, a sword poised above it.
Two staircases led to the door of our apartment.
People and light moving in opposite directions.
In every translation some invention is lost…
Table of Events:
I do not think I knew you at all. If the little I knew of you is translated into what
follows and what follows is somewhere near the truth of you I would be pleased.
But I will admit that what follows will be sparse and inaccurate and certainly one–
sided, but you are involved now in all my stories, even this last one, and for that I –
what else, there is nothing else – apologise. I apologise for telling it as such and at
all. Nothing I write hereafter is an explanation or an excuse. I am telling the story
as I saw it or imagined it or remembered it. It will of course be only one version of
events. And I have hollowed it out
Table of Events:
On our first meeting K explains that quarks are thought to be comprised of
protons, which along with neutrons make up the nucleus of an atom. She advises
me against imagining quarks as constituents of an atom, the way children are part
of a family. Quarks at this stage only exist in a theoretical, almost dream state, an
unlike a family cannot be reduced to individual components.

Table of Events
K and I await the confirmation by ultrasound of the death of the child. On the
cover of the Lancet, the translucent embryo is fixed in the amniotic fluid. Its eyes
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meet the gaze of the camera – how is this possible? The photograph is propaganda
I tell myself. It is meant to dissuade abortion. The photographer has stationed the
child within the cosmos of the womb. It is without doubt – it is without doubt a
divinity – a living organism.
My Father has a saying, “2 means 3.”
If 2 plates break, a 3rd will soon fall. If 2 guests arrive, set 3 plates. 3 unexpected
guests on 1 one foretell death. 1 random act or event is accident, remains random.
2 has meaning, pattern, propulsion.
Nothing in recent or ancient family – the cat dying 5 years after the 2 dogs, his two
small International Lottery wins 1 October, could dissuade my father – or myself –
from the theory of 3.
In my ward were the […]27 men and women eyes stuffed with ash, lost now, free
from the excoriating ruin of the world. Yes I was one of them, falling in love with
the medicine cups, unable to form even an erotic thought about the nurses. And I
tried, when the clock ticks in each room you hear it on the outside as well and,
when the rooms are bare, you hope to at least to have the Φ to dull the clock, for
the blood to run so fast it deafens you to time. It was worse on festival days when
you are reminded that you no longer have a choice not to participate– to debunk
the boy child, to plug your ears to the tin and blind your eyes to the false pearls,
thighs, the shaking feathers of Carnivale. Of course the ward is its own carnivale–
we sat there nursing our crowns; the visitors were just jesters who came to sing the
misery of the king and the queen back to them, to pantomime. I tried to write to
warn them off – it was not writing as cure– what was there to cure? I had suffered
no trauma except a beating, I had no long aging wounds – I was just no longer of a
mind I recognised, not of the mind of my work, not of the mind of my body.
Instead of the strut of parade I had the uneasy walk to bathroom and bed,
crossword puzzles that once collapsed under my logos now unravelled me. I had
vertigo that wound itself in my center, my core felt a collapse – I should have
prayed to St. Dominic! – D’Jon was ruined by the contemplation of dark matter –

27

Two indecipherable words.
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Or did I say he would be? – they strung a necklace of pearls around my head day
by day and this was the bread I lived by. I am an inverse shroud, Veronica and
vera/iconica.
You accuse me of ignorance of your being, of seeing you in pre-distilled forms;
you say I view the lack of communication between consciousnesses as a relief not a
burden to be accepted as you would accept my absences, the lack of our time
together – a burden to strap to the shoulders. It is true I did not know your
favourite flower was a Japanese windflower, I did not know such flowers existed.
Doesn’t your favourite singer sing that “Love is not the Hellespont or the myth of
the Hellespont28” – such trifles, favourites, dislikes, how you take your tea, how I
need to have less sugar in my coffee and less rum in my mojitos. I gave you the
words that you recite on stage which are the words of your being, the words our
grace with each other allows me to steal from the air above our bed. I built a
theatre to house your being. I cannot know you or you me. I can be with you and
you with me. And anyway, I have known other flowers you like.

(WM)
Immortal Calliope tell to me what sin
condemned Ashah to the wine–drunk sea,
where the blended currents would end his labours...
Our stories are so blended I cannot find
the sequence, our histories entwine
dreaded alphas, wicked meridians, vile omegas...

Fox–eyed Calypso tell me what sin
Condemned Cesar to the sugar rum sea.
All life is wrack and sturm, the coordinates
Of our drowning tethered to our spines
28

Troy by Pierre Charlus. Maroon Discs, Maroon. 1979.
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We go down schooner and crew,
Unhearing the songs of the desolate.
Cesar calls to Helena in the kitchen
He has heard the music of his drowning
And, afraid, he wants the hem
Of her continent to offer him harbour
From the sea dogs, the Egyptian dead,
The Sadducees, the Ephraim.
Cesar was warned. I shook him in dreams
Of sex, never let him finish “The Horse”
With its broken Maroon lingo.
I warned him no rivers are naked.
I warned him.
I warned him fear death by dark flow.
The book on the table whose name I could not remember but for which I now
pine. There is something the book did not reveal to me upon first reading, some
image or scene, but the author and title have left me. All this reoccurred to me as I
paced the museum
The remaining one– the leftover– what remains.
I am K, pi, the one who remains.
I have known the glory of contemplating Pi to its infinity.
Pandemonium
Dreams you gave me, by your presence or gesture or word that came that night re–
turned in my sleeping mind.
Labyrinths of rivers
The anchor constellation or the constellation of crown and anchor appeared every
August beneath the moon but only for three days.
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It is a world of anonymity and surprise, going deeper into your loneliness. We are
all Crusoe’s dear Friday.
The muwashshah consists of five stanzas (bait) of four to six lines, alternating with
five or six refrains (qufl); each refrain has the same rhyme and metre, whereas each
stanza has only the same metre. The kharja appears often to have been composed
independently of the muwashshah in which it is found.
Table of Events:
ЋθЄ
The doctor in the emergency room is named Carolina. She has a pierced nose and
plaited dreadlocks that stretch down to her thighs. I think I know her from
somewhere – a party, a cousin’s friend from University, hearsay. She examines K’s
blood–spotted underwear. I massage K’s feet. Carolina tells us of the statistics of
miscarriages (1–5) and of the danger times (0–12 weeks). She recommends that K
makes an appointment for a curette. She arranges an ultrasound.
The taxi driver drives us home through wet, streets, an unfamiliar route. The rain
has stopped but the gutters still run with water and tree branches criss–cross the
pavements. Leaves whip onto the windscreen. K says the pain makes her want to
scratch her bones.
–I am sorry for your troubles, the taxi driver says as I pay him.
Ћ
The house seems to smell of blood. I open all the windows as K lies on the bed.
She closes her eyes. She whispers that the storm came late and that god had
forgotten how to wonder. I leave her as the wind blow the curtains over the bed
and slams doors. I drink whisky, first from the bottle and then from a glass. I drink
until I am drunk enough to place myself at the bottom of the bed. I massage her
feet. I convince myself we will try for another baby.
Phrase remembered from that night:
A) In all likelihood
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B) Death is common
One of K’s work skills is the ability to organise and deploy in a cost–and–time
efficient manner the movement of ammunition from port to port in a time of war
or peace, and, in a time of war, the movement of troops. She says she will quit the
naval service if a war did begin, though she acknowledges that she is ‘…marking
the gravesites now.’
In the Axelrod Fountain, water runs down the stone creases of the Minotaur’s
neck. A tourist poses in front of Diana’s bow.

July to December
The A.N.C died for me that afternoon in Soweto, when I saw them burn the
verraaier, and saw them come and kick his head and piss on him and spit on him
and humiliate him again when he was dead and cold and the skin had flaked
around him and the exposed bone shone like the eyes of stars.
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29

Benjamin – the camera – introduces us to the unconscious optics as does psychoanalysis to
unconscious impulses.

JM – Novel30 – a man goes to a historical site and makes there a friend, imaginary,
who he takes home with him. The man is in his fifties and this is his first imaginary
friend – shock of wife etc
…When I first saw photos of Jantar Matar I thought it was a playground for the
children of giants. In the photograph my father is standing with a woman who he
only referred to as the guide. They are standing in the shade of a giant sundial which
was shaped like the letter U, which has built within its frame a wooden door that
leads internally to a wooden staircase that leads up to an observation point. The
pose my father and the guide have assumed – he leaning towards the door, she
facing away from him but with a hand moving towards him reminded me of a
Michelangelo fresco I had seen many years later, depicting Adam and Eve’s
29

Photo of Jantar Mantar, an equinoctial sundial in Jaipur, India which Sumac visited in 1970.

30

The paragraphs that follow do not appear in any of Sumac’s published work.
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expulsion from Paradise. The photograph made me believe that if my father and
the guide entered into the wooden doors they would never be heard off again.
Story – My father in that month upon his return from Jantar Mantar believed in
something neither my mother nor I could fathom, something that he could not
explain but was essential to him.
He called his friend Aryabhata, shortened to Arya.
Arya was his truth, for us his lunacy, like still believing the moon was made of
cheese, or that Uranus was the farthest planet. This had all been disproved – there
were no such things as imaginary beings though ghosts were true and tangible, you
heard them, you felt them, there was no such thing as a person’s stickiness though
there was god in heaven and he was attended by angels. Perhaps they existed to
uneducated minds but it was now all folly.
Perhaps Arya never left him. Certainly Arya never left us, the memory of him is
ever present as if he was there in the background of all our family photographs, as
real as the arrangement of flowers or the telescope tilted to the sky or beside the
boy in his batsuit. He was an apparition my mother could not dissuade from my
father’s mind with mirrors or prayers or chilli powder sprinkled before the doors
of each room. Arya was not real like ghosts, like the visions of her own father.
Arya required the help of a doctor, of science. He needed to be cured of Arya with
anti–depressants not the customary interventions of a priest and medium.
It was like a playground for the children of giants. Strange, angular equipment used
for astronomical insights, for prediction, foretelling –steps lead up to the points of
observation, each step a little narrower on the ascent, as if designed for the
observer to fall. I knew nothing of them then and little of them now except to be
able to point to them on a map. When he dealt out the photos for the first times all
I felt was an uncomfortable knowing that the woman, who stood beside him, in
front of the doors that he said led to a granary, was his lover. I would later
understand the word affair and remove it from my childhood associations of true
love being found at a time too late to be requited fully or of love that withheld for
as long as it could against the evil, suffocating husband or the vicious, harpy–like,
pill–popping wife.
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X was reading drafts of Table, she called it a cave, in which a centaur and a
Minotaur, were painted on stone, and in my mind a series of underground tunnels
led from the cave to a fountain. I imagined the Minotaur escaped his cell each
night and roamed the streets. I saw him down by the Cassius Markets in a suit and
tie, haggling for coconuts.
That there should be a death and a disappearance on the same day meant little to
even me then, one who had been raised to believe that all lives were connected, all
histories one, all things invisible, existing in a pre–defined dark orbit.
We walked amidst stone soldiers, each of them four feet tall, each with an Asiatic
face. I felt an urge to push them over.
There was no doubt that the endowed were working on projects of either unlikely
outcomes or fraudulent projects altogether.
I have not seen my daughter for two years now but she writes monthly and I write
one letter back to her monthly and send the same letter on to Y. I address them
both. Now she lives there Kiev seems like an imaginary place, certainly Russia is
not real. It is a novel. (I need to read St. Petersburg again.) I have no photographs of
her in this house, not even hidden ones, not that I need to hide things, in this
house. I did confess one day to my then wife – she said nothing. In fact, and I am
sure I only imagine this, the lines on her forehead seemed to disappear, as if she
was looking at a euthanized dog.
I have not seen my daughter for two years now, I have not seen my daughter…and
tonight I will dream of this imaginary Kiev and the tennis camp where she
coaches – tennis courts, cricket fields etc survive translation – but I will dream of a
real Kiev and I will dream in clichés.

Ћ
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X31 and I live above a Samoan family of 9. The 2nd youngest child is named
Marigold. She has no legs. She is mute. She moves around the backyard of the
apartment block on a skateboard. Her hands are twisted inward and she pulls
herself forward on padded wrists. Some days I go out on our balcony to smoke
and see her wedged against the back fence.
K does not want to show me her underwear. I tell her I need to see. I see the
Pleiades in the pattern of blood.
I wake from a dream of my grandfather. The previous day K and I had applied for
an apartment in North W. We had been living with my father for 4 months. We
slept in his bed and he slept on the sofa. We would not have sex if he was in the
house; our rule. I flat–hunted while she worked. All our applications so far had
been unsuccessful.
The flat seemed small but we had seen it fit 9. Further, I joked to K, the
Mothercraft hospital was 3 doors down – in case we ever decided to have a baby.
In the dream of my grandfather – I can recall no other dream of him –I enter an
orange house on the edge of grasslands. The house then becomes a church amidst
grasslands. As I near the vestibule I see my grandfather’s face emerge from the
colour red. I feel calm. His face is without lines of worry or laughter. His teeth are
perfect though he dies with only two incisors left in his mouth. My grandfather
tells me we will get the flat. His hands are held Abhaya; his face becomes that of a
strange child.
Modius– a measure of grain. Head of Serapis.
Midway, the wedding.
Alexander as pharaoh.
Cloth medallion – Ganymede and the eagle

31

Probably an error here as the character has been K, not X, throughout. X has been used to connote a
real not fictional person.
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At Aloysius I wore a scapula – cloth and leather – left shoulder, Our Lady of
Mount Carmel.
I can still recite the prayer.
O most beautiful flower of Mt. Carmel, fruitful vine, splendour of Heaven, Blessed
Mother of the Son of God, Immaculate Virgin, assist me in my necessity. O Star of
the Sea, help me and show me you are my Mother. O Holy Mary, Mother of God,
Queen of Heaven and earth, I humbly beseech you from the bottom of my heart
to succour me in this necessity (…). There are none that can withstand your power.
O Mary, conceived without sin, pray for us who have recourse to thee. Sweet
Mother I place this cause in your hands. Amen.
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Gift from KBS.
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Excusiato propter infirmitatem –
O great Muse tell me of the sin committed by Jehovah
Who cast himself into that narcotic sea, where no winds could anchor his body.
and no thirst could be assuaged. I call upon you Muse to speak of his fortunes and
reveal
to me the circle of the song that I may cast this lyric, once, for all
from the placental land and rid the republic of his blemish.
Surely no man will ever marry his daughter again, but if the stained one were to
open his grave, let this song be a lesson to all. Grant me this muse,
for I am a sailor.

A novel about a boy who thinks he was the boy from Where the Wild things Are32 –
Or – When I came back I was much older but Blackjack was much younger.
Often a child returning from a magical land will find that little has changed in his
known universe. There has been no consequence to his leaving, his adventures had
no bearing upon his true home.
I do not claim that I ever owned a cat suit – I dressed most often as Batman–and I
arrived at the wild country by flight– bat flight– not boat, but in all other aspects–
the island’s foliage, the faces and aspects of the beasts, the colouring of their
feathers, the roughness of their fur – the author had produced in print my
nightmares. I called it Agaria, not the land of wild things. (His name is Pierre
Menard not Max.)
The bear in the cage in the public garden: The bear each morning ate its meal of
apples and fish. It then squatted behind its cage and shat. It then walked three
times around the enclosure. It then went back to its place of eating and mimed the
act of eating again and mimed defecating and then walked three times around the
32

Picture paperback book for children. Sendak, Maurice, Where the Wild Things Are. Harper Row, 1963.
New York.
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enclosure. It continued this circuit all day until the next meal arrived. Its hair was
matted with shit. You could smell the bear as you entered the gardens. The cage
was mostly wire and stone though one clawed falling tree sat on a hillock in the
middle of the compound. The bear, for all its madness, still featured in tourism ads.
People still paid to see it, as if it were an original inmate of Bethlehem.

The confluence of potential books – will the reader see the seams? – the writer
discovers as he writes that the two ideas are bending towards the same light –
Jantar Mantar and WTWTA.

A couple imagines and begins to believe that they have a child.
M: I think he has an upset stomach from the Easter chocolate
F: Your family always feeds him too much.
M: At least he eats with my family.
But there is no child.
Further/ and/or – they discuss the child after he is long dead.

Old photograph found in an old letter –Bernard Poniard’s mother is sitting cross–
legged on a beach in the Seychelles, before a small fire, looking at the sea. Black
and white. She is wearing only a long cableknit jumper and her brown legs are bare.
She is known for her sunbaking amongst all the boys of our school. The thought
makes it hard for me to sleep. At one of Bernard’s birthday parties she brings me a
plate of fried chicken and corn and touches my face. She likes Bernard’s friends –
all smart and sporty – for Bernard and his brother are often in trouble at school,
often for things they are only witnesses to. Once two cricket bats were stolen from
the equipment shed and Bernard and his brother Fab, short for Fabian, were both
suspended because they had been playing handball on the day the theft was meant
to have occurred and the shed was adjacent to the court. I know they did not do it,
they had no interest in cricket or theft, whilst many of us were adept thieves of
chocolate and ball–bearings for our slingshots, though Bernard often said his
family had pirate’s blood. The family I befriended – it seemed a house full of
daughters and aunts and just the two boys – fed me whenever I arrived and sent
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food with me when I left – for the journey – and the women sang slow songs and
clapped when adding something to the large pots they seemed to meditate over
and at parties the women all wore kerchiefs around their necks and painted their
toes in bright reds. If there were men around I do not remember them, but I guess
now Bernard’s mother sunbaked for someone. The women burnt vanilla incense
and ate toast with cinnamon sugar. I doubted that the Seychelles existed though
when the Poniard boys arrived at school our geography teacher pointed it out on a
map. I disbelieved Bernard when he said his former school was in Silhouette. It
seems unreal even now. I don’t know what happened to them – I can’t remember,
maybe they never returned after the suspension. Maybe they never, like the
Seychelles, existed.

Ћ
Arguments against having the child:
a) Money
b) Overpopulation
c) The dream of travel
d) Me; 30 going on 19
I await K for the second time at The Breadmaker’s Gallery which is showing wood
engravings. As I wait – she is coming from a conference on fuzzy logic– I drop 5
cent pieces into a rectangular pond in front of the gallery. The decayed face of a
stone nymph shimmers above mine in the water. K pulls on my coat. I put out my
hand and she shakes it. I say I want her to see The Fool in the botanical gardens –
a sculpture in a field of lavender of the fool from the tarot. We walk across sand
paths – criss – crossed – with palm leaves – I tell her that twice infants have been
abandoned at the feet of The Fool. I tell her the autumn light changes her hair
from red to brown to red. She says it is the chemicals in the dye. I touch her hair. I
tell her a council worker found one child and adopted it. She asks if I am lying. I
show her a page 1031 of Webster’s, the word ‘quark’ highlighted. She says other
men bring flowers.
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Other interesting words on page 1031:
a) Qualia
b) Quanta
c) Quantico
Щ
N – links with the Crusoe/K/ idea –
I do not know when I began seeing buildings as sequences of numbers but it an
eccentricity of mine that I am now accustomed to. If I now see a tower in a
dangling succession of 8’s and 9’s or describe to myself a train station as a gradual
division of 12 by .02, it no longer alarms me nor do I question it. Some people I
know suffer from synaesthesia and perhaps I am afflicted by mild case of
something I cannot name.
There are no straight lines or sharp corners in nature. Therefore, buildings must
have no straight lines or sharp corners. Gaudi
There should be no straight lines in literature.
Who is the third narrator– the man who puts the book together? Who will inherit
the unfinished text – is that my bequest?

Othello’s Scars33
We accept love like forgiveness but our forgiveness is jealous of the line before the
betrayal.
The wounds allow grace, pardon, a wreath upon the door but a clean skin predicts
its spear and sword, gone is the caesura, the amphitheatre, the playwrights, the
poets exiled in broken stone.

33

This prose poem is the opening soliloquy of the play. In its first rehearsal Sumac read the prose
poem on stage. In the stage directions, the director is asked to read the poem before each
performance.
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I am naked without my scars, never tilt the glass. The tale cannot be untold.
Our narratives are so intertwined one cannot find
A sequence...
O great Muse tell me of this sin which time and space has erased, where no winds
could anchor his body
and no thirst could be assuaged.
I call upon you Muse to speak of his fortunes and reveal
to me the circle of the song that I may cast this lyric, once, for all,
onto the blood red sea, the sea of the placenta
and rid the republic of his blemish.
Surely no man will ever marry his daughter again. But if the stained one were to
open his grave, let this song be a lesson to all.
Grant me this muse,
for I am a sailor.

The Kindah Tree
Witness this bruised glade of skin/ she tek the river/follow the river/me not dead
yet mistah/Verhamaly/ Cudjoe/ beheadings/30 pounds sterling for the
palanques/warriors hidden in thrushes/ /Nottaway/ to define that creak in the
corridor at midnight/ the wind shuts a window/faces that you can’t see until
dawn/ Joe Christmas/Emmett Till/The Iberian peninsula/Hurricane/ all
descending on the Dulcinore of Cockpit County/ the maroons/ surround your
plantation house sugar–cane–English man/your papers won’t silence the
machete/we hang from the vines but not by our necks/we hang in ambush/ you
don’t know our tracks/ you don’t know the river’s current/ come find us.
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Ћ
We fight over the amount I spend on rum and the state of the bathtub. We fight
because we could not afford an ambulance to the hospital. I only gave us 6 months
I think and I think I love someone else and don’t say it so we don’t fight.
A slamming door wakes us, a vase breaks in the middle of the night.
Men are sunbaking on the grass and parishioners are leaving the church across the
road. Couples, families are seated around the fountain. Other couples, other
families– 1 drunken man, swearing at ibis – are sitting or lying on park benches
that encircle the path that encircles the fountain. The child is running ahead of me
towards the leaves of water.

1982, January to November

Or, think shape, reshape – ask what is the core, what must be revealed and
concealed, you must link histories of narrative, you must use the excusato propter
infirmitatem in a new way – make it new –
Immortal Calliope reveal to me what sin committed
Condemned Ashah to the wine–drunk sea
Where the blended currents would end his labours...

Our stories are so blended I cannot find
The sequence, our histories entwined
Dreaded alphas, wicked meridians, vile omegas...

Immortal Calliope reveal to me what sin
Condemned Ashah to the wine–drunk sea
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Where the blended currents would end his labours...

Our stories are so blended I cannot find
The sequence, our histories entwined
Dreaded alphas, wicked meridians, vile omegas...

The flesh unwritten, the epic undone, the glyphs
Glide back into the first accented syllable.
The blade escapes the sheath like a caesura.

I call upon you Muse to reveal his ill – fortunes
So that I may cast this lyric, once, for all
Onto the rum–drunk sea, the sea of the placenta

Grant me this muse,
for I am a sailor.

I saw a cartoon when I was a child, a man stranded on a deserted traffic island –
the cars passing all had fins – the man was unshaven, he walked with a street pole
as his crutch and wore a hat made of newspaper.
The blue wheels, spinning time. Rosebud? No, I never owned it to lose it. It
belonged first in a shop window, then to a boy who lived three streets away, a boy
who I grew to hate when I saw him pass on my blue wheeled racer, sleek as a
panther, synecdoche of speed. So, that was Old Pottery Road in St. Kitt’s – street
of papaya trees, the church with no pews, Larissa Baptiste and her forehand and
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firm thighs, a baseline game – I returned there in one madeleine moment when a
man rode by today, playing a trumpet, on a bike with a blue wheel.
– a novel that does not question the traditional structure of the novel is worthless,
Freytag must pass through the quaternion and enter into the fourth dimension.
That is where the ladder starts.
“I know that I am a mortal, a creature of a day; but when I search into the
multitudinous revolving spirals of the stars my feet no longer rest on the earth, but,
standing by Zeus himself, I take my fill of ambrosia, the food of the gods.”
Ptolemy’s epigraph.
I dream of a book that is always beginning.

Ћ

I wonder about the man in the hallway as K moves – with the help of her
mother –from shower to birth stool to shower. He is carrying a video camera and
wears a holster holding a 5–6 inch battery from his belt. He leaves blood prints on
the carpet.
These storms, when the dead come out to push people off balance and the office
talk is immersed with the pathetic fallacy. The blocked drains seem violent, the
water rushes to the wound in the street like white blood cells.
The white water rushes to the wound in the street
The water washes to the open drains.
The water flows to the open mouths of drains.
The white water flows to wash the drain’s eye.
“Is the sky sick?” a child asks.
“The city has a virus.”
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In the mansion of the novel is a room called the novella and in that room is
contained all the material needed to build the mansion.
If the past is an imaginary country I have only ever lived there.
Ћ
My toes and fingers feel stuck together. K has her head out of the window. Her
hair sticks to her neck.
My wife is pregnant can you please turn on the air.
Window is open.
I can’t place his accent.
Please, she’s sick.
Air costs money, not my cab.
I won’t pay.
I stop.
K puts her hand in mine and tries to unclench my fist.
I’ll make it.
The cab pulls in front of the hospital and I note the driver’s plates and K tears a
$20 bill in half and throws it at him and we enter the front door.
Щ
People accuse me of betraying St. Kitt’s. Which St. Kitt’s I ask, the one you stand
in which is made of real earth and people and sky or the one I invented? If they
share topography then this has been coincidental. If you see some mirrors in my
work of our real lives, remember that fiction is carnival and the mirrors in carnival
distort. Now, I must attend to the lions, even their imaginary shit smells of blood
and the tamer is drunk in his tent. It is the stress of work that does it – real lions
we tame with imaginary whips.
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The French language clings to Latin – the Latin of roman soldiers and traders,
‘rustica’–
Einstein says his greatest influence was Dostoyevsky and the Brothers.
There were more Roman amphitheatres than playwrights.
the act of writing begins with Orpheus’ gaze…Blanchot.

34

The library of Alexandria was burnt in late 3rd century CE.
The crusades rescued – ha! –the Greek heritage from the Arabs, Pope Gregory burnt
books.
ΦΦ
Three narrators in the Canterbury Tales; pilgrim, poet and man.
Early 1300’s see pov be situated inside the text, a singular point of view rather than
Chaucer’s multiplicity.

34

Photocopied page taped into notebook.
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Boccaccio as unitary and privileged pov anticipates Galileo unitary perspective by
250 years.
Before the Renaissance reading was communal.
The Spectator= 1711–= equitone prose– narrator is restricted to a single tone.
Waiting a stay of execution – Nothing concentrates the mind, actually. It diverges,
finds its own space to play in, even for the dying death must be the ultimate fiction.
Ћ
Even though we have never mentioned starting a family K tells me she has a nest
egg and a glory box. Her mother has saved her 1st booties and a Big Bird candle –
his head is half melted – from her 3rd birthday.
Remnants – echoes – fragments, remade in language – so can you see, in the
dusklight, palimpsest and watermark of the island of St. Christopher, what echoes
can you hear in the old post office now filled with wine glasses and diners, the
stone laid by Mayor Baptiste baptised in a rummy’s urine, the road that leads to
forest a saudade of dirt, shanty of stone, pebbles brought from Knossos, blood
from the Hellespont, rust from New Holland, the blue stichomythia of shores, the
dialogue of Christ and the bearer of Christ on the crossing.
Ћ
His too is a dream. The child rarely sleeps. I take her out of bed one night so K
can rest, so that her cracked nipples might heal a little in sleep. I put new cabbage
leaves on her breasts. The child and I look at photographs together. In one photo
she is lying on her back. The child in the photograph begins to laugh, holds her
hands Abhaya. I see my grandfather’s face, then I see Buddha. The face of the
photograph is the Buddha, my grandfather, a child as yet conceived.
I have written little and talked less about the mania of my youth, my slippage. I may write of it
one day. Some years ago I was asked to speak at a conference of psychiatrists in Trinidad Tobago
about my psychosis. I declined citing memory loss or memory washed away – but I remember it all,
the eyes of the nurses assessing the syringe, the sand I could feel under the cold sheets and under my
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nails, the arguments I had with the doctors about having my father’s watch returned to me – But
Isaac, there is a clock above your bed – I could not imagine how they thought I could kill myself
with a watch.
bone shone albino.
who is the author of this book?
Ћ
The child runs toward the Minotaur – Minotaur forever awaiting the edge of the
upraised blade – in the fountain. She has 20c in her hand. She runs ahead but stops
every few paces to check that the coin has not fallen, that I am still within her sight.
This is what I clutch at – I clutch, I clutch – that each second of life is an ekphrastic moment,
that memory is a museum in which the artist frames an experience, and puts it on display
moments or years later…
But Proust gives us the apparatus of memory, the going back in mind is not enough, one must
taste or feel oneself back into the moment.
Each day I would write down four pages of the continuing story for her and each
night she would return to read them. We would lie naked on the bed for the
duration of the four pages and then sometimes we would make love. Or I would
rise and dress and return to my family. And we would share the nakedness of our
bodies and the nakedness of the first draft.
Ћ
My father looks at me with what I interpret as sorrow when I tell him that K is
pregnant, that she wants to keep the child. He then shakes my hand and offers to
buy me a video camera.
D’Jon has passed. Pneumonia, he had pneumonia when we first met in hospital.
He has left money for my son, some photos came by box today. The money is a
university bequest – he had no children Homer – only rhapsodes in the press. That
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was an ugly line but if I am listing in these useless pages, these cheap market pages,
then I must tell the truth. He was my friend and I am not grieving. Perhaps his
criticisms and attacks in these last few years…the arrows of a brother. Homer I
will forgive me if you forgive you. It was always personal between us, it was always
about love, even our hates were about love. Vale. And thank you tomorrow for
your love and tomorrow for your hate and the tomorrow after that for the gift of
tomorrows you have willed to my son.
The photos, I cannot look at. But Y has taken one, Homer and Cesar and me,
being released from jail, taken by one of our gang, who, I can’t remember, if I ever
knew.
My arms are in casts, my eyes are blue–black. She says I look like War and Peace; I
call her War and Peace now. I quote her Dylan– I was so much older then, I am younger
than that now.
I tell her I never want to see it again.
Ћ
K takes my penis in her hand and rubs it against her navel.
In a school text book – year 9, 10? – trace the evolution from a torn encyclopaedia.
My mouth opens and moves toward her mouth.
Within the Caucasian woman’s body I trace the various assertions of limbs, the
bubbling of skull.
I stretch over her belly to find her tongue.
In week 13, within my tracings, my stiff, nervous hands mangle the delicate
features, the eyes smudge into one, the spine becomes too thick.
K feels heavy but I can’t resist seeing her on top.
Week 13 I return to 1.
In Lucknow the dogs jumped at open windows– the driver said – They are just lonely.
I have changed my tune.
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1982 – January onwards
Grief, I think, is a process that never ends once it has begun. I have had long griefs
already and although this one was inevitable, I wish I could have found a way to
hold it at the foot of the mountain for you.
Ћ
The child presses her face against the TV screen at the moment when K appears at
the hospital exit. When she sees herself being placed into the baby capsule she
claps. K says she seems intrigued but comfortable with her own doubling, as if to
exist simultaneously on video and in the living room were simply parts of her
defined world, as assured and magical as fridge magnets and the jack-in-the-box.

Φ
The erotic is the screenplay to the act, not the act; the act is not the erotic. This is
fiction, author as seducer.
Trust me, I tell stories.
Bare shoulder, the thigh revealed under the tennis skirt on the backhand, arms at
windows, a shoe falling off a foot, the eyes of the dancer watching you watching,
the conference paper being swept off the podium by her animated hair.
If Erasmus was Queneau’s father, who mine?
×
Ћ
K’s list of bad signs, she sticks it on the fridge.
a) Lack of morning sickness
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b) Stomach cramps, three hourly
c) Liver pains
d) Craving cream cheese
e)
f)
Camus, 30 December, 1960, writes to Maria C, Let’s say [Tuesday] in principle, taking
into account surprises on the road.
A poem called 1.55, about Gallimard’s dashboard clock?
We know pain by imagery.
Parker’s Back – O’Connor / but where has he been, one wonders. Nestorius/the
Monophysites – debating the nature of Christ. The Nestorians stressed that Christ
was more man than god. Monophysites stressed the divine over the human. They
were also in conflict over whether one should worship images or not. In summary,
they were arguing about the face of Christ.
As Parker says, Just God…Christ. I don’t care. Just God.
In its early years many mosaics depicting Christ were made. Nearly all Byzantine
art depicted a scene of biblical import. But when the empire began to be ruled by
iconoclast emperors, depictions of the face of Christ went underground. God was
a spirit, you can’t see him.
On page 529, Sarah Ruth says,
He’s a spirit. No man shall see his face.
A trinity of Parkers – and he sees the eyeless mosaic.
It don’t have eyes, Parker cried out.
Byzantium.
Ћ
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In the ultrasound profile the child is in profile. I have left my fingerprint upon one
dark corner. I tell K that the child looks like my grandfather. She laughs; puts her
hand on my wrist.
Personal list of bad signs:
a) The occurrence of the word ‘letheward’ in a text
b) Blackouts
c) Crow sightings in multiples of threes
d) Carcasses on bitumen; birds, cats, dogs
I hate mime. And spoken word poetry. Spoken word poetry and performance art are
where people who are untalented across a number of different genres end up.
Soon to the Constantinople of Asia – I must tell Y, birthplace of my father, Homer
Odysseus with the dead.
At the execution sites in 17th Century England pamphlets were passed around
listing the condemned’s crimes, including songs (murder ballads). These were
metaphoric crime novels.
Life tumbles such. We each have our own maze to work within designed by the
master builder of our psyches.
Living/writing.
Fascination in Blanchot = gazing, seeing with wonder, seeing with form
Forgetting self.
Finding the essential solitude.
Page by page, the story grows until it takes on the dimensions of the cosmos. Borges.
Dwellings/dwelling/ Stevens writes, We make a dwelling in the evening air…35
35

Stevens, Wallace. “The Final Soliloquy of the Interior Paramour.” The Collected Poems of Wallace
Stevens, Faber and Faber, London, 1954.
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Here in this house I will leave soon and here in this life…what have I dwelled in,
for years the Black Atlantic swallowed me, my words then I laid at the feet of
demonstration – did I squat there? Students still squat, sit in university buildings
until the police are called– are moved away like corpses, resisting their own
vitality – but the coloniser was then squatting in me. Small remarks, conference
rebukes, accusatory moments I lived in for weeks, reviews I never left – I became
an archivist of my bad reviews.
Ћ
The baby zigzags towards the child and me. X is close by her. The child has made
her wish but, knowing the mysterious, fragile logic of wishing, is keeping the secret.
Pedestrians are dodging the baby as she investigates leaves, discarded champagne
corks. The Minotaur continues to wait for the red sword to drop. Along the arcade
people walk towards and away from us. The church doors are now closed.

This city is my communion; I am to meet here my father, now dead, now a ghost
on these streets.
I have been the guest in many homes, each time I am told it is etiquette to take a
gift – a custom as ancient as rivers. But here the gift should always be Johnny
Walker Red.
And soap for the lady of the house? No, she will think you think she is dirty.
Chocolates, kulfi, jelabi, marzipan? She’ll think you think she is fat and greedy.
Perfume? You are saying she smells.
Toys for the children? You are spoiling their children, if you take gifts for the
children, take books, and then only books on geometry or science or arithmetic.
Best to take nothing for the children. Never give them fiction.
And why Johnny Walker? This means you are not cheap.
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Could I buy a better brand as a gift? No this means you think what they have to
offer you is not good enough for you and that you are a spendthrift and vain with
your money.
And if I take nothing? Oh sir, you must take a gift. It would be strange to arrive
empty – handed, very rude and strange, like a beggar. It offends the custom of the
city.
The dinner last night – the hosts made biryani with fifty–five spices – I cannot
name fifty–five spice– and I am Sumac – the man, an English teacher at St. Francis
who is named Mr. Francis, asked me what I thought of formulaic fiction. I said the
term always made me think of a novel that had been written to a mathematical
equation.
I would like to see the novel that followed this formula –
i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1
But the joke did not go down well I fear.
And, I was warned, one must not joke here. Yet the people smile, they smile all the
time,
On the rickshaw to the hotel I saw a faded sign – smil pl..se you in L..KN.W –
Should one fear or favour a city of smiling people, who do not laugh? What is this
secret they know? Tomorrow, my father’s school will hold an assembly for me.
I came here expecting to see ghosts, to talk to the dead, not to hear the children of
ghosts singing the school song. I had no words. I heard the desperate riverboat
dirge of the ferryman, a pitiless hospitality, adoi of ruined lives. I must try to
remain silent, the dead have commanded it. All the while I felt like
Sailor Dog. Though he drops his anchor one night his ship is blown to shore. He
finds a toolbox and makes a house. He repairs his ship and sails to a place which
my young mind called Arabia though I was certain Arabia was not a place on earth
but a place described in a book I had heard of but never read called The Arabian
Nights. I believe but I do not remember that I thought Sailor Dog’s– his name was
Scuppers– that Scupper’s journey to Arabia was one of the stories of the 1,001 in
the Arabian Nights. I did not know which night –if it occurred in the frame or the
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cycle – but I still see clearly in my mind a land of sand and minarets, dogs dressed
in turbans and sandals. In Arabia Scuppers purchases a blue naval uniform with
yellow epaulettes from a tailor dog dressed in a coat and tie. The word that comes
to mind when I think of Sailor Dog, as if it were a blessing, but a word that does
not – as far as I remember – appear in the text is the word Kasbah.

Let me finally say this – I have looked back and woe, I have lost the dream of her
and the promise of her. It was not Eurydice, it was Calliope I went back for and I
charmed the dogs and the dead, and that gaze, the gaze...
X and X and X. Φ
Tomorrow, I will see VW, long drive to some place I cannot now name to meet
someone I can no longer remember– my memory is fragmenting, (…) 36I am
losing words.
I have seen Calvino’s Moriana37 here, city of the ‘obverse’ the carnival mirror.
Rumours of my disappearance, as reported in another literary journal, have been
greatly exaggerated. I had no idea that anyone was looking for me and feel quite
flattered.
I am in the dreaming of a book and the dreaming is a non–place.
The transient imaginary – every sentence has a memory… (Contentious) to
elaborate.
I am also in that awful process of moving house– between novels and between
houses: the house I live in gradually receding into small mnemonics, disappearing
under my feet the wooden floors and the garden I planted gone to a ruinous
brown–white, my Alyssum burnt, my cornflowers gone before the sprouting, no
lilacs blooming in the doorway.

36

Two indecipherable words.

37

Reference to Calvino, Italo. Invisible Cities, translated by William Weaver, Harvest, 1978.
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Road maps in my mind being rewritten or forgotten. Space and time reallocating.
Books disappearing into boxes. A shoulder left in a garden – no longer my
garden – alongside a spade I can no longer allow myself to use.

????–I saw them both topless at their kitchen window. He was holding her from
behind, hands clasped to each breast and they were talking, in what seemed a
serious way, and I imagined she saw it all approaching, the trail of termites in the
shed, and the fungus at the bottom of the apple tree and the brown spots on the
lawn where the fungus may have begun, its creep, its bloom of dismay and all it
foretold for people who were not at all symbolic in their thinking or superstitious,
the side fence would need to be replaced and a trail of men in protective clothing
would come to inspect and quote and spray and she would months from the night
of the conception blame the chemicals for the loss of the child and he would curse
the streak of pink paint he had dabbed on the wall, below the different hues of
blue but he would never be able to paint over it, he could not be blamed for
termites, blame the original owners, though she could be blamed for distracting
him when he held the hand saw, and the finger would need to be removed but by
then she was content with the second child – it was always the second child though
it was the first to be born – in another house, the bedroom painted light blue, the
boy excellent with his hands.
And the mnemonics of the architecture of the work just done – the novel into
non–novel space – receding, decelerating the impulse/glimpse of sentence –
images of a hospital wedding, an African American Shakespearian troupe, caravans
and tents and playing fields.
I learnt young that the art of losing isn’t hard to master38. I lost a city, friends, words,
sentences, paragraphs that did disappear into the many volumed anthologies of
writer’s lost manuscripts and unsaved documents. I am losing now a shoulder, a
knee from exercise, dysfunction by excessive function, the body being overused,
running its course, forgetting acceleration.
Acceleration is a dream I dream of as others dream of flying. I disappear into that
dream.
38

Elizabeth Bishop, “One Art” from The Complete Poems 1926–1979. Copyright © 1979, 1983.
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What did I learn – I am unsure. I learnt nothing possibly – or I have lost it. I have
developed some inklings of what I call the transient imaginary; I have developed
ideas on text/ure, on enigma in fiction. I am working through this all now. I will
write on it all in time, sometime, at my own pace. I am not sure if it will lead to
haunted mansions or city gardens with soundless nights darkening into a silence
that is a jazz on the city rhythms. I like both.
And I have learnt to like being wrong or rather to live in a not–knowing, between.
I have learnt to lose arguments, theories, words, cities, students, friends, loves,
countries.
Ћ
My hands shake and I do not like to drive. My father is bringing the baby home. I
vacuum and dust. I replace old bulbs with bulbs of lesser wattage. Place locks on
the cutlery drawers, tie knots into plastic bags, knot the curtain cords, throw out
the household poisons – not the rum. The child’s cot is bare as a fallen nest. The
windows are closed, the flat is quiet, except for a scratching in the floorboards.

New titles perhaps – Pandemonium
Moriana
Jouverte
Soucouyants, soca, swimp. Douens gathered on the Half Mile Road. The night
with its belly I awoken by the mas and the tin talcum voices, dancehall liquorice all
through the house in the slayed riddem of boiling coffee, a day when my Babylon
tongue is a blind stichomythia, a palatine Antilles anthology that the street will not
library. Nottaway. A man has a crown on his cock – he is an auteur. I should put
on my admiral’s hat and join them dressed in chains, scattered with Diwali purples
but I have Constantinople in my bed, it is she who wants coffee. The memory of a
higgler nation, the Black Atlantic, history sets the pirogues along the shore facing
Byzantium. I am not a black man, today. I will be a black man tomorrow; the great
morass and the Accompong do not know my own marronage. But I have toured
to where these diablos were born and my arms are horns – I –I –, my ears nestle
the shells of other harbours but the Jouverte has the spine of a catfish. Reading
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anoints us like the weddings of cousins – if only Ezra were here, where is Ezra? –
the bride grew all the food – the slave of ceremonies seemed antagonised by
15.326572 – 76.157227. I said I could not read the sea – the wedding guest, he told
me once I could tell this story another way = I could tell you another story
instead= I could tell you I came to Constantinople because a beggar in Persia told
me not to believe her and I did. Pages burnt in the braziers and I could hear their
ashes singing. They were patching the sails with Herodotus. Between masts I saw
horizons no oar would reach.

The Dark Poem
Fox–eyed Calypso tell me what sin condemned Cesar to the sugar rum sea. All life
is wrack, the coordinates of our drowning tethered to our spines
We go down schooner and crew,
Unhearing the songs of the desolate. Cesar calls to Helena in the kitchen. He has
heard the music of his drowning
And afraid, he wants the hem
Of her continent to offer harbour
From the sea dogs, the Egyptian dead,
The Sadducees, the Ephraim.

Cesar was warned. I shook him in dreams of sex, never let him finish The Horse
With its broken Maroon lingo. Dwellings in the Evening Air.
I warned him no rivers are naked.
I warned him.
I warned him fear death by dark flow.
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It has been years since the Bacchanal, and years since the Black River dances and
all that rum mixed roots, shattered glass beats that the river drank or the morass
ate, jerk chicken and cho cho pickles at Miss Lilly’s at three a.m, years and years.
Perec, W – There could be no survivor. What my eyes had seen had really happened; the lianas
had unseated the foundations, the forest had consumed the houses, sand overran the
stadium…whatever may happen now, whatever I may now do, I was the sole depositary, the only
living memory, the only vestige of that world. That more than any other consideration, was what
made me decide to write.
The only ‘vestige’, the only vestige of that world, so to write. My friends gone, old
real wounds healed and old imaginary wounds healed and old wounds healed by
death. And fresh wounds to come and fresh wounds to scar me after my death,
scars I will get no honour from like Achilles was honoured by his scars. And no
words to write once the forest of death consumes my house– children are barred
from the pillaged house – where is that line from? – what made me decide to write
I have not decided. If there is a decision to be made at all. A woman can sing an
aria, she sings an aria. A man plays a guitar because he has learnt to play a guitar.
Children hide but they mean to be found, when they are lost it is from
wandering/wondering?
I think of Cesar and how his poems broke down the tourist trap our world had
become. My friend Cesar. And Homer, walking around as if all his books were
mirrors or trinkets he held inside his overcoat. For sale, reduced price if you so
pretty without your pretty dress. Small time prose poem hustler. King of his block.
Old friends, we each let our wounds love each other’s wounds. We hustled a
higgler life for a while, higgler Sorbonne. I should be ashamed of us but at least
our bad taste was audacious.
Φ
(WM)
X, dreams you have given me – Haute Vienne and Mycenae and Coimbra, four
children dressed in blue for mass, a house built inside a hole, bare arms at a
window watering the balcony flowers, a map to Pollux, hologram tarot, a city called
Morphopolis in which you are asleep. An unknown woman sitting in a groaning
chair, suicides and rhyme schemes, a printer that printed forever the same page
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dreams you have given me, prayer flags at half mast, ancient tetrima fished from a
pond, yourself as a vagrant scholar of the Tang, Jeanne Moreau in a ferace, three
blackbirds,
and at the bottom of the Caspian the stone eyes of the emperor
and a tent of goat and camel skin
and on the stove the gumbo is covered by a bloody muslin
and a bridge made out of vines
and Jesus is the stone
and a horse’s head being boiled down
and then the dream of waking to the small of your spine
Love is Janus, in earthquakes we will stand in doorways
dreams you have given me.
And then waking to your spine
Tomorrow, black tongue and ignition, when I have been a sailor.
All order gone. Resisted. Road this time, water next.39

39

Sumac died on June 14, 1982.
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Glossary of Symbols:
β – Frank Worrall, a hero of Sumac’s
× – Cross training
Џ – Weight training
Щ – Cricket training
Φ – The erotic
ЋθЄ – acts as an acronym for the drafts of Table of Events, becomes abbreviated to
Ћ.
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Afterword:
A tributary of blood from the forehead. Two black eyes. And a coroner’s report
that said he died two hours before the accident; causes unknown. No full
explanation. A hint he might have had a heart attack and Williams thought him
asleep. Williams was a wise man who had served as an ambulance officer in World
War II – unlikely he would be that vague. And Williams, the only person with him
those last hours, also dead. There is too much omission in the narrative, not
enough is plain and straight. Too much shadow. Questions still being asked.
Questions that now seem to defame the author he was.
And we witness in this last notebook all the work that was to come, and may still
come – that change of style at the end in which he says he has “…changed his
tune…” – gone the long arcing sentences, replaced by lists and numerals.
Another’s work perhaps? I doubt it. A change of tune was Sumac’s custom – see
the tone of Caribbean Lost, compare the sentence structures of Inventing the Dead.
That is all simple maturation of craft and structure.
Sumac, D’Jon and Wordsworth all dead, so quickly, seemingly in tune.
I have seen the note left to Maria Constantinople – it simply says dreams you have
given me. Written days before his death, there would have been other contact, calls,
and rendezvous. No one was hiding anything from anyone by this time. The whole
world knew, it seemed. Or at least that part of the world that deigned to know –
Sumac was always, where he remained comfortable, at the periphery.
I have heard the eulogy of his son. I have heard the eulogies of statesmen and
stateswomen and the eulogies of his peers. I have read his praising scholars and
reviewers – “the poet of uncertain shores, twisted meridians,” read of his
“misogyny and self hatred, his betrayal of modern blackness.” However, the
finest, cleanest appraisal of Sumac I heard at Constance Mayhew’s bounteous table
(February, 1977) – rice, black beans, jerk pork, gumbo, fried plantain, plantain
fritters dusted with cinnamon sugar, present – Sumac, D’Jon, Worsdworth,
Williams and Sumac’s mistress at the time, she had helped with the cooking.
Picking at her kohl lined eyelashes, Constance had said, “You all think he is a black
Rilke, he is just Rilke’s panther and the bars are his own making. I wish he was a
postman.”
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Vale Isaac, rest in peace.
Professor Charles Kinbote – Shade, University of Mississippi.
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Redemption Songs
Edited by I.V.A Sumac
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Index of First Lines40

A minotaur upon the shattered ledge; two men in frame

1

Accused of revealing the mysteries

69

Agamemnon insists, despite your chaplets and god graces that

24

All along the road to Shirac bonfires dried wet flags

61

All I have in the Promised Land is a plot for my bones

47

All life is shipwreck – I dis/agree

98

Anonymous ribbitzen

113

Archipelagos. Cargoes of lighthouses

37

Arial is my brother, my sister overboard

97

As for you, you meant evil against my house, my daughters

46

40

Notes:

He says, Poetry should make the visible a little hard to see – This is a paraphrase of Line 21 of “The
Creations of Sound” by Wallace Stevens, page 310. The Collected Poems of Wallace Stevens, Faber
and Faber, London, 1954.
Tack and sheet chanty, ‘aul away St. Joe. – This is a partial quote from Haul Away, St. Joe a traditional sea
shanty/chanty/forecastle song.
Sourced from:
https://www.whalingmuseum.org/sites/default/files/pdf/Sea%20Chantey%27s%20and%20Sailors
%3B%20Songs.pdf
There’s a day for the hunter, a day for the prey – This is a quote from A Day for the Hunter, a Day for the
Prey by Leyla McCalla
Track taken from A Day for the Hunter, A Day for the Prey – Leyla McCalla : May 27th 2016 on
JazzVillage Music video directed by Claire Bangser : http://lnk.to/LeylaMcCalla
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czmaR4wVqoQ
https://leylamccalla.com/
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Atlatls poisoning the beast
Books stacked up like skylines
Borges and I/Achille and Achilles?

109
41
3

Boys throwing shadestones in white houses

59

Brass banded rum tubs – God Bless Her

78

Bring me the head of Hector's horse

119

Bull leapers, labyrinths, now in the catalogue of Alexander

34

But that is all migration of text–

36

But the codex of fire has been lost on the middle passage

19

Capstan bar, man down, sing it in the forecastle

82

Careless – careless

23

Cold lies, half truths, rope bound confessions,

90

Cornell shadowbox on the rock
Crossroads of ink, handcuffs, meridians
Daughters exiled from lonely jungles become pop stars

4
129
57

Day for the hunter, day for the prey

100

Dreams she gave me; river labyrinths

105

Enclosing lightning in meridian palms

96

Eternal mother, strong to serve.

80

Every passing cup negotiating Iphigenia

86

Exile and lure are twins, prayers in the churches of being

127

Eyes blinded at Lascaux are cured at Lourdes

120

Fire will still burn the black history

16
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Firewalkers, dawn healed, douse the wreck.

20

For twenty years I have touched with my eyes their vermilion

7

Girls sweep the ashes for the boys to run to the patriarch

17

God said I will take you there and I will lead you back

43

Hands throwing three crowns, three anchors

89

He says, Poetry should make the visible a little hard to see

18

He was the third witness, the one I forgot, or never knew.

12

Head of Serapis. Ring with bow of Heracles

107

Himmelfarb reads Schmat – Razan, December 1, 1914.

115

Honey and apples

50

I am combining the exhibits, sharing museums, opening space.

27

I await the second harvest
I have carried him out of a house enflamed

121
45

I heard a story that I tell like this

134

I prefer the sightings of ghosts

123

If you want to understand that dream we need to return to Egypt.

42

In an anthology of abandoned endings

10

In folksongs they sing of fi

92

In the catacombs di Priscilla the prophet is cast

38

J provides the main source material, supplemented by E

49

Joni Mitchell was levitating at the forum

58

Lalla does not give ghee all the time

63

Lear’s daughters bear wishbones in silk purses.

48
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Let us then rotate the rete and read the rim

28

Lonely the hunted

101

Mahalia Jackson, take my hand, I am tired

132

Maria Constantinople is gathering the ruins of Mycenae

35

Middle bloodied passages

130

Midway, the wedding

135

Mithridathes orders duck blood for the murderer

111

Mother bleached her skin, powdered your face
My face is cold fire in the Mississippi

64
118

Nelly poisoned my windflowers

51

O when the Saints go marching in

133

Of late, the apparitions are rare, real people common.

122

One entire phalanx fell into the crevasse
Painters spill into the garden at dawn, to quarter the mad bear

60
9

Pangaea and the first wreck, stones singing the ocean out

84

Peisistratus

68

Plunged into the literature of disaster.

39

Prayed for the body of my son

102

Quarks bound to the masts, electrons

73

Quaternions of narrative

74

Sahul and Sunda whistled loose by bone-flutes

108

Samedi at the crossroads, calling in ships of rum and dice

11

Save your liturgies for those who fall back onto the street

13
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Say the carnival is the novel

29

Schooners in bottles drift toward Bellesbat

54

Settraha dunked twice on the stool

94

Shattered once we descend, ascending

116

Shazki, the glistening bird, the helpful wolf

93

She will be issued a new language at the border

26

She will spend her days on Argos

25

–signifyin’, signifyin’ – when the

8

so scuppers sailed to the 99th night

65

Sophrosune, the world never made

71

Soucouyants, soca, swimp. Douens gathered on the Half Mile

33

Splice the mainbrace against the dark, cruel chaos

79

Stand in the doorway, under the gaze of Janus

128

Stars strung on the frets of night

85

Storm railroads, freights of dark

117

Tack and sheet chanty, ‘aul away St. Joe.

83

The argument of a complex number, first order logic

91

The astral fuse turns off the light, the gas, the water.

15

The astronauts refuse re–entry, the orbit is delicious

56

The Atreus façade reveals the crimes; cannibalism, adultery

70

The carnival on Knossos

32

The dark third storey

125

The deepest Abhaya is her thumb and middle finger

104
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The doll nested on Plate 34
The dozens of the arcades

5
106

The escape route takes you to St. Nicholas.

64

The fields, the herds, the sugared cane

77

The grammatology of the disease

112

The house is dark and inside my mother dusting

124

The island had raised its palms and refused it harbour

22

The main doors opened, Orestes, sword in hand, stood above

67

The mast seen from beneath the grate

131

The naked arms in the museum of Holocausts

114

The potstills of Massacre, barrel to bottle.

81

The saffron dress becomes windbound

72

The sea is tired of the burden of sailors

55

Their gazes solid as light under water

2

Things will then fall into the centre

30

Three rivers suicide at the waterfall

99

To the Lady of Nineveh

103

Traveller between looms

75

Traversing Liedland, without ruin.

76

Two fish won't pull a cart

62

Ur choirs muted by sandstorms

110

Vinegar and salt

52

Vines that blood the pickers' hands

87
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Voiceless mother of exiles

95

Watching the panther‘s panther

6

When I was a child a painting of a shipwreck hung above my bed

21

When Jacob became Israel he offered me this vision

40

When Zeus turned the ill wind to good

a

66

When Marys bring wine and myrrh, fresh linen; lacunae

14

Where the dark flow started

31

Witness this bruised glade of skin

88

Wolves chase the tiring prey across Capricorn

53

Yahweh is now active in the narrative.

44

The End.
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To write is to enter into the affirmation of the solitude in which
fascination threatens. It is to surrender to the risk of time's absence,
where eternal starting over reigns. It is to pass from the first to the
third person, so that what happens to me happens to no one, is
anonymous insofar as it concerns me, repeats itself in an infinite
dispersal. To write is to let fascination rule language. It is to stay in
touch, through language, in language, with the absolute milieu where
the thing becomes image again, where the image, instead of alluding
to some particular feature, becomes an allusion to the featureless,
and instead of a form drawn upon absence, becomes the formless
presence of this absence, the opaque, empty opening onto that which
is when there is no more world, when there is no world yet
(Blanchot, 414).
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1. The Image
What is your earliest childhood memory of a book? Search as far back in your
mind as you can for that earliest recollection. The memory itself may be linked
with the person who read that book to you, where the book was read to you and or
where the book came from – library, birthday gift, perhaps even an aged aunt or
early English teacher who recognised in you a want for reading and encouraged
that by gifting you texts– Little Golden Books, your first chapter book, a book of
nursery rhymes that is still somehow in your belonging, and yes, now you feel an
urge to find it, an urge as essential as finding youth. Around that memory or those
memories cling other memories, auras of moments, textures of pages, the smell of
Chanel or Imperial Leather soap, or sawdust, or cigarettes, the taste of warm milk,
the feel of flannelette sheets.
Savour for a minute those recollections. Then to try to refine the memory to one
image from the pages of the book you recall, the one you read or was read to you.
Not the title, not the author, for the moment this is irrelevant, not Huckleberry Finn
and its extended narrative but Huck on a raft, a little red engine, a dog holding a
telescope and looking at the sky, hot chocolate and Turkish Delight. One image, an
image that you have been able to recall with the issuing of one simple, yet quite
intimate question.
Why and how did you remember that? Does this in anyway move you, do you feel
lured towards it or exiled from that moment, that image in memory? Does that
image bookmark your life in some way, an anagnorisis of self that remains elusive,
perhaps outside of self, as if it happened to somebody else? Is it real, or imagined?
In an Art of Fiction interview with the Paris Review William Maxwell once recalled
John Updike saying, ‘All writers are readers who have been moved to emulation41.”
Maxwell continues:
What I wrote when I was young had some of the characteristic qualities of
every writer I had any feeling for. It takes a while before that admiration
41

www.theparisreview.org/interviews/3138/william–maxwell–the–art–of–fiction–no–71–william–
maxwell
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sinks back and becomes unconscious. The writers stay with you for the
rest of your life. But at least they don’t intrude and become visible to the
reader (Maxwell).
A golliwog with a lollipop. This is my earliest childhood memory of a book. I do
not remember the author or the title or how the book came into my possession
though I suspect it maybe one of the many Little Golden Books my father bought
for my sister and me whenever he did the grocery shopping.
A university lecturer once asked me the questions above. I had been studying with
him, himself a novelist, for three years, submitting fiction and workshopping
fiction, all of it juvenilia which I subsequently either burned or shredded, though I
can recall certain sentences, certain plots – Delacroix and Virgil conversing in a
brothel, a nightclub that hosted Arthurian figures and other plots so awful that I
feel ashamed for having inflicted them upon him.
All my creative work has begun with one image; one image that seizes and
destabilises and ‘fascinates’ me, as Blanchot writes, “When someone who is
fascinated sees something, he does not see it, properly speaking, but it touches him
in his immediate proximity, it seizes him and monopolizes him.”42
The image that ‘fascinated’ me in the process of writing Quaternion, (hereafter Q)43
was the engraving of the Minotaur in The Dorè Illustrations for Dante's Divine Comedy.
It is the image that appears in the first sentence of the novel. Unlike the narrator of
Q I first saw the image when I was in my early thirties. From the time I first saw it
and wrote of it in an earlier extract of the novel, I felt assured that it was connected
with a chain of other images in my memory, each in turn multivalent, extending,
fractal like, to other images. Dorè’s image of the Minotaur is one that ‘…rises from
the scene, shoots out at it like an arrow, and pierces me’ (Barthes C.L 26).
Connected here are the secondary images that are contingent on the first but one I
42

Blanchot (414).

43

To distinguish here:

Quaternion, hereafter Q is a novel made up of:
Quaternion, hereafter, Q.
Les Cahiers of I.V.A Sumac, hereafter LC
The Index of First Lines, hereafter IFL.
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essentially read as separate and of – existing, to borrow from Paul Gilroy, in a
‘double consciousness44.’ The second image in this case ‘punctures’ the first. The
image that ‘shot out like an arrow’ was then ‘shot’ through by another image which

44

Gilroy (1). I will elaborate on my reinterpretation of Gilroy’s scholarship as it relates to the creative
project in the chapter “Exile and Ekphrastic Horizons.” Essentially, my argument is that the
artist, in my case a writer of mixed race, is exiled from the self once the act of writing has begun.
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occurs inside the same frame.

45

45

Dorè (32).
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When I look at the faceless observers I imagine they have been ‘punctured’ and
‘fascinated’ by the Minotaur. The I who watches the observing poets, is
simultaneously of and not of the Minotaur’s wreckage. In my mind, I was disturbed
by the disturbing of the first image, between the ones who observe and myself
observing them. For reasons I cannot now or then name I knew that this image
was redolent of meaning for me, deeply destabilising other images secured in my
memory. The process of writing Q was a katabasis, where “all writing of the
narrative kind, and perhaps all writing, is motivated, deep down by a desire to
make the risky trip to the Underworld, and to bring something or someone back
from the dead” (Atwood, 156). The image leads me into the fictional world to find
the ‘story’ of this image, to recover it, to write of it. And then to write of the next
discovered image, that which extends out of it, where writing “…is to let
fascination rule language. It is to stay in touch, through language, in language, with
the absolute milieu where the thing becomes image again” (Blanchot, 414). My
process is to weave narrative out of the succession of images and to listen for the
peculiar, acute harmony of the text’s language, to filter an image out of my
associations with a particular word.
For example, the country the narrator Silas lives in is never given. This decision to
leave the country unnamed and to concentrate instead on the suburb of Little Luck,
itself a nickname rather than the true name, came during the transient imaginary
daydreaming upon the word ‘meridian.’ Around this word hovered other words
which create a strand of the textum – periphery, azimuth, horizon, observer,
distance, time. 46 The novel itself is concerned with borders, non–places, seeking
“…an indeterminacy, a certain semantic open-endedness, a living contact with
unfinished still-evolving contemporary reality (the open ended present” (Bakhtin,
47). My ambition is that inside the three texts that compose the whole, the reader
experiences being tossed between narrative horizons and ambitions and is only
held to the mast of the text by repeated motifs in the textum. The word
‘meridian/s’ is repeated across all three modes of narration, its meaning modified
in the context of its appearance, yet linking always back, recalling its first
appearance in the epigraph, Othello’s Scars (Cyrill, 9). A more complicated repetition
46

I will fully define the concept of textum and transient imaginary in later chapter, but briefly here,
the textum is the various ribbons of imagery that connect across the text. The transient
imaginary is akin to daydreaming inside the fictive world.
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is the wedding/death motif that emerges out of family superstitions and sayings,
which is strung repeatedly through Q, and is invoked by the prose poem Jouverte, as
written by Sumac, (Cyrill, 164). ‘Wedding’ is then the last word of the novel with
the accompanying word “Midway47” referencing back to the start of The Divine
Comedy48 and the “straightforward pathway that had been lost” (Alighieri, 3) inside
the novel overall.
The novel begins:
Time upon one
1. In Dorè’s Illustrations for Dante’s Inferno, the Minotaur on the border of the
broken chasm49 (Plate 32) is himself broken. Neither Virgil nor Dante grieve
or rejoice at his bereft posture – he is no longer a threat to poets or
virgins or heroes – they are sober observers. Neither could absolve
himself with a call to the muses (Cyrill, 10).
My process then begins with this disturbance, “in search of what Plato named the
chora, a smooth and blank space prior to the sign; it is the dancer’s body and it is
the blank page, the virginal wax, where the choreographer writes (Serres, 44)50. All
of my fictional work, prose poems, short stories, novels, and radioplays have
begun with an image. My first novel The Ganges and its Tributaries began with an
image of a floating map. My second novel, Hymns for the Drowning began with an
image of a man underwater who could not drown. Neither image had I actually
seen nor experienced. So narrative may come from lived experience for other
writers, the strictly mimetic adhered to the world of real presences, but in my
process it comes from an imagined experience, here the seeing occurs in an
ekphrastic moment– the minotaur on the broken cliff – or from imagined/fictive
47

According to the Merriam–Webster, the archaic definition of ‘meridian’ was ‘midday’.

https://www.merriam–webster.com/dictionary/meridian
48

Alighieri, Dante. “Midway upon the journey of our life
I found myself within a forest dark,
For the straightforward pathway had been lost” (3).

49

The language has been intentionally been remade to fit the voice.

50

Serres here is writing inside a sub chapter of Genesis entitled Alba – it is one of the coincidences of
my text that the character named Alba in Quaternion, is ‘referenced’ here via Serres’ text, which
I had not read until the novel was almost complete.
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experience, the un-drownable man. The finding of the image “requires the
neutrality and effacement of the world…it inclines towards the neutrality of what
still continues to exist in the void” (Blanchot, 417). The void then is what is
punctured as “it seems to speak intimately to us about ourselves (Blanchot, 417).
This is not to infer that writing for me is a voyage towards the self51 that lives in
the world of real presences, “The person who is writing the work is thrust to one
side, the person who has written the work is dismissed,” but rather a descent,
“Katabasis one of the most profound narrative models for the exilic
experience ...Descent is that ending which is also a telling, that exile which conjures
up imaginable territory”52 to the other who is that which is who I am when I am
writing, that is, the one inside the Orphic Gaze, or the world of fictive presences
where “one can only write if one arrives at the instant towards which one can only
move through space opened up by the movement of writing (Blanchot, 442). It is
from within the punctured void that the essential language of the text – the unique
tone of voice, the distinction of the vision – can be dreamed.
Φ
This exegesis is divided into sections which will discuss the theories behind my
fictional processes and define and explain terms that I use idiosyncratically. I will
argue that the image is only visible when the writer is inside his fictional world,
which is related to and comparable to the chaos world53 of Glissant and a creolized
world vision, here enacted in the formal structural confluences of the novel, where
“The archipelago is this non–unique original reality, from which the following
imaginaries spring: simultaneous notions of belonging and of Relation" (Glissant,
47). I will discuss the process by which image becomes narrative, via a method of
creolization that “…indexes flexibility, welcomes the test of reality, and is a mode
of theorizing that is integral to the living practices of being and knowing...it thus
51

“In the solitude of the work – the work of art, the literary work – we see a more essential solitude. It
excludes the self– satisfied isolation of individualism, it is unacquainted with the search for
difference; it is not dissipated by the fact of sustaining a virile relationship in a task that covers
the mastered extent of the day (Blanchot, 401).

52

Siedel (80).

53

“Glissant’s name for the relations between all things is the world, which appears threefold: as tout–
monde (the world in its entirety), écho–monde (the world of things resonating with one another)
and chaos–monde (a world that cannot be systematized” (Loock).
https://frieze.com/article/opacity
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emerges from a productive engagement with the uneven dynamics of an uneven
but interdependent world" (Lionnet & Shu–mei Shih, 2)54. I call this methodology
the transient imaginary.
My writing process interrogates the unknowable of the text in progress, the
consciousness of the text and the alterity of the act of writing, where “A very
obscure struggle takes place between every tale and the encounter with the Sirens,
that powerful song which is powerful because of its insufficiency” (Blanchot, 445).
It is fiction and its ontology that I am most preoccupied with here, the point where
“the work is not the work until the word being55 is pronounced in it” (Blanchot,
402). The exploration of the first image leads me in my creative process towards,
“The center of the novel [which56] is a profound opinion or insight about life, a
deeply embedded point of mystery, whether real or imagined. Novelists write in
order to investigate this locus, to discover its implications…” (Pamuk, 154). To
reach the imaginary, embedded point is the reason to enter into a work of fiction. I
will discuss this further in Chapter Two.
I will borrow from Paul Gilroy’s theory of double–consciousness to exemplify
‘one’s twoness57’ in the fictive landscape and discuss how the thesis plays with the
jazzing of métissage58. Part of my process of being a writer is to search for the
ungraspable, for “…between the beginning and the end occurs the entire narrative,
54

See also, “The role of place accords centrality to the historical experience of resistance and cross–
cultural contact as they were eventuated in the Caribbean. Indeed, the Caribbean arguably
provides the engendering locus of Glissant's key principles of Relation, creolization, and
opacity. As he argues in Poetics of Relation, the region articulates and embodies the core of
creolization: "The Caribbean ... has always been a place of encounter and connivance . . . What
took place in the Caribbean, which could be summed up in the word creolization,
approximates the idea of Relation for us as nearly as possible ... a new and original dimension
allowing each person to be there and elsewhere, rooted and open" (Murdoch, 33–34).
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Italics belong to the author.

56

My insertion.

57

Dubois (45).

58

See also “Not only has Gilroy’s The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness (1993) done
much to suggest a new, intercontinental unit of analysis, but it has also helped to establish as
generally paradigmatic of cultural process the sort of cultural mixing—
creolité/métissage/hybridity—that is characteristic of black Atlantic cultures… Displacement,
loss, and violence, and the discrepant temporalities and modalities which these experiences
produced, are thus as constitutive of the cultures of the diaspora as the heterodox identities
that result from cultural mixing” (Piot 155 –158).
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that is, the search for the secret” (Todorov, 175). Therefore, much of what I will
discuss will have perhaps imaginary outcomes, fictional truths. This will be
especially focused on when I discuss the ekphrastic turn and the “notional
ekphrasis”59 of the novel in relation to ideas of curation and representation in the
writing of LC.
I will explore how I define fictional place not of the world of lived appearances
and real presences – the mimetic – but suggest that the fictional or chaotic world is
a disparate, imaginary place of deep ontological experience where ‘The being of the
being comes into the unsteadiness of its shining’ (Heidegger, PLT 35). Throughout
I will also explore, corrupt, borrow and detour into other terminologies which have
antecedents in the work of Roland Barthes, Maurice Blanchot, Tristan Todorov,
Flannery O’Connor, Edouard Glissant, Margaret Atwood, James Wood, Orhan
Pamuk and Gerard Genette. I will then exemplify and examine these theories via
the creative work. I will examine and explain the various structural decisions I
made with Q, a novel that has a palimpsest and a twin – i.e. a work that emerged
out of another work but evolved into its current manifestation and a novel. I will
also discuss my experience of the writing of the thesis and the accompanying
exegesis and the way the research of the exegesis bled into the subtext of the novel.
I am referring here not only to the specific research on fiction and being which I
did for the exegesis but also the scholarship I encountered – much of which
entered into the transient imaginary framework of the novel in other subjects I
studied as part of the pursuit of the doctorate.
Φ
It is at this point I should identify the structure of the overall thesis.
Quaternion, hereafter Q is a novel made up of three main sections: Quaternion,
hereafter, Q. Essentially this section is made up of prose poems that begin in
sequential order then become disordered. Les Cahiers of I.V.A Sumac, hereafter, LC.
Essentially, the final diary/journal entries of an imaginary author named Sumac,
with a foreword and an afterword. The final section is The Index of First Lines,
hereafter, IFL. Essentially, the Index of First Lines of an anthology of “Black
Atlantic Voices” which Sumac is editing at the time of his death.
59

Heffernan, quoting Hollander (7).
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Lines of poetry and sentences will cut across the three component texts, bringing
métissage into play and creolizing the text across the disparate forms of prose
poem, journal/diary entry, work in progress and anthology.
It is also important to define at this point two phrases that recur through the
exegesis.
When I refer to the world of lived experiences and/or the world of real presences – these
terms are interchangeable in my method – I am referring to the world in which our
bodies live.
When I refer to the world of the fictive present or the “fictional Kingdom”60 or the
country of fiction61, I am referring to the point at which the writer of the novel has
entered into the ‘essential solitude62’ of the novel, so that “…the person who reads
it enters into the affirmation of the solitude of the work, just as the one who writes
it belongs to the risk of that solitude” (Blanchot, 402). As I stated earlier I am
drawn into the fictional world by an image. The image begins my descent into the
country of fiction and it is inside the experience of the fictional world that the
language and imagery starts to create the overall narrative.
Φ
Many of the ideas extolled here have generic starting points. Common colloquial
reader response phrases such as “being lost in a book,” “identifying with
character,” and “I really felt like I was there” were origins from which I began
asking, what does the reader here mean? What is the act of writing? What has
happened in both the process of fictional production – the work of writer– and the
process of fictional reception – the work of the reader, when he “…actively
provides the unwritten part of the text…by leaving behind the familiar world of his
own experience” (Iser, 282). What does a reader truly mean when they say ‘I
identify with a character,’ a notion I would more closely describe as entering the
fictional character’s ontological presence by the reader’s consciousness, a becoming,
since “…lacunae are as deep as solidities…absence in characterisation can be a
form of knowing as profound as presence” (Wood, 93). And the writing act itself,
60

Ricoeur (64).

61

Italics only for emphasis here.

62

Blanchot (401).
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what do I mean when and I say “I am writing a novel” and what motivates this?
Atwood writes, “Possibly, then writing has to do with darkness and a desire…to
enter it…and to bring something back into the light”(xxiv). In my experience of
making fiction, that something is the search for the originary image which has its
outcome as the image of the overall text. The completed text is the final image.
The writer begins with an image, the image leads the writer into the transient
imaginary, inside the transient imaginary, the writer starts to find language that
comes from within the work itself. The language tunes itself, becomes ‘fascinated’
inside the work not outside the work. Inside the transient imaginary the writer is
twin/dual – he is the writer inside the work and outside. The novel requires the
writer to live in both the world of the fictive presence and the world of real
presences. The writer is exiled simultaneously from both. Exile is ‘dread63’ but it
opens up the “the thing-being (thingness) of the thing64” that is the work. In exile
the horizons of the novel shift, the writer enters dread to enter the essential
solitude65. Once inside the essential solitude66, the world of the book can be
written. This is my writing process.
Φ
To end this chapter then, let me return to my earliest childhood image of a story; a
golliwog with a lollipop.
The lecturer who asked me the above question was the Australian novelist Gerald
Murnane. He asked it on the day I was contemplating further study, when he had
been reading, editing and workshopping my rather stilted and awful prose for three
years.
My answer to him on that day was, “I don’t know.”
He told me then to walk around the gardens at the university I attended and to
think about it and to come back to his office in an hour. I did as he asked.
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Blanchot (346).

64

Heidegger, PLT (20).

65

Blanchot (401).

66

Ibid.
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The truth is though that when he asked the question my mind recoiled from
answering it. I know what I saw in my mind, felt synapse to synapse collapsing to
the memory and synapse to synapse resurrecting it, but was too embarrassed to
state it; a golliwog with a lollipop.
I wished I could have said Huck Finn on a raft, Turkish Delight and hot chocolate,
but those were books I read years after I read the, to this day, un–authored,
untitled, anonymous text from which the image came.
As I walked around the gardens, I started to recall further images, further
narratives, a further sense of having been inside some “original” text. I began to
see the textum of this anonymous book.
I returned to his office and gave him my answer. A golliwog. With a lollipop.
He then asked me neither what else I remembered and told him that the golliwog
was a traditional looking golliwog and that I did not know what the name of the
book was– no matter– nor the author– no matter – but I could see in my mind a
group of white children playing inside a clearing inside a forest. The clearing itself
was oval shaped and encircled by oak trees – Oak trees, really? Yes, I was sure, oak
trees – and they were playing with hoops and balls and spinning tops and marbles
and there was a white table gladdened – this was the word I used, gladdened, and I
suspect I am quoting the original text –with fruit buns and cakes and lollipops and
tins of lollies in blue and red and orange and purple wrappers.
As the children played a golliwog ran out of the forest, attracted by the sound of
the games, excited by the toys and the food and having been neglected the
company of children his own age, excited by the children themselves.
He ran up to the first group of children he met and asked, “Can I play with you?”
The children did not answer but some looked at the ground and some looked at
the sky and soon he was surrounded by all the other children, who were now all
looking ground–ward or skyward, until one boy stepped forward and said, No.
The golliwog asked, But why?
Because you are a golliwog, the boy said.
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The golliwog began to cry. The children did not know what to do – I do not
remember any adults being close by – until one young girl who had a blue ribbon
in her hair seized a lollipop from the table and gave it to him. The lollipop was
nearly the size of his head. It had swirls of many colours. The children went back
to playing. The golliwog sat at the edge of the space. And the golliwog did not eat
the lollipop, but I see in my mind even now, that he hid his tears behind it.
My lecturer looked at me for a moment – I feel I should add here that he did
something with his pipe, but he did not smoke a pipe, and said to me, Chris, I have
taught you for three years now, edited, workshopped etc. Do you know what every story you have
written me has been about at their core, even that very silly early one about Delacroix and
Gericault in a brothel?
No.
Exile.
Φ
2. The Orphic Gaze
Proustian time is not a flow, like Bergson’s duration, but a succession of isolated
moments (Genette, 216).
I am that astonishment from which you write in those brief moments when you
can write (Hoban, 33).
In the following chapter I will discuss, via Blanchot’s The Gaze of Orpheus67, how the
composition of Q was conceived of inside the composition of Q and how, for my
process as a novelist, “Orpheus’ gaze is the ultimate gift to the work…the
boundless impulse of desire…in which he unknowingly still moves toward the
works, towards the origins of the work” (Blanchot, 440). In simplest terms, the act
of writing for me is the seeking and the capturing of the image, “that instant
towards which one can only move through space opened up by the movement of
writing ” (Blanchot, 442). One can only write the novel from inside the moment of
writing the novel, where “…the words, ‘future’, ‘past’ and ‘present’ disappear and
67

Blanchot (437-442)
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time itself figures as the exploded unity of three temporal extases’(Ricoeur, 61).
Once inside fictional landscape, that which is in the process of becoming, “A work
by being a work, makes space for the spaciousness” allowing the writer to enter the
being of the fiction, the fictional dasein68, that which I call Enigma and discuss in
Chapter 6. It is inside the text in progress that the writer sees what I refer to as the
textum, which I borrow from Benjamin, who writes, “The Latin word textum
means ‘web.’ No one’s text is more tightly woven than Marcel Proust’s…There is
yet another sense in which memory issues strict weaving regulations” (ILL69.202).
As stated earlier the image/s I seek seem to come woven into other image/s, and
once I have these originary points of narration, the string of words bending to an
original rhythm then, “The two lines of Quintilian that interest us are in the
Institutio Oratorico…Quintilian says that after you have chosen your words you must
weave them together into a fabric – in textu iungantur –until you have a fine and
delicate text[ure] [ile] ] or textum tenue atqae rasum (Forsyth, 36, 37). All the fiction I
have written has been a weave of the various textum/s I have encountered inside
the fictional world.
Have you ever read a writer who so disturbed your vision that when you emerged
from the text you walked into the world and saw the world as they do, “when
seeing is contact at a distance…What is given to us by contact at a distance is the
image, and fascination is passion for the image” (Blanchot, 412). Or started using
68

See Storl, “Dasein, the central idea in Heidegger's work, literally means "being there." Among other
things, it serves to represent the contextualized nature of human existence. To be in this sense
reverses the Cartesian suggestion that underlies much of the modern tradition. It is not that "I
think, therefore I am," but rather that my being (the fact that I am) makes possible my various
modes of being, including that of thought or thinking. This reversal of the tradition has the
effect of taking "being," my that–which–is–ness, as a given. From this, then, can emerge a form
of life. At its best, this emergent form of life is one with its surroundings—the "subject" or "ego"
merges with the "objects" of its surroundings. While, of course, in an empirical sense the human
body remains distinct from the desk and chair within which it is situated, the being of the
human being merges with, or becomes indistinguishable from the keyboard at its finger tips.
"Self and world," Heidegger notes in The Basic Problems of Phenomenology, "belong together in
the single entity, the Dasein. Self and world are not two entities, like subject and object . . . but
self and world are the basic determination of the Dasein itself in the unity of the structure of
being–in–the–world” (297, Martin Heidegger, The Basic Problems of Phenomenology, trans. Albert
Hofstadter (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1982).” (314).

See Ricoeur, “Dasein is the “place” where the being that we are is constituted through its capacity of
posing questions of being or the meaning of Being” (60).
69

Illuminations.
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their language in the way you talked or wrote? Perhaps post Kafka70, the postman
is not delivering the gas bill but a death summons – an invitation to your own
execution. In the vision of another writer, let us choose Flannery O’Connor, the
postman may have gone through your mail and taken out all the correspondence,
so what remains is only the empty envelope. Looking at the world after reading
John Barth, one may suspect that the postman is delivering you the finished novel
that, only a moment ago, before you heard the bike pull up and the letterbox open,
you were having difficulty writing. This is the effect of the textum71, it shapes the
consciousness of the reader from within, what you have seen is the author’s vision
of what s/he has seen from within the text, “…when what you see, even though
from a distance, seems to touch you with a grasping contact” (Blanchot, 412). The
weave of the novel’s imagery seems to have an inevitable sense of rhythm, choir
and repetition.
Voice is the individual timbre of the writer inside the fictional world, “this sort of
guide….that intimacy in which the reader is under the impression that he isn’t
really reading this; that he is participating in this as he goes along” (Morrison, SM
100). The voice seduces the reader into the being within the fictional world from
which the image came. The voice says – trust me, I am a storyteller. It is the
astonishment of this act that surprises the author as much as the reader, from where
did it come? It comes from being in the act of the writing itself, “…writing is
writing down, and what is written down is a score for voice” (Atwood, 158). In my
process the novel is written inside the novel or text in progress as I exemplify
below. This living inside the text, which ‘has set itself to work,’ and there “occurs
in the work a disclosure of a particular being ” (Heidegger, PLT 35) and it is in this
timespace, others have called it death, “…death draws into the enigmatic,”72 I call
it exile, where only “…in his song that Orpheus really descends to the underworld
(Blanchot, 461). The voice of the writer from inside the “dwelling” is not the voice
of the same writer inside the composing of another text but involves “the
70

See Blanchot, “For Kafka there was dread, there were unfinished stories, the torment of a wasted
life, of a mission betrayed, every day tuned into an exile” ( 435).

See also, Barthes (C.E), “Kafka’s technique says that the world’s meaning is unutterable, that the
artist’s only task is to explore possible significations, each of which taken by itself will be only a
(necessary) lie but whose multiplicity will be the writer’s truth itself” (137).
71

This is also an effect of ‘text/ure’ which I will define later in this exegesis.

72

Heidegger, PLT (94).
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experience of the self's effacement in language, a kind of self–neutralization
through writing… to write is already to undergo a linguistic experience of death
since one is immediately surpassed by the work (Gosetti–Ferencei, 64–66). But this
“death” has the sound, the timbre of a “told story… you have to feel comfortable
with this voice, and then this voice can easily abandon itself and reveal the interior
dialogue of a character” (Morrison, SM, 100). Inside the novel in progress, the
work under construction, I experience this ‘death’ as an exile from myself. Similarly,
when I begin to write in the ekphrastic ‘world’ I leave behind the world of lived
presences as enter into an imaginary space that has been subjectively been linked to
my own imaginary draft work.
Φ
Vision is the view from the interior of the world sung back out into the real world
via image. Note that both these essentials come not from “deadening
habitulaisation of mimesis” (Sorrentino, 23) but from an act of creation inside the
transient imaginary experience of the text, in the process of dreaming upon an
image and “… where the writer stands to one side so that the image can get to
work on his behalf” (Adams, 28).
John Gardner writes that “the writer with the truly accurate eye (and ear, nose,
sense of touch etc) has an advantage over the writer who does not, in that, he can
tell his story in concrete terms, not just feeble abstractions” (32). That “accurate
eye” is the sensual counterpart inside the imaginary which must bring the
“concrete” of the image to the surface. Too often, this accurate eye is left to gaze
upon the surface of the world as is, rather than the being–world73 inside the text in
progress, where the “…‘imaginary’— [is] not a product of fantasy or fancy that
recombines impressions represented to the mind on the basis of perception and
memory—but as the language of Being itself and of the human relation to Being
in our experience of dwelling (Gosetti –Ferencei, 64). Or in the situation I
describe the being in the being of writing the being of the work, being within this
“…intactness of the pure draft, the sound wholeness of the Open, in that it
makes room within itself for the man” (Heidegger, 135).

73

In a later section I will discuss the “world–inner space’ and the ‘open’ specifically relate to the
relation between world and image” Gosetti–Ferencei (191).
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What then of the early drafts of a work of fiction, the hours, days, months, spent
on the first glimpses? This is the timespace where the eye must move from ‘a
simple environment (Umwelt)’ to a deeper imagery to “make a world (Welt)…Far
from producing weakened images of reality – shadows, as in the Platonic treatment
of the eikon74” the writer’s eye must seek to depict [a fictional75] “reality by
augmenting it with meanings that depend upon the virtues of abbreviation,
saturations and culmination” (Ricoeur, 80). In my process the seeing or recapturing
or returning of or to the image is the process of drafting when I the novelist inside
the work has“…descend[ed] far enough into himself…through the darkness of the
familiar into a world where like the blind man cured in the gospels, he sees men as
if they were trees but walking’ (O’Connor, 50) and saturation/ the seeing/ the
blindness – though blindness is also the Orpheus’ gaze, “the nostalgic return to the
uncertainty of origin”76 – in the darkness the culminates with the written sentence77.
It is roaming the “fictional kingdom”78 for the pure “fascination” as the work itself,
“…holds open the Open of the world (Heidegger, 44). It is the true work of the
act of writing to become ‘fascinated’ and ‘astonished’ inside the world of writing in
motion. Voice and vision combine to fascinate the writer at work. This leads the
writer into the world of the fictive present, which is the transient imaginary world.
This for me is the mystery of the unfolding enigma and the approach to enigma is
the inside the act of writing. The image that ‘fascinates’ itself into a longer narrative,
gathering around it associated images (textum) to construct the narrative, has its
root already in the imagined world, though that world is coming into its being as
74

All italics in this paragraph belong to Ricoeur.
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Insertion is mine.
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Blanchot (441).
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See also, “The nature of reception experience has been elucidated by Hans Robert Jauss (1982: 226),
who compares the “aesthetic attitude” with role–playing in the everyday world as analysed by
Helmut Plessner: “Both modes of experience require that human beings double themselves in
adopting a given role.” Just as in the everyday world the subject remains itself while playing
roles, the recipient of fiction becomes double in simultaneously being part of the real world and
being absorbed by the fictional universe. There is, however, also a difference: aesthetic role–
playing “creates awareness of the doubling that is inherent in all role–playing and allows one
to enjoy oneself in the experience of the role” (ibid.: 226–27).

The aesthetic distance, the “as if ” of fiction, is fundamental: “Aesthetic pleasure, which takes place in
the balance between disinterested contemplation and testing participation, is a way of
experiencing oneself in the experience of the other” (ibid.: 85). (Grethlein, 317).
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Ricoeur (ibid).
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the writer then the reader comes into the dasein of the fiction, enters
‘astonishment.’
Φ

3. Textum
I define the word ‘textum’ as the aura and associations of imagery around a
character or characters or place, place in fiction is a character, or time or
timespace79. I imagine this akin to lines of longitude and latitude –meridians–
inside the imaginary fictional world. This web or weave is created by all the
imagery that hovers around the character or characters or place or time or
timespace within the text. For example, in Michael Ondaatje’s Coming Through
Slaughter the textum that exists around the main protagonist Buddy Bolden would
include but not be limited to a strop and broken glass, songlists, a half naked
woman holding two glasses of orange juice, eggs, fruit, ice, windows, hands, a
parade, sonagraphs, blood on a white shirt, razorblades80. These images have
connotations which then extend, fractal–like into the universal from the essence of
the image, thus expanding the textum, sharing this textum with other characters
and the place of the novel itself, increasing the web further and further but
simultaneously creating “a depth without depth…an unlimited depth that has
become the ghost of an eternal vision” (Blanchot, 413) and seeking, “ a song
79

See also, “Heidegger’s focus on pro–tension has been adopted and freed from the gloomy tenor of
Being and Time by Reinhart Koselleck (1985), who defines human time as the tension between
the horizon of expectations (Erwartungshorizont) and the space of experiences (Erfahrungsraum).
Guided by previous experiences, we direct expectations to the future: these are either fulfilled
or disappointed by new experiences, which in turn not only form the background for new
expectations but also retroactively transform the memory of previous expectations and
experiences. While the relation between expectations and experiences differs from culture to
culture, the very tension between them seems to have a transcendental character and to define
human temporality (Grethlein, 316).

80

See also Jones, “The doubleness of Coming through Slaughter's narrative is apparent from its opening
passages, in which an unnamed contemporary narrator drives through the brothel district of
Storyville "today," mapping out the storied terrain of Bolden's past life. This investigative
situation frames the body of the novel, implying, perhaps, that the story is an elaboration of the
narrator's verbal/visual survey of Bolden's neighbourhood” (12).
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whose sound does not cling to something that is eventually attained, but which has
already shattered itself (Heidegger, PLT, 136 ). To exist in this “unlimited depth”
is to be in exile. And this exile from the world of real presences and into the
burgeoning fictive world is not "an abnormal, morbid condition…especially for the
writer, the bearer of spiritual tradition… (Mann, 29) but “a yielding to the
profound demands of the work” (Blanchot, 439). My belief is that the writer must
‘yield’ – and in my process this means to look deeply for the possible transient
imaginary moments the novel itself, in progress, may be hinting at or leading you
towards. I have been teaching creative writing now for over twenty years and one
of my favourite aphorisms to students is that, “The novel knows itself, we are
learning its nature by writing it. We are always an apprentice to the novel.”
In Coming through Slaughter the imagery creates around Bolden a “worldly presence”81
through the fiction making of him inside the fictional world, “where he is “touched
by the law of the world’s whole inner space” (Heidegger, 130). The gathering of
images “gain[s] momentum”82 and the reader becomes immersed in this
momentum, not the narrative explicit but the narrative implicit, “It is only at the
third level, therefore, that the within–time–ness occurs…This temporal structure is
put in place last because it the one most likely to be flattened out by the linear
representation of time as a simple succession of abstract nows” (Ricoeur, 62)
where patterns and manifold interpretations unfold, “…the unwritten part of the
book [where] the reader has his place (Iser, 119). This immersion occurs, I argue,
in the weave or cross current of the textum. As we read of Bolden the textum is
the “writer’s country…it is inside him as well as outside him83” and he be–comes84
“…not merely an aggregate of traits” but a character85 where there “is a connection
in the core of things…this core of the thing was something lying at the ground of
the thing…that which has always turned up already along with the given core and
occurs along with it” (Heidegger, 22).
In Q, as is often the case in my fictional work, my ambition was to create a textum
that relied little on the physical descriptions of characters or landscapes. I also
eschew any traditional structural form, dissolve beginning, middle and end – hence
81

Heidegger (130).
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O’Connor (34).
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Heidegger, PLT (22)
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My emphasis, my spelling.
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Heidegger uses the word “Things” but I am transmuting into character here.
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text from the LC crosses into the text of the narrator. I tried to limit the use of
time signatures or rather create a new “time” that was disordered – time upon one –
and incomplete. By collapsing the linear the ambition was to create a timespace of
the novel where the textum could speak to other textum that would seem unrelated
to the memory sparked in the narrative86. This narrative move is foreshadowed in
the epigraph,
“…where the blended currents would end his labours...
Our stories are so blended I cannot find
the sequence, our histories entwine
dreaded alphas, wicked meridians, vile omegas...”87
which is itself a mock Excusiato propter infirmitatem,88 and the line “Time upon
one”89, which suggests an assault of and on narrative time but also invokes and
violates the traditional beginning of fairytales. The order in Q is being created by
the disorder of the narrating voice’s memory and dragging textum that was linked
in the mind of the narrating voice, in a kind of kaleidoscope of memory, “for the
remembering author is not what he experienced, but the weaving of his memory,
the Penelope work of recollection” (Benjamin, ILL, 202). I wanted the vision of
the narrating voice to disturb the vision of the aesthetic response, to force unlikely
connections – “All order, even disorder, is fiction”90 and “…make order out of
chaos. Even if you are reproducing the disorder, you are sovereign at that point”
(Morrison, 84). By structuring the narrative as such, highlighting its texture, calling
86

“…it is surely very damaging for any novel to be in any sense an imitation of another literary work:
and the reason for this seems to be that since the novelist’s primary task is to convey the
impression of fidelity to human experience, attention to any pre–established formal convention
can only endanger his success. What is often felt as the formlessness of the, as compared, say,
with tragedy or the ode, probably follows from this: the poverty of the novel’s formal
conventions would seem the price it must pay for its realism (Watt, 13).
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Q (2).
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See also, “In Omeros, the visit to the Underworld becomes a dream voyage to Africa, the land of the
protagonist’s roots, where a vision of the past shows him his ancestors captured by slavers. The
visitor is not Ulysses but Achille, victim of sun–stroke, whose rage at witnessing the ancient
abduction is like that of his namesake after the death of Patroclus, confused with a hatred
toward Patroclus' murderer. Towards the slavers he feels ‘the same/mania that in the arrows of
drizzle, he felt for Hector’, and towards the slaves a terrible grief…” (Manguel, 209).
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Q (3). For noting the absent full stop is deliberate and part of the text/ure of the text.
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Q (35).
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attention to the breaking of time, by thrusting textum together to create a world
from inside the world, a singularity, my aim is to show the work as a “…form[s] of
art…explained by artistic laws that govern them and not by comparison with actual
life…the artist resorts not to witches hats and magic potions but to a simple
transposition of its parts. He thereby reveals to us the aesthetic laws that underlie
both of these compositional devices” (Shklovsky, 170). The aesthetic laws of the
text come from the text itself, are found and legislated according to the narrative
problems the text gives up. As I describe later in Chapter 5.2, the decision to
compose and replace the original Index of First Lines, which were the first
sentences from the paragraphs was motivated by the textum of
curation/composure/catalogueing/anthologising. The original Index of First
Lines remained inserted inside the text until late in the drafting process and though
it did have the sense of the above textum, it lacked enigma and energy – it repeated
rather than expanded the novel’s core.
Φ
I will review now the founding central image of Q, which occurs in its opening
prose poem.91 The image that fascinated me enough to pursue, to descend to the
origin, where the imagined experience had become the tangible image, not from
life experience but from this other being, the one who lives inside the transient
imaginary, is “The pose of the minotaur I remember from Dorè’s engraving is the
same pose I see when I imagine my uncle Easy’s body lying on a traffic island the
night before his wedding to Teresa” (Cyrill, 10). Firstly, no such thing ever
occurred to me in my life92. Yes, I do have an uncle who was hit by a car at his
buck’s party when I was a young boy. Yes, I have encountered the woodcuts of
91

Cyrill (10).

92

See also; “If writing is thinking and discovery and selection and order and meaning, it is also awe
and reverence and mystery and magic. I suppose I could dispense with the last four if I were
not so deadly serious about fidelity to the milieu out of which I write and in which my
ancestors actually lived. Infidelity to that milieu – the absence of the interior life, the deliberate
excising of it from the records that the slaves themselves told – is precisely the problem in the
discourse that proceeded without us. How I gain access to that interior life is what drives me
and is the part of this talk which both distinguishes my fiction from autobiographical strategies
and which also embraces certain autobiographical strategies. It's a kind of literary archaeology:
On the basis of some information and a little bit of guesswork you journey to a site to see what
remains were left behind and to reconstruct the world that these remains imply. What makes it
fiction is the nature of the imaginative act: my reliance on the image – on the remains – in
addition to recollection, to yield up a kind of a truth. By ‘image,’ of course, I don't mean
‘symbol’; I simply mean ‘picture’ and the feelings that accompany the picture” (Morrison, SM,
92).
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Dorè that I refer to here. I have always been fascinated further by the idea of Virgil
being Dante’s guide in the Divine Comedy. I was fascinated by this idea long before I
actually ever read Dante and even before I really knew anything about Virgil aside
from the fact he was a poet. I had never read his work and I have no idea how I
ever came into this knowledge – that Virgil was Dante’s guide. I do not doubt that
at some time in my life I might have actually thought of this trip to the underworld
as being real in the same way in my youth I believed Heracles to be real and that
Atlantis had once existed.
I glimpsed then some memory of my uncle’s accident when I saw the woodcuts of
the Minotaur. There was what I call the transient imaginary moment that made the
connection. But the connection was not to a true memory – I had not witnessed
the accident, as the narrator of Q concedes – but I, the writer, ‘remembered’ the
narrative of the imaginary memory. I had by the time of seeing the woodcuts,
perhaps twenty years after the accident, been reminded of a scene I had
constructed, made fiction, out of real events but the process of writing the
sentence was not from a real event, but from within transient imaginary moments.
I had been reminded of something ‘rooted’ down in fiction, a remembrance of
things not as they were but may have been, descended ‘…to where the stories are
kept…The well of inspiration is a well that leads downwards” (Atwood, 176).
My process is motivated by a ‘fascination’ with retrieving the ‘image’ from exile, as
“Rilke in the Sonnets of Orpheus, makes the underworld journey simply a
precondition of being a poet...the one who can bring the knowledge back to the
land of the living” (Atwood, 173–4). I am a firm disbeliever that life happens and
then we make art from it. I believe the artist inside the being of the work and the
person who has being in the real are twinned so that experience is being narrated
on the level of the transient imaginary. I do not write to make real. I write to make
another reality that only exists inside the imaginary and comes only from the
imaginary93. That other man, who is me, who has being in the fictive and the real,
93

See also, “By “aesthetic world” let us mean, therefore, the diegetic totality constituted by the sum of
all aspects of a single work or work–part, constellated into a structure or system that amounts
to a whole. Such a diegetic unity need not be diegetic in a purely conventional sense—it need
not, that is, be a function solely or partially of narrative development or progress. It is enough
that this unity emerges from the interior representational content of the work, and that it thus
belongs as a formal concept most properly to the arrangement of the work’s content, of which it
is the formal expression. From this perspective, a haiku has or constitutes a world, even if
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“…like a pearl diver who descends to the bottom of the sea to pry loose the rich
and strange…” (Arendt, 50–51) is “in the sphere of the visible and the invisible
(Ginzburg, 307) where “opens…the kingdom of the as if” (Ricoeur, 64). Further, it
also opens the ideas of may/be and this is reflected in Q where Silas, the narrator,
imagines himself as a different man living the same life, but known as the running
man, a better version of himself, even though he is the running man. At this point
Silas, in imitation of the writer in the draft is split, exiled – of and not of his own
being.
Φ
3.1 The Textum of Marronage:
In the following pages I will examine the thread of marronage, exile, double–
consciousness and métissage in the textum of Q. As I have written above, the
concept of a novel’s textum is not a stationary symbolic moment but entwined
threads that evolve over the course of the novel and which operate on or elide
over all three ‘steps’ as defined by Benjamin, “Work on good prose has three steps:
a musical stage when it is composed, an architectonic one when it is built, and a
textile one when it is woven” (OWS94, 41). The textum exists as one of ‘the internal
laws of a [this]95 work of literature (Ricoeur, 53). The above terms of the textum
are in a sense encoded in each other; marronage is a form of exile from one’s own
community, albeit a community being ruled by an unseen, un–narrated hegemony,
what in my mind I call, subjectively, the hegemony of the monoculture. Double–
consciousness, ‘this sense of always looking at oneself through the eyes of other,
two souls, two thoughts, two warring ideas in one dark body’ (Du Bois, 45) is a
form of métissage inside the narrator’s interiority. (The text’s structure mirrors and

nothing happens in it—its world is simply the total unity created by the arrangement of its
references (or refusals, in some cases, to refer), and by the generic necessities of its season
words, turning points, and syllabic length. Likewise the world of classical drama is defined by
extension in space and time, and by a relationship between medium (the bodies, the stage) and
representation, that constitute its rationalizing totality; while the world of the lyric poem,
bounded by an “I” and a “you,” spins out its world–structures in the proximities and distances
that the gap between them frames’ (Hayot, 44).
94

One Way Street abbreviated.

95

My insertion.
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enhances this trope – the two narrative lines of the narrator and Sumac’s journal,
giving the text two exposed interiorities.)
Imagery of Maroon culture appears throughout Q. Sumac’s journal entries
reference the Accompong Maroons of Jamaica, specifically in his prose poem The
Kindah Tree, (Cyrill, 148) which are based on the oral stories of the Accompong
Maroons. There is also the discussion he records earlier96 in the journal when he
first meets Maria Constantinople and she discusses the possibility of having a
Maroon grandmother. Barbara Lalla identifies the below Maroon tropes in Jamaican
Fiction: Marronage and the Discourse of Survival:
…resentful strangers, travellers, and fugitives; desperate waifs and strays,
traumatized or spaced out recluses, women in states of disassociation, wild
men and outcasts; rebels in physical or psychological wilderness…the
attributes of marronage include withdrawal, displacement, exile and isolation
on one hand but involve resistance, endurance and survival on the other hand
(2).
The maroon experience of ‘displacement, exile and isolation97’ is mirrored in
various aspects of Q. For example, Little Luck and its relationship with Goldfield,
the Jewish quarter of the city, mimics neighbouring maroon communities in that
they are isolated and insular but also “cultivat[ed]ing”98 freedom on their own
terms within a demarcated social space that allows for the enactment of subversive
speech acts, gestures, and social practices antithetical to the ideals of marginalizing
agents” (Roberts, 5).
According to family lore, and certainly repeated in tales told around dinner tables,
was the idea that the Anglo-Indians of India left for disparate nations – England,
Canada and Australia99 chiefly for financial gain, the argot being the so-called ‘new
96
97

Cyrill (80).
I will be careful here not to point out summary equivalencies in Lalla’s above listing of tropes and
Q, but certainly there are trace similarities. What is more important in this exegesis though is
the mood created by the tropes, which has its main equivalence in the tonal qualities of the
language. Indeed, I hope Q linguistically to feel ‘fugitive…stray..traumatized…resistant.’

98

My emendation.

99

See Andrews, Robyn. "Anglo–Indian Reunions: Secular Pilgrimages?" South Asian Diaspora, vol. 4,
no. 2, 2012, pp. 159–173.
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start’. Underlying this was the thread of another narrative – that of being outcast
due to their hybridity or double–consciousness – Anglo and Indian (but neither)
and living with the “special stress that grows with the effort in trying to face (at
least) two ways at once” (Gilroy, 3). As noted by Diouf100, another word for
maroon was ‘runaways’ and part of the connotation I hope to have achieved in the
novel was the sense that the narrator’s family had runaway from a perhaps real,
perhaps imagined threat to their lives, even perhaps a crime.
My intent as I wrote Q was the to build Little Luck with marronage tropes; the
schoolhouse Sumac returns to in Lucknow ‘a rundown plantation mansion, some
decrepit antebellum folly floundering in Little Luck, in another age it may have
held a whipping bar, collar restraints.101’ The sunroom of family lore just a ‘...brick
rectangle with plastic chairs, spider–webbed corners, a fake Persian carpet on the
floor and a kitsch painting depicting a half-dressed woman,’ – the narrator
imagines she is a Creole slave who has been violated by her white master – making
the painting a scene of desecration and rape rather than the erotic site he believes
his uncles view it as. The house itself possesses various other markers of the
commerce/trauma/pornographic – another strand of the textum but for note
here – like the naked Bardot in the young Sumac’s bathroom (Cyrill, 126).
The band Blue Note, with their ‘blue guitars,’ whilst being a reference to Wallace
Steven’s poem about creativity, The Man with the Blue Guitar, who, does “not play
things as they are102” riffs on Jamaican dancehall music in an act of métissage,
whereby a band of Anglo-Indian descent has adopted the style103 of “…riddim104–
100

Diouf, Sylviane A. Slavery's Exiles: The Story of the American Maroons. New York University Press,
New York, 2014.

101

See also: The African trace was kept alive, reconstructed according to the inspiration of a particular
place…But the same architecture, furniture and rows of slave shacks, the same instruments of
torture…the whipping bar, the stake, the collar restraints, and the suspension poles (Glissant,
29).

102

Stevens (165).

103

One scene where the band plays a tune as described here was excised and remade into the prose
poem Jouverte.

104

See also, “Indeed, rhythm is conspicuous at virtually every major social and cultural turning point
across the circum–Caribbean, in key movements such as Negritude, the Harlem Renaissance,
Afrocubanismo and Haitian indigenism. What is fascinating, too, is that while rhythm is in
some ways an ancient element in human cultures, it also carries the prophetic qualities that
Brown sensed; counter to a folkloric or culturally nationalist understanding of rhythm, he
insists that what he was doing was ‘untraditional’, ahead of him, not yet realized in sound.
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plus–voicing, in which songs are built from separable component parts…in a text–
driven style, with a simple often one- or two-note melody, over a familiar rhythm”
(Manuel & Marshall, 451). The critic Edouard Glissant, who Sumac is partially
modelled on in terms of biography and literary output, wrote that the “poetics of
métissage is the poetics of relation”105 where, “Relation not only celebrates the
diversity of the world’s cultures but also places a particular value on the internal106
diversities of these societies that include a number of different ethnic
communities’’ (Britton, 16). Q employs the technique of métissage, conjuring mixed
cultural artefacts, misinterpretation, understanding and misunderstanding to
contrast with the singular avowed, by his family at least, separation of the Jewish
people and the Anglo Indian cultures in the fluid boundaries between Little Luck
and Goldfield. The IFL is a prose poem of hybridity, a rattle bag of various
encountered imaginary voices.
Goldfield, representative of the Orthodox Jewish culture and Little Luck,
representative of the Anglo Indian subculture, are enclosed in a barely glimpsed
grander cartography. The borders between the two cultures are totally imagined by
the narrator Silas. Throughout the novel I stress the separation of and the tension
between these two cultures which seemingly exist inside a broader Anglo–Saxon
hegemony which seemingly leave both communities “at the mercy of a vast
machinery of officialdom whose functioning is directed by authorities that remain
nebulous to the executive organs, let alone the people they deal with (ILL,
Benjamin, 141). The tensions between Little Luck and Goldfield are for the most
part imagined by the narrator, as he states there were no violent encounters, the
two communities existed as if two maroon societies which kept a respectful
distance even if their imagined ‘borders intersected.’ The accident to the narrator’s
uncle Easy, short for Isaiah, occurs symbolically at the point of intersection
between the two enclaves, literally a roundabout, or modern crossroad. The
cultural collision is an accident that results in breakage not communion. The use of
métissage as a technique inside this fictional world is meant to contrast with the
childhood of the narrator where a distinct separation of cultures was considered
Rhythm embodies at once a deep cultural and social memory and a reality that is yet to come,
and is forever oriented to the future” (Munro, 114).
105

Glissant (251).

106

Emphasis is the author’s own.
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respectful, or to use the argot of one of the uncles, “keeping to one’s own house is
to keep peace” (Cyrill, 17). Two examples below are given which I will then discuss
in relation to métissage, “the sort of cultural mixing – creolité/ métissage/hybridity
that is characteristic of black Atlantic cultures (Piot, 157). Importantly, it is in
memory and the reconstruction of events he has not witnessed, that his
imagination begins to create meridians of order.
The inability to be ‘in community,’ the impossibility of the merged language or the
mix of custom and ritual, the prohibition according to family law of creolization
between the two cultures, creates for the narrator a sense of exile from the streets
he lives upon, the suburb he lives within. I will restate here that this strand of the
textum is ribboned, like a strand of DNA; the exile of the narrator, in the
interiority of his own double consciousness is contrasted with the technique of
métissage used by the text to explore the imagery of his childhood. Métissage is
apparent in the structure of the text – novel, journal, book of poetry – in the
diction, as the prose moves from fairytale to song to prose poem to journal entry
back to prose – and in the texture, where the seemingly random numbered
paragraphs invoke the surface of the bible, the bingo card, the quaternion. The
locus or ‘centre of the novel,’ is where in composition, “métissage would become
proleptic rather than analeptic, a form of identitarian inscription whose full
potential would come to be realized in a wider postcolonial future rather than in a
univocal colonial past (de Souza & Murdoch 9). Here, I hope is the essence of the
enigma of the text, a tension inside the text that manages to hold its metaphoric
spirit level steady, the fictional world described is, in plot, one of societies closed to
one another, yet the text employs métissage to create this.
Φ
4. The Transient Imaginary
The transient imaginary is the term I use to describe the glimpse that can turn the
memory of an experience of the fictive via the Orphic Gaze into the fictive act.
The transient imaginary occurs after the katabasis, the descent into night. If we
agree that memory is narrative, then it is the twin nature of memory felt and
memory narrated that is then extended by the Orphic Gaze into fiction.
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Faulkner107 writes that “Memory believes before knowing remembers. Believes
longer than recollects, longer than knowing even wonders…” (487). This sentence
has always ‘fascinated’ me as it hints a pre-conscious stream of narrative, that is,
Faulkner here is trying to show us the moment when the thought is emerging from
the katabatic revelation.
I describe the process to the image as katabasis, as it feels like a descent to seek its
core, but I stress the word ‘feel.’ It is of my being this descent. It is my diving:
I came to explore the wreck.
The words are purposes.
The words are maps.
I came to see the damage that was done
and the treasures that prevail (Rich108).
But it is not a subconscious journey; rather in this moment, I am above the surface
and below it109. I see the image, in all its opacity as it “…exposes the limits of
schemas of visibility, representation, and identity ” (Blas, 149). The transient
107

See also, “Nevertheless, Glissant is careful not to clarify Faulkner’s opacity, absorbing it into his
approach and reflecting on his own work which appears to offer him an analogous historical
aporia that nevertheless differs in essence from that of Faulkner: the abyss of the origins of the
South, produced by an original lack, a linearity ruptured by defeat and a false legitimacy based
on slavery, is in fact one of the concomitant causes of that other historical abyss, of the ‘non–
histoire’ [non–history] (Glissant, 1981a: 130–31) that marks the islands of the Caribbean. But
there is a mutual interaction between these two abysses for Glissant, who probes the historical
abyss at the heart of the South and produces his own paradox from it: the universe of the South
shares a crisis of filiation, a parental and historical trauma, with the world of the Caribbean
islands. Absalom, Absalom! (Faulkner, 1936) in particular is a symptom of this historical trauma,
being the book of the impossible ‘désiré historique’ [desire for history] (Glissant, 1981a: 260)”
(Azerat, 200).
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https://www.poets.org/poetsorg/poem/diving–wreck

109

See also, “And one must descend, go to the bottom, be silent, wait. Sterility precedes inspiration,
as emptiness precedes plenitude. The poetic word crops out after periods of thought. But
“…whatever its express content may be, whatever its concrete meaning, the poetic word
affirms the life of this life. I mean: the poetic act, poetizing, the poet’s utterance—independently
of the particular content of that utterance—is an act that, originally at least, does not constitute
an interpretation, but rather a revelation of our condition” Paz, (75).
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imaginary is a “…path that, in its own way, is also negative, the poet comes to the
brink of language. And that brink is called silence, blank page... Down below,
submerged, the words are waiting” (Paz, 131).
The process of Q was not to recast, reinterpret the experiences of my biography
but to search for the moment inside the descent when the ‘image’ begins the song
of the fictional world. This journey is opaque as it is not the search for plot detail –
plot in my experience is a secondary creative act to the initial image quest, once
one’s eyes have adjusted, once ‘…the poet gets clairvoyance, and the completion of
her identity as a poet (Atwood, 178). I will add here and return to this idea of
‘completion’ again later. Completion, in my process, is the moment when the draft in
process begins its dialogue with the fascinated writer. Works in progress accrue
consciousness, minds of their own, “Consciousness is formed and comes into
being in signifying material…The consciousness [of individuals] comes into being
for the first time in the stream of speech interaction (Voloshinov, 225). A book in
progress is also the books to come. I do not believe a writer’s voice changes but I
do feel that the tone is modulated from text to text. However, in my process the
books speak consistently in altogether different registers, different tongues. It is
only once the writer and the text are on speaking terms that plot, structural
imperative, names of characters, lengths of paragraphs and sentences –the
texture – that “Something unfurls, something reveals itself…the voice moves
through time, from one event to another, or from one perception to another”
(Atwood, 158). The authorial decision in Q, for example, to end the novel with the
IFL, came inside the fourth draft. Up until then, I simply had a section heading in
the middle of a blank page that read Index of First Lines, as an ekphrastic moment,
one also of texture, that was meant to recall Rene Magritte’s painting The Treachery
of Images. But by the fourth draft, having come to an “anagogical vision”110 I
felt/heard/knew that the space needed to be populated, and that, as in anthologies
of poetry, the index could increase its ekphrastic momentum but also act as a map
to the book itself, “a reasonable use of the unreasonable…the engine that makes
perception operate” (O’Connor, 109).

110

“The kind of vision a writer need to have, or to develop, in order to increase the meaning of his
story is called anagogical vision, and that is the kind of vision that is able to see different levels
of reality in one image or one situation” O’Connor (72).
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Let me now trace another image that is contained in the passage which begins
“perhaps I am exaggerating, a ghost, a shadower and foreshadower, who may or
may not believe in the story but are obliged to accept it for the truth it pretends to
be (Cyrill, 43).
For many years after I knew – not read but knew of – about Aimé Césaire’s
Notebook of a Return to the Native Land. I saw in my mind a leather notebook. In my
mind I could see Césaire’s writing in the notebook. I felt/saw/knew simply by its
title that it was originally a handwritten leather notebook written upon in a
fountain pen in French, a language I could not read, and I also knew that this book
was in some way the story of my life to come and this story would end badly. This
was the narrative I gave to the book that did and did not exist and I had never read.
I may have walked around with this thought in my head for fifteen, to twenty, to
twenty-five years before I actually read the entire book, I had read extracts but
these extracts, in English translation did nothing to disprove to me or disavow me
of the invented image of the leather bound journal. The genesis of the LC came
from the history of Notebook of a Return to the Native Land that I had invented and
based on my actual experience of reading Camus’ Notebooks: 1951–1959. I have
written into the Sumac diaries a voice that is the voice of a character who may have
been the originary, imaginary Aimé Césaire’s in my fictional universe, the author of
the journals of Sumac. He is not however Césaire. My imaginary vision of Notebook
of a Return to the Native Land, evolved into a collaborative artist’s book – I describe
this process in my conclusion – which then, stressing that the fiction came from
fiction, evolved into LC.
Q is deliberately not chronological; there is no point of ultimate plot in the book
though there is one in my memory. The work is deliberately, elaborately not real.
It destroys the potential narrative sequence it suggests, “…something is added
which did not exist at the time, imposing an order which discounts the conditions
and demolishes the context that originally prevailed” (Iser, 144). As I stated above
with the inclusion of IFL, the narrative sequence can be reassembled but the
reader will find the connective tissue of the book does not exist in itself. This was a
deliberate narrative choice and structural imperative – to hint at sequence but not
allow it to occur. There is the order of the disorder which resists its own order.
This was my attempt at structuring opacity and bringing metaphor to the alterity of
the narrator, an agent of his own and Sumac’s imagination, a whimsy of his own
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fiction” and a self, “essentially incapable of completion. The knowledge that it can
never be completely in possession of itself is the hallmark of its consciousness”
(Iser, 145). Text is layered within text, text interrupts text, creates lacunae and
breaks chronology again and again. The structure contrives itself into patterns that
seem nonsensical but ones that mimic in language the patterns of a quaternion
equation111. My aim was to give a sense of the mind at work inside the imaginary,
exiled moment, to use “language as a theory of language” (Todorov, 112). Image as
theory of image where the narrating voice is “conveyed by the associative
technique or the logic of ‘images’ (textum112) Not to make real113, “Artistic realism,
then, cannot mean ‘represents the world as it is’, but rather “represents it in
accordance with conventional real–life modes of representing it114” but to make
play, to show process, to show that the writing itself is always, “faced with
something which is fading away, a work that has suddenly become invisible again”
(Blanchot, 440). This is the refracted reality of the narrator, represented in this
sequenced disorder, “…where the last law of the work has been betrayed”
(Blanchot, 441). In Q, the betrayal of the last law of the work is to leave the reader
with the IFL, which leads to a vast imaginary library of work yet read as in and of
itself once numbered, is a poem complete.
Φ
4.1 The Transient Imaginary Process: Composing Les Cahiers
In the following section I will describe firstly the inspiration of LC and discuss
how the structural imperative of the novel’s arrangement, through a process of
Creolisation and métissage, introduces the text to opacity and otherness via
111

I explore this further in the conclusion.
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My insertion
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See also “But there are a variety of such modes in any culture, and ‘in accordance with’ conceals a
multitude of problems. We cannot compare an artistic representation with how the world is,
since how the world is itself a matter of representation. We can only compare artistic
representations with non–artistic ones, a distinction which can itself be a little shaky. Besides,
representationalism has its limits. If the source of representing is the self, it is doubtful whether
the self can be captured within its own view of the world, any more than the eye can be an
object in its own field of vision. In picturing the world, the self risks falling outside the frame of
its own representations (Eagleton, https://www.lrb.co.uk/v25/n20/terry–eagleton/pork–
chops–and–pineapples.
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Eagleton, Terry. https://www.lrb.co.uk/v25/n20/terry–eagleton/pork–chops–and–pineapples
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Glissant. I will demonstrate how the authorial choices were made in the transient
imaginary. As I have previously stated the transient imaginary is my terminology
for the process of the writer writing the text – seeking not only the pure fictive
presence – in essence, the creation of the fictional world – but also the language of
the text, despite it being heteroglot, and at times ‘submerged’ which one can only
encounter through ‘fascination.’
LC emerged out of my reading of Camus’ Notebooks 1951–1959, which begins with
a quote from Nietzsche, “The one who has conceived what is grand must also live
it.” As I have stated previously the novelist in the process of composition is ‘living’
inside the world of the fictive presence, “Novels do not imitate the world; they
create it (Todorov, 259).” The preceding Nietzsche quote and the texture of the
journal form linked in my mind with the texture of Q as a form of subversion
and/or rewriting. Whereas Q devolves into the non–linear, into a deeply ordered
chaos, LC, by its structured nature would maintain its narrative time signature to
act as counterpoint. Although there is a pure linear timeline in the LC, the
insertions are haphazard, following a character’s mind in motion as if he were alive
in the world of real presences, the world of biography and non–fiction rather than
on the plane of the transient imaginary, or the fictive presence of the text. Sumac is
of course not alive in the world of real presences.
This mode of composition, the writer being in the transient imaginary, “organizes
and orchestrates115 the discursive into a multilayered complex of dialogized ‘images of
language,’ each reflecting the world view of the embodied subject” (Renfrew, 103).
The ‘subject’ here is of course Sumac, the world view is one that exists inside the
transient imaginary fictive presence of LC, contained within Q. Bakhtin writes, “All
languages of heteroglossia, whatever the principle underlying them or making each
unique are specific points of view of the world” (291) but here the world under
review is a fictional plane.
The real ‘Cahiers,’ which is what Camus called his notebooks116, despite the
superstructure of the dates, is a random rattle bag of notations, and quotations,
biographical references and fragments, rewritings of texts and texts at the originary
115
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moments of conception117. Similarly, in imitation, the language of LC further can
move from the poetic to the Rabelaisian, from the personal to the pure enigmatic,
from entry to entry. The language comes into contact with the more formal
language of the prose and the poetry of the IFL, and “As such they encounter one
another and co–exist in the consciousness of real people (fictional people)118 first
and foremost in the creative consciousness of people who write novels” (Bakhtin,
DN, 291–2). That is, the ‘encounter’ of the heteroglossia of the text occurs inside
the writer who is embodied in the transient imaginary, the writer inside the text in
motion.
There are peripheral resemblances inside the Sumac biography which resemble
historical events, for example the Camus/Sartre quarrel119 which is the semi –
biographical basis for the break between Sumac and Homer D’Jon and Cesar
Wordsworth. Although the biographies of Camus and Sumac do bear some
resemblances, Sumac himself also shares biographical traces with Edouard Glissant
and Aimé Césaire. It is not the purview of this work to enumerate all those
resemblances, and in any case, the lives of those real authors were used as starting
points for the construction of Sumac’s fictional self, but Glissant’s theories of
‘otherness’ certainly inspired an engagement with ‘the otherness’ of text within text
within text. As Sumac, himself writes, ‘…who is the author of this book” (Cyrill,
155) an explicit self referential entry which hints at a knowingness – that, he, a
character in his own ‘life’, in another text, is under construction. My question was
how can the text in motion create its other by being itself. As Attridge writes,
the creative writer registers, whether consciously or unconsciously, both the
possibilities offered by the accepted forms and materials of the time, and their
impossibilities, the exclusions and prohibitions that have sustained but also
limited them. Out of the former emerge reworkings of existing modes, out of
the latter emerges the otherness which makes these reworkings new works of
literature (Attridge, 20–1).

117
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The curation, this ‘orchestration,120’ and the life of the diary should have a
percussive effect upon each other, setting of different timbres of association and
vibrations of memory for the reader. By breaking down the linear narrative
sequence I am questioning “this ‘followability’ of a story that constitutes the poetic
solution to the paradox of distension and intention” (Ricoeur, 67). I am suggesting
the ‘poetic solution’ to Q is its disarrangement from the promised order of the
early sections, the promise of “‘the ‘then,’ and ‘then’, by which we answer the
question ‘and then what121”’is that the text itself in its disassembled final presence,
is the paradox. The temporal plane is experienced in this text as cross currents of
differing narratives intersecting, diluting, enhancing character in motion and
narrative in motion, to create a kaleidoscope effect. The challenge to the reader,
and one I admit a reader could grow impatient with, is to follow diverging streams
simultaneously, to invest in breakage and reassembly. To invest in its métissage.
The encounter between the reader of Q and the text parallels the encounter of
Sumac and N. It introduces the other to the other as formally the novel lays
together prose fiction, diary and poetry. The text then is in a state of Creolisation
where hybridity is being examined within individual fictional consciousnesses.
The major disruption to the narrative time sequence is the break between the
disordered plot of Q and the diary entries of the LC, which itself is disordered by
the consciousness of the imagined figure of Sumac. There is then the further
disruption into IFL.
To sketch again the overall narrative superstructure –
Quaternion is a text which contains a text called ‘Quaternion’, Les Cahiers and The
Index of First Lines.”
IFL suggests it is from the end pages of another text altogether, a text that must be
an anthology of some kind as it includes two first lines from the prose poems of Q
and the first lines from two of the prose poems of LC. This infers that there is
another hand arranging, curating the overall text, an ‘author’ or anthologist who
120

Attridge, (155).
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has access to all these materials, the texts before our eyes which we have just read
and other texts, most of which are not known or available to the reader. In other
words, the work here is being ‘narrated/curated/orchestrated/anthologised’ by a
person who has no embodiment in the text– this is the fourth narrator that Sumac
refers to in his diary entry (pg). The transient imaginary inside the text necessarily
then becomes, “… not an object but an event, and that it comes into existence,
again and again, always differently… it’s one that brings the other into the field of
the same, in the experience of the reader, listener or viewer” (Attridge, 265).
A text that contains a text that contains the first lines of other texts which occur in
other ficto–poetical works, one surmises by the nature of the lines themselves,
which the reader has no access to. The lines, 135 of them to reflect the 135
paragraphs of Q which are a reflection of/ homage to the 135 plates of Dorè’s
‘Divine Comedy.’ In other words the structure itself works on various time
signatures which the IFL tries to unify, the act of numbering is an act of trying to
order that which has been unordered, it is an act that imposes order on the event
of métissage.
Structurally then, with its mixed up storylines, the longitude of Q, the latitude of
LC, and the ‘anthology’ of IFL the text engages with hybridity, Creolisation,
‘variable, with no fixed form or essence,122 and métissage, ‘where the poetics of
métissage is the poetics of Relation123 (Glissant, 251). The text ‘others’ itself in the
sense, of ‘the other is in me because I am me.’124 The text obscures itself, finds its
opacity where “...opacity can be understood as an incalculable alterity that is at
once the relational ontology of the[fictive125] world” (Glissant, ) being enacted by
the language.
The Creolisation of the textual practice of Q is in effect a structural and poetic
response to the non– Creolisation that occurs in the plot – and prose depiction of
Q between the Jewish people and the Anglo–Indians to whom the narrator is
related to. Whereas the fictional plot describes two cultures that are seemingly
122
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barred from each other, the two main protagonists, N and Sumac, in contrast on
the imaginary plain of the novel, gathers and mixes the cultures of the narrator and
Sumac; both are mixed racially and both employ a heteroglot language. The
language of the self becomes the language of the other, “…which produces
nothing other than itself […]. What is real is the becoming itself, the blocks of
becoming, not the supposedly fixed terms through which that which becomes
passes” (Deleuze and Guattari, 323).
In the plot of the text there is an encounter between the narrator and Sumac which
is mimicked in the structure by the side by aside encounter of the writing of Sumac
and the writings of N. The IFL then extends this encounter out into the fictional
anthology which contains the encounter itself. But this relationship is rhizomatic,
or rather the root cannot be known from the text itself, as the root lives in the
transient imaginary of the subtext where “the idea of rootedness…challenges that
of a totalitarian root. Rhizomatic thought is the principle behind what I call the
Poetics of Relation, in which each and every identity is extended through a
relationship with the Other” (Glissant, 11).
Obviously, this is multilayered in the text and its structure and also opaque where,
“Opacity, in other words, resists and contests understanding. It asserts that the act
of understanding, however well–meant, is either an objectifying reduction of the
other to pseudo–universal categories” (Britton, 309). The implication is that the act
of curation is upon himself and Sumac simultaneously. This then led to my
thinking of the process of Creolisation itself, as Burns has written:
…creolization is rooted in the New World experience: a point well
illustrated by Brathwaite as he traces the etymology of the term ‘creole’
to the combination of two Spanish words, ‘criar (to create, to imagine, to
establish, to found, to settle) and colono (a colonist, a founder, a settler)
into criollo: a committed settler, one identified with the area of settlement,
one native to the settlement though not ancestrally indigenous to it (99).
There are references in Q where Silas is accused of colonising the work of Sumac
in the curation, (Cyrill, 43 ) but there is a dichotomy in the accusation, where by
the museum work can be said, as above ‘to create, establish…and the colonist can
also be viewed as ‘native’ though not ‘indigenous’. This working out of the text
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also enhances the subtext, because as stated in an earlier chapter, my view of the
writer at work is that he is dual – ‘the other is me’. In the transient imaginary, he
lives in both the worlds of real and fictive presences, a ‘double consciousness’126
and it is here “…where the observer becomes the observed and ‘partial’
representation rearticulate[s127] the whole notion of identity and alienates it from
essence” (Bhabha, 129). This is the exilic process of the work at hand and of the
ekphrastic turn I explore Chapter 5.
The relationship between Silas and Sumac “is neither one nor two, nor the relation
of the two; it is the in–between, the border or line of flight or descent running
perpendicular to both’ (Burns, 99). This ‘relation’ though is under duress from the
structure of the text, the consecutive layering connoted division until I mingled
Sumac’s voice in the prose of Silas. The tension was also the genesis of the vast
imaginary IFL, which draws into the mix of its ‘anthology,’ the transoceanic
paradigm embedded in Gilroy’s Black Atlantic, which is “Not simply a celebratory
space of improvisation and creative cultural mixing, however... [but
a128]world…shaped from the start by racial violence. Beginning with the middle
passage …and continuing into and beyond plantation slavery…(Piot, 158). My
ambition is that the IFL draws the work – whether prose, prose poem or
fragment – into a transoceanic imaginary tradition of the act of writing and writing
itself, where “poeisis and poetics begin to coexist in novel forms –
autobiographical writing [LC, for example]129 and uniquely creative ways of
manipulating…language” (Gilroy, 490). Sumac is within and without this tradition
as he identifies in the prose poem Jouverte (Cyrill, 164).
Φ
5. Texture:
I cannot dismiss the close association of what I call texture to Benjamin’s use of
the word textile. Perhaps this is subjective but textile is the feel of the hand upon
the page or the page under the finger, but texture also connotes the touch of the
126
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eye on the page. I am attempting, by erasure and lacuna to expose fully to the light
the cracks in the narrative sequence. The diary entries recall not just the written
plaques beneath paintings or exhibits in museums of galleries but also aphorism,
notes in the margins of a read text, as if the entries were notations to a larger work.
In some cases they literally are since much of the Sumac is purported to be
working on, such as his play starring Maria Constantinople, has its originary
moments in the notebooks as does the beginning of his unfinished novel.
The texture of Q includes the biblical reminiscent structure, the overall structure
which changes sentence shapes before the reader’s eyes as it moves from one
section to another and obviously the insertion of diagrams and illustrations and
photographs in LC. Texture is the feel of the weave of the page. Each section
change should make the reader aware that the ‘eye–feel’ of the work has changed
and that language is simultaneously thinning out and intensifying – from prosody
to entry to lines of poetry. My ambition is that the syntax is deepening into the
space of the page, and page space has been managed carefully throughout the
work – for example compare the tight paragraphs of Q with the open-ended LC,
and then the return to the tightness of IFL. I will explore this idea of texture
further by discussing the composition of Q.

5.1 Quaternion as Prose Poem Novella:
Q is made up of linked prose poems with my hope being that if you were to
randomly select one of the numbered sections and read it out of its
rahmenerzählung, it would sustain a plausible, self –enclosed reading, or at least
hint at a larger contextual canvas. In the end though that is for the reader to decide.
Why the prose poem as a compositional form, a strict methodology, aside for my
lifelong adoration of the form and perhaps the over–influence of Calvino’s
“Invisible Cities130?” In a text such as Q, where, at its matrix of production is
embedded Creolisation, métissage and hybridity, a form that exists between two

130

It is worth me noting here that this exegesis began as an exploration of prose poem novellas, with
the emphasis on critical readings of Calvino’s Invisible Cities, Faulkner’s As I Lay Dying and
Ondaatje’s Coming Through Slaughter.
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other forms, conjoins them, undersongs131 form with form, seemed an extremely
appropriate for the project at hand. Lehman writes, “The prose poem is a poem
written in prose rather than verse. On the page it can look like a paragraph or a
fragmented short story, but it acts like a poem. It works in sentences rather than
lines (Lehmann, 13).
The above is a stable132 definition, although I disagree when he writes further that
the prose poem, omits the line break, “With the one exception of the line break…”
There are numerous examples of the prose poem using line breaks. I will cite here
two, Still Life by Stratis Haviaras and A Walk at the Museum by Agnes Nemes Nagy.
Of more interest to my eye was what Lehman further adds, “The prose poem is a
hybrid form, an anomaly if not a paradox or oxymoron (13)” and David Foster
Wallace’s’ contention, that it can be the “the tool we use to stretch the borders of
genre.”133 I found the allure of fusion, “it can make use of all the strategies and
tactics of poetry…it uses the means of prose toward the ends of poetry (Lehman,
13)134 important to the subtext of the work, I am using fuse here, in its double
sense, in that of fusion and of starting an explosive charge. The fusion being of
course the blend of the book/s and the fuse being the structural explosion
between the texts. The prose appealed by its open ended invitation to abstract, to
place a texture upon a texture, to push at the limits of the normal paragraph of the
novel, to promote lacunae, and here it links with the structural patterning of LC or
at least echoes and foreshadows it– so much of this narrative is intentionally left
unwritten, as is the tradition of Maroon societies,135 as is the history of the family
131
132

Spurgeon (1).
For a more playful definition, one more in spirit with the métissage tone of the prose poem, see
Young, “…Life histories reduced to paragraphs, essays the size of postcards, novels in nutshells,
maps on postage stamps, mind– bending laundry lists, theologies scribbled on napkins” (18).
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For noting, “But most lovers of the form have realized that the problem with defining it isn’t a
problem at all, but its best feature. The prose poem is elastic, and the gap it occupies between
two established genres has become a space for some of the most memorable experimentation in
contemporary literature. It can be the form for writers with great ideas that don’t fit formal
convention, or the tool we use to stretch the borders of genre”
(Wallace).http://www.raintaxi.com/2001–whats–a–prose–poem/
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Diouf does note however, “As is true for most maroons their lives have remained partially
unknown but several individuals who later got out of the South, or had loved ones who went
to the woods, described that experience in autobiographies and memoirs. In addition, detailed
and intimate information about their existence can be found in the recollections of the formerly
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of the book whose life in the Old Country seems rather left out after migration.
IFL is an anthology, one can surmise that is made up of 135 lines of prose poetry
which if ordered 1, 2, 3 according to the IFL, that is if it is reordered, would
produce one prose poem. What then is achieved is a prose poem that purports to
be made from the first lines of prose poems, which do not exist. This destabilises
the narrative point of view, in Q and LC we are firmly in first person narration, but
what is the point of view of an index of first lines, it may be in First or it may be in
Third. It may be said to be multi–authored. As Cohn writes in ‘…exterior
metalepsis, One searches in vain for cases of a fundamental destruction of the
narrative situation in the first person…the metafictional games…leave intact the
form of the "I" (106). In Q, there is another possible, reading or interpretation
where the “I” is destabilised, which links with the ideas of curation, orchestration,
puppetry, mise en abyme and collage, and creates ‘…an initial unlikeliness, the
indignation of shock136.” A text extending itself into other imaginary text, the
overall novel made up of possibilities of other novels creating a mise en abyme
effect, the textual moments waterfalling over the reader inside the novel, calling
back, foreshadowing and echoing simultaneously. Just as LC will enter
into/interrupt Q the, so does Q text interrupt/enter into IFL.
The IFL then presents itself as either or/ as simultaneously a first person prose
poem when ordered as below, an index of first lines from some unseen anthologist
when disordered according to the arrangement of the poems in the actual
imaginary book or it could be the work of the author, not Christopher Cyrill, but
another author also invisible in the book, possible even an omniscient narrator
who like the anthologists of the Bible can pull all works together. In a sense this
‘biblical’ arrangement amplifies and corresponds to the numbering of the Q, as
stated earlier.
5.2 Composing The Index of First Lines:
In the following section I will recount the processes around the writing of the IFL
section which concludes the creative work. As stated earlier, the prose section is in
enslaved men and women gathered by the Works Progress Administration. Some were former
maroons themselves, others were their kin, acquaintances, and protectors” (72).
136

Friebert and Young (17).
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structure a volume of linked prose poems that fall rapidly into disorder. Initially the
first line of each poem was to be repeated in the IFL. As this is no longer reflected
in the creative work I will use a short example from an earlier version here so I can
then discuss the evolution into what the IFL became.
Index of First Lines137:
In Dorè’s Illustrations for Dante’s Inferno, the Minotaur on the border of the broken chasm
(Plate 32) is
My grandfather would have called the Parish priest of St. Dominic’s before the
ambulance.
Easy was not dead. His leg was broken. He was not the first son my grandfather
would
By the time the other drunk men had arrived, brought out unsuspecting to view
the
So Sumac’s final novel would have begun if he had lived to finish it. On the day I
was
I arrived at the museum forty minutes early to see the exhibition on Spirit Faces. I
tried
The west of the country had been on fire and the south had been flooded – days,
days
The idea to rent the houseboat was inspired by Sumac’s trilogy Caribbean Lost. In
book
How can I construct the grand narrative of his life when all I have are documents
137

In the following I am using an earlier structure one that is no longer reflects the structure of current
creative work. I am listing here simply to show the evolution of the work in progress. For
noting due the larger font used here the line spills over onto the next line which did not occur
in the original text. The omission of full stops is also intentional as the sentences here do not
end on the last word.
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It was the year before Jeremiah was born and though the months do not align I
have
Though the wedding took place at St Obadiah’s on Easter Sunday, Amos138’
Although upon completion of the text the reader may able to fit these lines back
into some kind of dramatic order and sense their connectedness.
The composition follows a strict textum using admix methodologies of the
OuLiPo, for example, in imitation of Raymond Queneau method of composition
of 100,000,000,000 Poems, I imagined each first line as the first line of a sonnet139,
collage, mis–quotation, rewritings, in other words, processes of métissage where,
“…dynamism and displacement, multiplicity and indeterminacy and
metamorphosis…[where] a Caribbean process of Creolisation [is} mediated by
modernist traces of languages, history and culture” (De Souza/Murdoch 9). The
Caribbean is represented here by the anthologist Sumac, with his mix of French
learning and Antillean upbringing, “…but tied to the metropole in a political
double bind that renders [him] neither completely French nor West Indian” (De
Sousa/Murdoch, 10). The textum, necessarily hybrid and multivalent, winds
around motifs of journey/sea/shipwreck/the Oresteia/myth/rum. The language
attempts to succeed into a “…Babel–like tumult, the ‘immortelle parole’140…
[where] the process of decay is at the same time a process of crystallization”
(Arendt, 51).
It is necessary to print here the index in its complete structure – as it is not shown
this way in the novel – but I will not to elucidate upon every line. The overall effect
is to recall what Glissant calls the “…irruption into modernity, one that achieves
an epistemological breach with the colonial heritage even as it terms of this
heritage into a framework for Frenchness” (De Sousa/Murdoch 10).

138

Compare Queneau, “ Don Pedro from his shit has washed fleas/ The bull’s horn out to dry it like a
bone/Old corned–beef’s rusty armour spreads disease/ That suede ferments is not at all well
know/ To one sweet hour of bliss my memory clings…” (15).
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Sumac is negotiating a double space here, compiling in effect a new poem that
comes from myriad other voices or beings or dwellings. The imaginative act was to
transcribe what may be the first line from poems that are ‘libraried’ in the world of
fictive presence, then to sequence them into the order as shown below but then to
rupture the sequence in the completed creative text, “…to subvert by… rewriting
and reshaping it from the inside, articulating new counter–discursive terms for
post–colonial difference out of their creolized middle ground” (De Sousa and
Murdoch, 11). The IFL is itself a poem constructed from the fragments of
unwritten poems that potentially ‘write back’ to a colonial, not necessarily
specifically French, presence, one that embodies the interiority of Sumac and
metonymically the narrator of Q.
This process overtook the initial repetition of the first lines from inside the creative,
which in the end, seemed simply self–reflexive and static, not moving the text to
“…where the story is…All writers must go from now to once upon a time141…all must
descend to where the stories are kept; all must take care not to be captured and
held immobile by the past” (Atwood, 178).
By evolving past the initial authorial decision and opening the end of the work to
various ‘authors’ and infinite lines of potential poetry I was opening up the work to
the “…transpositions, confluences and syntheses of [Sumac’s142] Caribbean
culture…shaping new site and strategies for the articulation of a particular creole
identity” (De Sousa and Murdoch, 12). In other words, I was trying to invest in
what I termed earlier the twin or double consciousness of the writer at work, I the
writer of Sumac as Sumac the writer, in this case unconsciously creating via
pastiche, quotation, collage as listed above a textual space, “…in a state of
transformation, an as yet unfinalized metamorphoses, in the stages of it death and
birth, growth and becoming”(Bakhtin, RW 24). The end then points to beginnings,
with the “… emphasis on becoming, the insistence that nothing is more significant
than the resistance to closure (Renshaw, 139). This experience is necessarily exilic”
“a process of how a person becomes other.” 143
141
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Φ
6. Enigma.
Enigma, as I define it within fiction, returns to its original Latin source of ‘riddle’.
Before I begin this process though I feel it is important to distinguish between my
use of enigma and Barthes use of the word. In S/Z Barthes uses the term ‘enigma’
to denote that which the text in motion seeks to solve by its own plot. As stated
above, my use of enigma is related to a seduction into a fictional landscape, an
entry into the country of fiction, whereby the image unfurls its national identity. It
speaks of where we are, it has its own heteroglossia, it is free from all genre and all
generics as it exists in its own being. Texts as disparate as 1984 and Finnegan’s Wake
may share and employ the core language of the world of real presences but
language is remade and becomes essentially sole inside these fictional territories. I
am reminded here of the line in Moby Dick, ‘It is not down on any map, true places
never are.’ Barthes also uses the term ‘Dasein’ in what is a closer approximation to
my argument but one not exactly the same, in his essay Literature and Metalanguage.
Here he writes, “…rarefying these meanings to the point of trying to achieve a
Dasein of literary language, a neutrality (though not an innocence) of writing: I am
thinking here of the work of Robbe-Grillet.”
In fiction the enigmatic occurs when authorial voice as exhibited inside syntax,
vision, text/ure and textum fuse inside the transient imaginary to create an organic
whole. For this to occur, as discussed earlier, I believe the writer must ‘be’ inside
the fictional textual world, ‘fascinated144’ by it –the writerly, ‘…a perpetual present,
upon which no consequent language…can be superimposed; the writerly text is
ourselves writing145’, to produce, co–opt, seduce the reader into that “being” of the
interior of the text, the readerly; “…the goal of the literary work (of literature as
work) is to make the reader no longer a consumer of the work, but a producer of
the text.’146
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Enigma in fiction occurs when the reader reports, in the generic sense, that ‘they
felt as if they were really there.’ The fictional world has replaced for the time of the
reading the world in which the reader exists as non–reader. The technique, the
craft disappears, contrivance is muted, art submerges into itself and the reader
forgets its artfulness. The fiction is inevitable and this inevitability “…is established
in the reading process itself. The imbalance between text and reader is undefined,
but it is this very indeterminacy that increases the reader’s involvement” (Iser, 655).
This is the surprising inevitability of fiction, the just write detail, which creates “the
telltale shiver”147 which it could “be” no other, which occurs in this “dwelling”. In
my fictional process, the generation of the world begins when, “Through images, a
poem may evoke the way in which space and time are inhabited as a world of
human dwelling in an ontologically or existentially meaningful way.”148 The writer
at work, in search of the fictive image, renders it in his/her poetic and this
produces a text – which is his being and not of his being – and this image then
draws the reader into the fictive space, perpetually present149, or ‘clearing150’ in
which the reader participates in the text’s creation.
Therefore, ‘world’ as defined above must be of a fictive nature and ‘experience’ in
the above is being–in the world, what is being ‘disclosed’ or ‘illuminated’ is the
experience of being inside the fictive world and finding in the work the image that
communicates the experience, invites in, makes a partner of the reader with not
Flaubert’s ‘bon mot’ but more precisely ‘le bon l’image.’ The word I will borrow
and relate to the sense of being inside a fictive text is taken from Heidegger, it is
Dasein151, “literally means being there. Among other things, it serves to represent
147

Nabokov (5).
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Further, The first of these relations remains, to a large extent, immanent to the poem, but may be
seen as an analogue of the essentially human experience of inhabiting a world. The second
relation transcends the poem and relates the poem immediately to the existential framework of
human dwelling (Gosetti–Ference, 189).
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“To say that it is illuminated means that as Being–in the–world it is cleared in itself, not through
any other entity, but in such a way that it is itself the clearing” Heidegger (171).
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Further, "The average everydayness of Dasein can thus be determined as entangled–disclosed,
thrown–projecting being–in–the –world which is concerned with its own most potentiality in
its being together with the "world" and in being–with with the others" … This reversal of the
tradition has the effect of taking "being," my that–which–is–ness, as a given. From this, then,
can emerge a form of life. At its best, this emergent form of life is one with its surroundings–the
"subject" or "ego" merges with the "objects" of its surroundings…. "Self and world," Heidegger
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the contextualized nature of human existence. It is not that I think, therefore I am,
but rather that my being [is]152 (the fact that I am)” (Storl, 307).
The writer, from being inside the work can render/draw in/ project into the mind
of his/her reader the experience of living inside the fiction, the ‘clearing’ or ‘space
of literature’. This is the process I call the transient imaginary which I explored in
chapter 4. By beginning with the image, then making the katabasis to find the
genesis of the image, the writer, in the world of the evolving draft, creates the
image that is the text.
The dasein, “being there” in the fictional process is ‘being’ inside the act/work of
writing, “but self and world are the basic determination of the Dasein itself in the
unity of the (fictional) structure of being–in–the– (fictional) world153”. To be inside
the work it is necessary to be ‘fascinated,’ where “Orpheus’ gaze unties it, destroys
its limits, breaks the law which contains, which retains the essence. Thus Orpheus’
gaze is the extreme moment of freedom” (Blanchot, 441). What the writer sees
inside this ‘world’ in his/her making of it cannot be seen in the world in which we
live, the world of real presences154, even when it is seen ‘there/here’ the process of
the writing translates it into the gaze of the work. This is partly why I insist that I
do not write of the world of real presences, but of the world of fictive presences,
“…bringing forth a network within which each perspective opens a view not only
of other perspectives but also of the intended imaginary object” (Iser, 105). When
I am inside the imaginary object I am of and not of the world in which I am not
the writer but being in of the world of the lived. It is within the fictive space or
clearing that I can retrieve the craft of the novel, find language of the world, image,
sentence, poem, text/ure, so that I may seduce the writer into the text and
‘fascinate’ him/her.
notes in The Basic Problems of Phenomenology, "belong together in the single entity, the Dasein.
Self and world are not two entities, like subject and object” Storl (307).
152

My insertion.
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Insertions in brackets are my own.
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The mimetic ‘representation’ though is something I tend to distance myself from, very deliberately
here. I do not require of the fictive that it bears some parallel with the life as experience or able
to imagine, the life of the reader outside the text, but that my experience of the fictive text is all
there ‘is” of the text, and this includes the referential, the epigraph, the intertextual, which I
will come to in due course.
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I will briefly cite here two images that seem to invest in enigma in other texts and
then chart how Q is an attempt to enter into the fictional dasein and aims to draw
the reader into its transient imaginary being.
In Chekhov’s canonical short story, The Lady with a Lap Dog, the main protagonist
Gurov, confronted by the maudlin despair of his lover, will slice and eat a
watermelon. Similarly, in Raymond Carver’s short story Why Don’t you Dance155, a
man will ask a young couple to dance for him on a lawn bestrewn with his
furniture. In A Small, Good Thing a baker offers “sweet, dark, heavy loaf156” for
grieving parents, who he has previously been accosting, anonymously, over an
unpaid bill.
In How Fiction Works157, the critic and novelist James Woods, uses the word thisness
to describe the moment when detail is absorbed so deeply into the consciousness
of the reader, is communicated so fully that meaning becomes irrelevant, the
image/detail simply is, “By thisness I mean the moment when Emma Bovary
fondles the satin slippers she danced with weeks before at the great ball at La
Vaubyessard, ‘the soles of which were yellowed with wax from the dance floor”
(55).
Chekhov writes in The Lady with the Dog, after the affair has been consummated and
Anna is filled with self–loathing,
“Her features lengthened and drooped, and her hair hung mournfully on either
side of her face. She assumed a pose of dismal meditation, like a repentant sinner
in some classical painting.
“‘It isn’t right,’ she said, ‘You will never respect me anymore.’

155

Carver (223–228).

156

Carver (402–426).

157

Wood(55).
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On the table was a water–melon. Gurov cut himself a slice from it and slowly
began eating it.158”
The gesture, the image of him slowly eating, of all things a watermelon, is pure
enigma. It transcends its inherent symbolism. It moves beyond meaning. It
inhabits the space of mystery, and is “…almost entirely composed of details that
refuse to explain themselves… Chekhov does not say” (Wood, 74). The “not
saying’ and the way the details refuse to reveal themselves, leaving silence around
the image once constructed is, in basic creative writing speak, showing not telling
but this ‘mystery’ allows the reader to enter into a mode of interpretation, which is
of fictional being, the enigma of the text, “The perfection of the detail has to do
with symmetry (Wood, 73). Enigma then, as Pamuk writes is “a deeply embedded
point of mystery, whether real or imagined.”159 It is the work of the writer at work
in the draft to write towards this moment of mystery or enigma, and then to walk
away from any firm explanation of it. It must be left unsaid for the reader to enter
its riddle.
What Wood would call symmetry is close to my definition of the transient
imaginary. The image ‘feels right’ in the text but for reasons that come from the
text, the imagery of the text accords or choirs this image. I would add that the
search for the ‘center’ posited by Pamuk here is an impossible one but should not
be abandoned or doomed as hopeless. The enigma of fiction allows us the
knowing of the centre without the knowing where, “The reader of the literary
novel knows that each tree in the landscape –each person, object, event, anecdote,
image, recollection, bit of information and leap in time –has been placed there to
point to the deeper meaning, the secret center that lies somewhere beneath the
surface...” (Pamuk, 154). The ‘center’ by being in and of itself is enigmatic, it is, it
cannot be known but this unknowability is a sign of plurality and to name it would
be to impose a “consequent language… – language from the world of real
presences, (Ideology, Genus, Criticism) which reduces the plurality of its
entrances”160 (Barthes, 5).
158

Chekhov (56).
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Pamuk (ibid).
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Ibid, brackets belong to the author.
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Φ
In the next section I will examine how the act of reading can grasp at the enigma
of the written. Toni Morrison’s process as indicated in the interview in the
footnotes161, illustrate the search for the enigma in the act of writing. My argument
here is that Morrison tells this from the fictive world and is not exterior to it, or
rather the external.
Morrison begins with an ‘idea’ but then speaks of needing to find the ‘controlling
image.’ Here, the ‘knowing’ of the ‘painterly…the red, white and blue’ come from
an interiority, fictional being, not the external of the world of real presences. She
does not for example say the market, the public, the publisher’s need for the work
to be in a certain way but her feelings are purely of the novel – the work in
progress, the writerly – in its construction. In no way does she invoke any of the
common and oft–repeated words of creative writing manuals – write what you
know, make your characters believable, follow the narrative arc of the character,
set up conflict and tension. What she ‘knows’ is a metaphoric concern, and the
‘painterly’ exerts an ekphrastic quality to this knowing. She ‘knows’ of mood,
tone – ‘the melody’ – whereby the jazzlike structure’ is the ‘raison d’être.’ She
writes out of ‘chaos’ and ‘play’ and what belongs out here in ‘this world’ is ‘what
goes on in my mind when I am writing.’ This exemplifies my theoretical bias.
161

MORRISON

I always start out with an idea, even a boring idea, that becomes a question I don’t have any answers
to…. So what makes me feel as though I belong here out in this world is not the teacher, not the
mother, not the lover, but what goes on in my mind when I am writing. Then I belong here and
then all of the things that are disparate and irreconcilable can be useful. This playful aspect
of Jazz may well cause a great deal of dissatisfaction in readers who just want the melody, who
want to know what happened, who did it and why. But the jazzlike structure wasn’t a
secondary thing for me—it was the raison d’être of the book.
INTERVIEWER
Is that what you are referring to when you speak about needing to find a controlling image?
MORRISON
Sometimes, yes. There are three or four in Song of Solomon, I knew that I wanted it to be painterly, and
I wanted the opening to be red, white, and blue. I also knew that in some sense he would have
to “fly.”
https://www.theparisreview.org/interviews/1888/toni–morrison–the–art–of–fiction–no–134–toni–
morrison
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Being of the world is simultaneously being with what goes on in the writing mind.
There is Morrison who exists as a Nobel Laureate of Literature but there is that
other Morrison who is in her ‘writing mind’ which in turn helps define who she is
in the world. I would argue that Morrison has made a slight writerly error here. As
I argue above, the Morrison, is dual, inside her creation, ‘veiled’ in the ‘whence
and whither…we call it thrownness162’ and also of that world wherein she teaches,
dines, receives awards for her purely enigmatic oeuvre.
Φ
Enigma, fictional being, in my definition is neither a rarefying process nor a neutral
one. It is precisely the opposite. The search for and the creation of enigmatic
images is to expand multiplicities of suggested meanings from the unknowable
center of the work. The image is always like Eurydice disappearing into the abyss,
something to be grasped by the author and crafted on the page for the reader of
the text. I feel enigma is closer to what Barthes writes where, “…this interrogation
is conducted not from outside but within literature itself (the text under readerly
and writerly fascination)163 or more exactly at its extreme verge, in that asymptotic
zone where literature seems to destroy itself as a language object without
destroying itself as a metalanguage.”164 The distinction I would make here is that
literature, the text, is not seeking to destroy but to reshape the world of real
presences, therefore it begins its language field inside the metafictional as enigma
in process is always the fiction of making fiction, as works too then form its
‘…deeply embedded point of mystery…”165.
Fictional language offers an entry/seduction into the state of the fictional world
and exists both in the world of which you live and the world of which you read.
The horizon between the two is not ‘met’ but entered into. When the reader enters
into the book they enter into the language of the book. If we think of the horizon
(space) as being that moment (time) and the dasein of fiction then is the entry into
the fictional place (text), the entry in which the fictive is encountered as that which
162

Heidegger (174).

163

My insertion.
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Barthes (98, CE).

165

Pamuk, ibid.
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it is inside that place. If, as above, the “…my being…makes possible my various
modes of being including that of thought or thinking (Storl, 306). This is the reader
inside the text I believe, or perhaps I should lessen this by saying this is my
experience of reading and the ambition of my writing; to allow the reader to be
inside the text.
Heidegger writes, “Finally, human expression is always a presentation and
representation of the real and the unreal” (PLT, 33) The mimetic ‘representation’
though is something I tend to distance myself from, very deliberately here. I do not
require of the fictive that it bears some parallel with the life of lived experiences or
the life of the reader outside the text, but that my experience of the fictive text
“can thus be determined as entangled–disclosed, thrown–projecting being–in–the–
world which is concerned with its own most potentiality in its being together with
the "world" and in being–with with the others" (Storl, 35).
Fiction translates real experience, via authorial craft, vision and voice, into a
linguistic zone which is a fictive world. The novel is a world. Each novel is a
linguistic zone that, if well achieved, is the world. It is true only in so far as it is
true to itself stylistically and linguistically. Fiction has no debt to pay to the real
world. Its debt is to the image or detail that which communicates the fictional
world to the reader.
Φ
6.1 Exile and Ekphrastic Horizons
In the following paragraphs I will discuss the ekphrastic imperatives at work in Q
and how they represent the notion of exile that allows the text to proceed towards
enigma. The larger font of the numbers at the start of each prose poem is an
indicator of the biblical intertext, as is the structure of the novel being made up of
other ‘books’. As discussed previously Q is made up by a book of prose poem
paragraphs, diary entries and an IFL, which once rearranged according to the
numerical order would read as one poem. The IFL is ekphrastic in nature,
“Synecdochically standing in for the whole poem,” (Heffernan, 6) but Q also
points, with the curation of the Sumac exhibition, toward 'notional ekphrasis, the
representation of an imaginary work of art’ (Hollander, 209) in that the narrator
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writes about an exhibition he is curating. Ideas of curating, compiling, arranging
and anthologizing, exist in the textum but I am further invoking in the character of
Silas and his exhibition ‘a profound ambivalence toward visual art, a fusion of
iconophilia and iconophobia, of veneration and anxiety,’ 166 which is what leads to
him being accused of ‘colonising’ Sumac’s work.
The book itself has been 'arranged' but the true narrator inside the text is fluid. It
may even be argued that the true narrator is not available in the text, that another
first person narrator has simply set this material together, or that time/history has
conspired for these texts to occur randomly under one cover. I wanted all these
possibilities to remain, to allow ‘the reader…to link things together in consistent
patterns…establishing the connection between perception and thought.’167 I
wanted to contest the axiom, “…ontological transgressions cannot . . . occur in a
fictional world that claims to respect the logical and physical laws of the real
world” (Avatars, 210). If the question of ‘authorship’ is under duress in this text –
and certainly the point of view is fluid, does the text completely “…enclose
literature within a world of its own and break off the subversive point it turns
against the moral and social order”(Ricoeur, 79). Space and non–linearity create a
“…hiatus... [in which a] blockage must be overcome if the reading is to flow once
more168’ and this in turn opens the text to “…chance…whenever the flow is
interrupted…we are led off into unexpected directions, the opportunity is given to
us to bring into play our own faculty for establishing connections – for filling in
the gaps 169left by the text itself” (Iser, 280). Space and numbers dominate the
texture of Q, and as I will discuss in the conclusion, this stemmed from the
metaphors I saw around the word and formula of the quaternion.
The novel in its texture is meant to evoke a visual field, one that opens itself to
cross referencing. Space /spaces are open on the page becoming “spatio-temporal,
revealing “…as a coherent synchronic model, the shape of time for its
166

Heffernan (7).

167

Iser (xiv).

168

Ingarden, quoted by Iser (279).

169

“These gaps have a different effect on the process of anticipation and retrospection, and thus on the
gestalt of the virtual dimension…one text is potentially capable of several realizations…” (Iser,
280). There is implicit in Q, the possibility that the reader could rearrange the sequence of the
lines to be read as one poem.
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audience170’” As Heffernan writes, “We do well to remember the root meaning of
ekphrasis: "speaking out" or 'telling in full” (7). The spatial texture of Q is locating
voice in void, where “The world, things, knowledge, are for him only reference
points across the void” (Blanchot, 345). My ambition is that absence speaks, as if
the writing here is epitaph/ painting title/ museum plaque, “…turning of fixed
forms into narrative, ekphrasis entails prosopopeia, or the rhetorical technique of
envoicing a silent object” (Heffernan, 6). This relates to the voicing of Sumac
within his absence, the absence being his death, which is then reflected in the
voicing of his life through the exhibition.171
My intent with the texture – the look on the page and the descent into disorder,
was to play with Ingarden's “intentional sentence correlatives”172, by collapsing the
linear order and disjointing paragraphs, and further by letting language itself
collapse from prose poem sentence to journal entry to first line, I am asking the
reader, with my use of lacunae, “…to shade in the many ‘outlines’ suggested by the
given situations, so these [Spaces/absences]173take on a reality of a reality of their
own” (Iser, 276).
Whereas Ingarden is arguing for the ‘world presented’ being built on the sentence
level, which it of course is, I have attempted, by dislocating the temporal line and
by maintaining only a thin plane of narrative, to make the text “… play its part
consistent and internally coherent narratives of development, filiations, evolution,
descent and progress” (Heffernan, 9 ) and abandoning continuity at paragraph and
book level – asking again how can these books be ‘together,’ how do these stories
connect – so that the ‘…reader, in establishing these interrelations between past,
present and future, actually causes the text to reveal its potential multiplicity of
connections’ (Iser, 278).

170

Heffernan (6).
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Of note, Heffernan, coincidentally, calls his book on ekphrasis, “The Museum of Words.”
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“Sentences link up in different ways to form more complex units of meaning…there arises a
particular world, with a component parts determined in this way or that, and with all the
variations that may occur within these parts – all this as a purely intentional correlative of a
complex of sentences. If this complex finally forms a literary work, I call the sum of sequent
intentional correlatives the ‘world presented’ in the work (Ingarden, quoted in Iser, 277).
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The métissage of textures at play within the novel as a whole – where “…past,
present and future” could be read as space, time, symbol and “…the background
of the horizon of a world…constitutes the world of the text.”174 But one where the
horizons of the text are troubled, where the “…very notion of a horizon within the
immanence of the text [makes175] the world of the text…an outgrowth of the
referential illusion (Ricoeur, 79). In space is silence, in silence language, and it is
worth noting here that the IFL can be read as a series of aporia and abbreviation,
“full of torments…ambiguous’176 so to allow ‘…otherness to arise[s] from
language’s reflexivity with regard to itself, whereby it knows itself as being in being
in order to bear upon being (Ricoeur, 78). The waterfall of voices that occur in the
middle of the book is meant to be read as a release from the constraints of the
page, the single voice unbound in air or vacuum.
Whilst, the opening lines clearly show the “…experience of the viewer, and the
pressure of that experience upon on his [ or her] interpretation of the work of art”
(Heffernan, 15) by the time we enter the IFL language is abbreviated yet ironically
if the parts were to be reassembled, one could in effect hear the complete song of
the lines. This is the textual making of opacity, with the entire structure identifying
itself in the ‘excusiato’ as bending towards an epic form. Another confusion of
formal structures, further métissage, but where “...the written text imposes certain
limits on its unwritten implications in order to prevent these from becoming to
blurred and hazy" (Iser, 276).
These authorial choices were made in the exile of the drafting, where “The
existence of the writer is proof that within one individual there exist[s] a mute who
has lost all words firmly wedded to an orator, a master of discourse (Blanchot, 346).
It is only by being in the text, where “dread forces reason to be177 there…” invested
in the subjective exilic experience of writing a book that the language of the book
can be located, its tone adjusted in the mise en abyme and metalepsis of the text
under construction, by living inside “…not a counterpart of a prior or more
originary notion, [but]178 starting from our experience of being the [fictional]179
174

Ricoeur (79).
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world and in time, and proceeding from the ontological condition toward its
expression in language (Ricoeur, 78).
A further example of a decision made in the exile of the text where:
Exilic imagining in this sense is both the mirror and the ‘other’ of the
narrative process. mimesis becomes an alien or allegorical phenomenon that
establishes fictional sovereignty on fictional ground...The narrative
imagination inhabits exilic domain where absence is presence, or, to put it the
other way around, where presence is absence (Siedel, 79).
The country the narrator lives in is never given. My ambition is that inside the
three texts that composes the whole, the reader experiences being tossed between
narrative horizons and ambitions and is only held to the mast of the text by
repeated motifs in the textum. I want the reader to share in the exile.
One simple example; the word ‘meridian/s’ is repeated across all three modes of
narration, its meaning modified in the context of its appearance, yet linking always
back, recalling the first appearance in the epigraph, Othello Scars (Cyrill, 9). A more
complicated repetition is the wedding/death motif that emerges out of family
superstitions and sayings, which is strung repeatedly through Q, and is invoked by
the prose poem Jouverte, as written by Sumac. ‘Wedding’ is then the last word of the
novel with the accompanying word “Midway” referencing back to the start of The
Divine Comedy180 and the “straightforward pathway that had been lost” (Alighieri, 3)
inside the novel overall. Midway, of course is nether here no there.
Φ

7. The Exegesis Process
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Alighieri, Dante, “Midway upon the journey of our life
I found myself within a forest dark,
For the straightforward pathway had been lost” (3).
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I feel it is pertinent here to discuss my engagement with the exegesis and the way
my academic research enhanced and embellished the thesis. As part of the
Doctorate of Creative Arts I was required to complete two undergraduate courses,
The Idea of the South which concentrated upon the novels of William Faulkner and
motifs of the Southern Grotesque and Global Literatures in English. I enjoyed both
courses but what has surprised me is the impact the academic work I did for those
courses had upon both my exegesis and my thesis. Entering the composition of
the exegesis my earliest drafts concentrated upon the novella as a form and its
structural components and history. Much of my creative work since the age of
twenty one has been an exploration of the possible new structures for fiction and
much of the creative work here in the thesis came from experiments that have
been published and display a long history of fictional experimentation which at
times combined techniques, for example the ficto–critical, the OuLiPo, erasure
and /or metissaged this with structures that were influenced by tables of events,
historical timelines and disordered or distorted sequences. With each work of
fiction I write I needed an experimental structure that evolved out of the last
fiction. (In many ways, Q is the culmination of all my previous experiments,
although Crown and Anchor, Volumes 2 and 3 will extend the experiment in due
course.) I began as Kroll writes, with a “conventional approach of the exegesis as a
scholarly study of comparative texts (including situating the project within
historical and cultural contexts) as well as a critical reflection on the creative work
as a knowledge contribution.” What it evolved to is on display here, a reasoning
through and enhancing of the thesis by the academic research.
A problem I encountered in the early years of my exegetical work and one luckily
pointed out and amended by my supervisor, was, having come from teaching
creative writing at universities for twenty years, my exegesis read like a series of
lectures on the nature of fiction, rather than an exploration of the creative work.
My main early ambition was to explore the novella as a form and to write what
would amount to twelve essays on various novellas – Invisible Cities, Coming Through
Slaughter and Wide Sargasso Sea were some of the titles – and then to compare,
contrast and hopefully discover a tight definition of the novella form, one that
relied upon consistent techniques employed or eschewed by a succession of titles
inside a historical literary tradition, rather than being defined by a word count. In
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this way, I felt I could also explore my other critical aim which was to describe the
ontology of fiction as a writer and as a reader.
I am unsure if I would describe the evolution of the exegesis as “braided or
plaited181”, it felt more like a mapping of the river-like subtext of the thesis. For
example, it was my research when composing an essay for the Idea of The South
where I encountered the term marronage and the concept of petite and grand
marronage. I am in no way comparing the migratory experience of my family to
the atrocities of the African– American experience, but re–visioning the concept
within a fictional paradigm. The research I did in regard to Global Literatures in
English did not directly lead to Glissant, whose work I had encountered before but
tilted my structural play towards métissage. Subjectively I see this as intellectual
river crossings rather than straight roads of influence. My experience of the
exegesis began as a two separate road-like entities but melded into tributaries of the
same river. My experience was that this occurred subconsciously, in fact, against
my intentions and shifted the entire tenor and tone of both works.
Whilst, as is evidenced here the exegesis does concern itself with the ontology of
fiction/ fictional being, what emerged and developed from my academic research
were concepts /ideas that could be deployed in the service of my creative work. A
simple example is the IFL and the authorial decision I discuss in Chapter 5.2 –
where my study of the history of the Middle Passage led to my reading of Gilroy. It
was the influence of the Gilroy text – and this again is a process that happened by
osmosis – that made me re-conceptualize the IFL, and rather than have it be a
repeating structure or an echo or an mnemonic of the thesis itself, to take the
original structure and devise a more original textum framed around ship journeys,
post–colonial societies, petite marronage/ rum production. My hope is that this
extends the novel rather than contains it.
Another example is Sumac’s self–reflexivity, where he at times explores his own
writing methods182, rewrites drafts and describes his writing process. At one point
he even refers to ‘his’ theory of the transient imaginary. In fact at the beginning of
181

“Murphy chose the parallel or conventional format, mapping out the fledgling area of ‘reverse
adaptation,’ while Finlayson chose the plaited exegesis, braiding theoretical and creative
threads to form a unified artefact.” Kroll, (3).
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LC he is re–examining, much as I the writer of Q did, his compositional style,
which as is evidenced in the thesis changes tonally from one structure to the next
yet shares imagery and motifs across the different structures.
As the work evolved the “nexus between the creative and critical content was
influenced if not defined by the concept of symbiosis183.” In the end, although I
make no claim that the voices of the thesis and the exegetical are the same,
underlying them, and I stress that this emerged out of my research whereas what I
expected, envisaged, in fact, clung to was that it should be that exegetical could
only emerge out of the creative– there would be no symbiotic moment – in the
writing of it I did indeed find that the exegesis “… reverse engineers the frameworks,
processes, structures and materials employed in the production of the work. It also
requires that the product itself reveal the quality of the plans employed, the testing
of materials.” 184
8. Conclusion:
Quaternion is a novel of shifting textures whose unity lies in its textum and the mise
en abyme effect of its structure, where “an interminable process is inevitably
involved, and it develops, at least in theory, in two directions185” and where
narrative nestles inside narrative and is metamorphosised by what precedes and
succeeds. The novel moves from a narrative composed of prose poem–like
paragraphs to the fictional notebooks and ends with the IFL. Across the three
units of composition are linkages and echoes and each employs métissage and
metaleptic techniques despite the disparate forms of narration. The text is the unity
of the structure (texture) and its imagery (textum) and the enigma of the Dasein,
where “Dasein has its being among or amidst other, and thus is understood most
genuinely only when it is not treated separately”186 and is of being in the world
(text). To be in the world of Quaternion, is to be inside an “Aesthetic
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worldedness…[where] the relation a work establishes between the world inside and
the world outside the work187” is being erased.
This crossover effect is attempting to create a sense of the unified in what is
essentially a chaos–fictional– world of modes of narrative, textures and intertexts. My
ambition was to compose a novel that asked what further the novel could achieve
if the temporal markers were dissolved. How would the book be read? What
adjustments would the reader need to make? Would the reader be able to find her
being in the chaos–fictional –world? Would the imaginative investment be worth it?
I have left it to here to discuss Quaternion as a title for the overall novel and its
overall place in the volumes of Crown & Anchor. I intend the current work to be
the first of a trilogy, the second will purport to be an unfinished manuscript by
Sumac – the one found in the car after his fatal accident – and the third will be
centred on an all Black theatre troupe that tours Sumac’s play Omphalos through an
unidentified, unnamed or perhaps imaginary country.
Quaternion has attracted an “Intent to Publish” letter from University of Western
Australia Publishing. At the first editorial meeting the publisher requested that I
delay the de-sequencing effect in the initial approximately twenty first pages to
allow the reader to settle into the narrative voice. I agreed to this structural change
but was dismayed by it. Quaternion was named because it had been structured, in a
metaphoric sense, after I made my novice attempts to understand quaternions.188
The set of quaternions is denoted and the quaternions are a single example of a
more general class of hypercomplex numbers discovered by Hamilton. While the
187

Hayot (46).
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http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Quaternion.html

“ The quaternions are members of a noncommutative division algebra first invented by William
Rowan Hamilton. The idea for quaternions occurred to him while he was walking along the
Royal Canal on his way to a meeting of the Irish Academy, and Hamilton was so pleased with
his discovery that he scratched the fundamental formula of quaternion algebra,
into the
stone of the Brougham bridge (Mishchenko and Solovyov 2000). The quaternion is
implemented as Quaternion[a, b, c, d] in the Wolfram Language package Quaternions` where
however and must be explicit real numbers. Note also that NonCommutativeMultiply (i.e., **)
must be used for multiplication of these objects rather than usual multiplication (i.e., *) (Sandin
et al. , Meyer 2002, Holdaway 2006)”.
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quaternions are not commutative, they are associative, and they form a group
known as the quaternion group. By analogy with the complex numbers being
representable as a sum of real and imaginary parts, a quaternion can also be written
as a linear combination.
I cannot write with any pure knowledge or authority on the above. I became
intrigued by the idea of imaginary numbers and I liked the playfulness of writing a
novel that was ‘formulaic’ in a new sense that is, structurally based around the
mathematical formula rather than Freytag’s pyramid, for example. I had previously
studied, again as a novice, fractals and had long considered them as a structural
singularity. Further the idea of the “associative” was already part of the process of
composition. On its simplest level the movement is this makes me remember this which
reminds me of this and now I remember this. Once the process had begun however, once
I had become immersed in the being/seeing of the fictional world, my ambition
was to evoke a structure of a mind at work, one which the reader would start
seeing/sensing the syntactic and synaptic patterns of.
After a year of daydreaming, and much of my work in the structure was pure
instinct and feeling, I wanted my novel to acquire the field of mystery for the
reader that quaternions had had for me when I asked how does this work? The
earlier structure189 certainly would require the reader to abandon all cohesion and
simply try and scheme the book out of its disparate paragraphs but my feeling, was,
and is, that the reader could have managed this if prepared to invest the
imaginative effort. I realised I could also bore, confuse and lose the reader within
three pages as I would ask the reader to start in one time signature, jump out into
another within another plot-line, move backwards and then into the middle of
another story, which logically would/should be the middle of the book, i.e. midway,
which is the last word of the text thus invoking the next to come.
The reason I raise this is because this was the one concession I made to the reader.
In the original structure the reader would probably have become impatient with
the disorder quickly. I raise it also because it is the one decision I feel I made not in
the fictional world, or the Dasein of the book, but in the world of real presences. I

189

The original sequence would have been ordered as such; 1 2 3 4 114 104 53 54.
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still at this point ask myself if I have sacrificed the vision of the book, threatened
the enigma.
When I stared for long periods at the formula190 below I saw it not in its
mathematical contexts but as the structure of a novel I needed to unravel in order
to find the structure of the novel. It was a jigsaw puzzle I needed to take apart
rather than put together. Whilst the idea of writing a formulaic novel did amuse me
that in the end was a trifling concern. I was more interested in indeterminacy. I
wanted invocation, not just if I equals J then K, and I saw in my imagination an
evolution where I represented one sequence of events, J another K a third, hence
the tripartite structure, but one that was squared and linked only by associational
imagery and as importantly, rhythm. The number 2 or the squaring represented
doppelgangers and or doublings in plot and language. Therefore, I was looking for
equivalencies, dreaming of the ontological possibility of the quaternion narratology.
My method hovered around the term imaginary numbers, like a tourist returning to
an artefact in a museum, which I then, living in the transient imaginary of the book,
interpreted as imaginary sequences, a fictive world mapped by new meridians. The
quaternion daydreaming made me envisage how a novel could have its own
geometric plane191.
In the sequence of the present novel, much of that dreamwork has been omitted.
Though the book is still called Quaternion, mainly due its key role in the surface
texture– its constant referencing and appearance – that deep imaginary
architectural work has disappeared, and the work, maintains a fluid, more ordered
chronology based on an associational, tonal methodology and métissage. The
novel though in my experience is always at the risk of flux in its structure. As
Pamuk writes, “the experienced novelist goes along knowing that the centre will
gradually merge as he writes, and that the most challenging and rewarding aspect of
his work will be finding this center and bringing it into focus192.” The Ganges and its
Tributaries was always intended to be structured as a river of words but I ended
using four line paragraph breaks when the time signatures shifted and Hymns for the
190
191

I somewhat hint at this process when the narrator writes of trying “to understand something of
what his father knew…” (Cyrill, 49).
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Drowning was always a prayer for three voices, but a prayer sung in empty churches
of being, a reference to this is in the IFL (Cyrill, 172), not in a choir.
Φ
I think of the evolved and final structure more as a waterfalling of voices, and this
is the reason I free the voices in the centre of Q193. The structural methodology
remains associational, either by image or tone, although on occasions the novel will
shift its narrative line due to the occurrence of one word194. I had considered and
then abandoned the idea of beginning the novel with the IFL but in the end was
more attracted to the notion of the anthology being one of Sumac’s final, yet
unfinished projects. The IFL contains lines from Q and the LC, perhaps envelops
them, inside the metaphoric tradition it purports to record and anthologise. My
final decision was the idea that if all the reader was left with as the IFL, in essence
they still had whole novel and further I have recently decided that the final first line
will be the first line of Crown and Anchor, Volume 2. Further, by moving from a
plane of narration that begins with order and then devolves, to random notebooks
that have a strict chronology then onto first lines of poetry that lead to imaginary,
for the most part, poems – signs where no road lies behind – that have empty
bodies I felt I had maintained my want of the chaos–fictional–world and at least the
originary structural essence of the quaternion ontology.
The IFL was the most challenging, ambitious work I have ever attempted. That it
occurs inside the most challenging work I have ever attempted made this difficult
at times to conceptualise and render. I wanted the lines to be able to be read as
one poem but it purports to be an anthology of many voices, named Redemption
Songs after the song by Bob Marley. The meridians to the imaginings were voices
unified under the theme of what is Sumac’s aesthetic taste – here again the
associational imagery – the Black Atlantic, the global South, slave ship imagery
reflected in some of the sailing songs I invoke, ancient history mixed up with
modern history, “I am combining the exhibits, sharing museums, opening space”
(Cyrill, 174).

193
194

See Cyrill (48–56).
See Cyrill (24) where the word ‘prow’ moves us ‘onto’ the houseboat.
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And on – the Yale lecture series on the Hebrew Bible by Professor Christine
Hayes195, rum production, Buddhism, timelines and tables of events from
encyclopedias, the structure of board games, most notably Crown and Anchor,
museum catalogues. I wrote above about my basic studies in algebraic quaternions
but I also studied, as an apprentice, in search of an image or distinct turn of
phrase, the tarot, dark matter/flow, the evolution of homo sapiens, the migration
from Tanzania millions of years ago – an exile of sorts.
To imagine 135 first lines of poetry by say 120 different poets, gathered over the
course of two or three decades, required that I made different imaginative flights
but, again this idea of exile, where “the exile's double vision or contrapuntal vision
can lead to a restored or enhanced identity”(Said, 87). I had to make these flights
from the mind of Sumac, not my own mind, and I needed to imagine his reading
history when the library he was referencing was an imaginary one. I needed to be
Sumac as the anthologist in composing the IFL, which I found more difficult to
imagine than the entries of LC.
I view this unfinished anthology as equivalent to the failed exhibition of his life
attempted by Silas in Q. By anthologising the poets Sumac acknowledges, in a way
not readily apparent in the diaries, his small place in the bright halls of Post
colonial literature. It is perhaps his most humane act of the book and one I
thought it necessary to leave to connotation. Sumac would have needed to come in
contact with the poems and what is being implied in the subtext is that certain
chosen lines were written by his fictional friends, Homer D’Jon and Cesar
Wordsworth, and the inclusion of them in the IFL amounts to a small act of
reconciliation and apology after their intellectual quarrel earlier in the narrative.
Φ
Quaternion is the culmination of a decade long experiment with structural
imperatives. Earlier drafts of sections included in the novel were published196 in
Southerly, Heat, The Review of Contemporary Fiction and in January 2019 the first ninety
nine lines of IFL will be published in Mascara. Although those sections were
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V006bX4mlu4&index=1&list=PLfbxB0kKayCQ2Hf6JlCCDN
6z47ySYxsCW
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Full publication list is provided in the notes.
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reworked to fit into the structural rhythms of Quaternion it was the evolution of
those earlier structures that has found its fruition, its ultimate structure in this
novel and further will extend into Volumes Two and Three of Crown and Anchor.
For example, the idea of LC had its genesis in a collaboration I did with the
Melbourne printmaker George Matoulas. Matoulas197 had composed a series of
images which he asked me to write ‘toward’. He stressed that he did not want the
words I composed to reflect the images but to create a ‘tension’ with the images.
My idea was to create a notebook of a writer who was in the act of starting a new
work which he intended to be his final masterpiece. The writer I invented was
named Mahinder Go and the entries of his notebook were placed alongside the
printed images. At the opening launch and exhibition of the book Matoulas made
no mention of the fictional provenance of Go; he simply acted as if Go was in the
room – he actually thanked him – happy to mingle and discuss his contribution.
There are probably still people to this day who think there is an Indian novelist
named Mahinder Go who has gone quietly about his life writing novels that no one
has read due to his obscure subject matters. Sumac is the final incarnation of Go.
Go’s notebooks share no text with Sumac, but his genesis is in him. The
collaboration between Matoulas and I occurred twenty years ago.
Jeffrey Eugenides has written a strange, superb article which was published in
Brick198 some years ago which I still reference when teaching creative writing,
especially to novelists. It accords with many of the strange
coincidences/circumstances I experienced while writing Quaternion. I will quote
just one of the ‘omens’ here:
Omen 4
While writing a chapter in which a character works at the River Rouge automobile
plant, I called a friend in Detroit to check some facts. For some reason, my phone
call was misdirected. Instead of getting my friend, I got an unknown woman. She
shouted, “There’s been an explosion!”
“Excuse me?” I said.
197

Example provided in notes.

198

https://brickmag.com/the–omens/
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“This is the Rouge! There’s been an explosion!” she shouted again.
I hung up in some confusion, called my friend again, and this time got him.
In the papers the next day, I saw that there had been an explosion at the River
Rouge plant, killing a man. I had called Detroit at the very instant of the explosion,
while writing about the factory.
With every novel, in fact I would say with nearly any fictional project I engage with
there are moments when, though you will feel totally immersed in the world of the
draft, the world of real presences may coincide with the imagined world you
inhabit. Granted, none of my ‘omens’ are as dramatic as Eugenides’ but there were
small accordances that seemed to confirm the path the novel was taking. Late in
the drafting of the work, in fact only a month before the submission date, a decade
into the dreaming of Quaternion I accidentally found the following:
Peter was committed by Herod to the custody of four quaternions, i.e., one
quaternion for each watch of the night ( Acts 12:4 ). Thus every precaution was
taken against his escape from prison. Two of each quaternion were in turn
stationed at the door ( 12:6 ), and to two the apostle was chained according to
Roman custom199.
In all my research on the mathematical quaternion, and though the King James
Bible is a key to the ‘coding’ and rhythm of the novel – it literally sat on my desk
throughout the writing – this was the first encounter with this other definition. It
seemed like a blessing on the title, a confirmation of the structure. There were
other small coinciding or aligning life events that were thrilling but unsettling. A
photograph a friend showed me of her sister near ruins in Mycenae made the name
Maria Constantinople come to my mind. I instantly knew she was Sumac’s last
mistress but I had never conceived of her before. One Sunday, shelving at my
bookshop job, a book I had never heard of fell off the shelf and I instinctively put
my hand out to catch it. The book was Tristano200 by Balestrini. I read it in one
hour. I had been arguing with myself that the structure of my novel was too
199

https://www.biblestudytools.com/dictionary/quaternion/

200

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2014/feb/13/nanni–balestrini–tristano–novel–technology
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difficult, but Tristano encouraged me to improvise further, compromise less. A
novel that is never printed the same way twice. Each Tristano is in fact a new
Tristano. Wasn’t I after multiplicity of readings, wasn’t I composing a text that
could be read back to front? One last ‘omen/occurrence/event’ – the last five
years I have been fiction and associate editor of Southerly. At an editorial meeting
one day, I looked down at the notes I was keeping for the post meeting minutes.
My notes read, as inscribed here:
Elemental
January
Define us as we are
Decisions still pending/waiting to hear back
Send the call for papers out
I showed my colleague, saying I had accidentally written a poem or an index of
first lines perhaps.
That afternoon, although I already had an index of first lines in the novel,
comprised of the first lines of each numbered paragraph201 in Q, I began IFL, a
135 line poem comprised of the first lines of other poems, all of which remained
unwritten and then disordered by the alphabetizing of the lines, disordered by
order.
201

January 2018 Index of First Lines

Index of First Lines:
In Dorè’s Illustrations for Dante’s Inferno, the Minotaur on the border of the broken chasm (Plate 32) is
My grandfather would have called the Parish priest of St. Dominic’s before the ambulance.
Easy was not dead. His leg was broken. He was not the first son my grandfather would
By the time the other drunk men had arrived, brought out unsuspecting to view the
So Sumac’s final novel would have begun if he had lived to finish it. On the day I was
I arrived at the museum forty minutes early to see the exhibition on Spirit Faces. I tried
The west of the country had been on fire and the south had been flooded – days, days
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In the long distance run of the novel, these small coincidences and insights that
come delivered from the world of real presences into the fictional dream sets me,
now that the novel is complete and the dreaming done “wondering/what,
anyway,/was that sticky infusion, that rank flavor of blood, that poetry, by which I
lived?202

Φ
Quaternion engages with the fundamental subjects my writing has always centred
upon or returned to. Even the radioplays I have written have engaged with one or
all of the essential subjects that have been examined in this current novel; exile,
ekphrasis, experimental structures. My approach to the syntax of each project is
simply to write elegant, connotative sentences but once the katabasis has begun
and I am inside the dream of the book I can start to feel the rhythm of these
sentences at a deeper level of seeing/being. I am in the astonishment of this new
language, the essential solitude of it.
Fundamentally, the writing of Quaternion confirmed for me the process of writing
Quaternion. As Calvino has said,
most of the books I have written and those I intend to write originate from
the thought that it will be impossible for me to write a book of that kind:
when I have convinced myself that such a book is completely beyond my
capacities of temperament or skill, I sit down and start writing it.203
But the composition of this novel also confirmed and coalesced my sense of the
doubleness of the writer at work, the exile from the writer and the country of real
presences into the country of fiction. I understand that the work makes large
demands of the reader and I further understand that some may find its intricacies
too demanding as I understand I am asking for this text to be read in different
ways. But for me as a writer a new novel must be a linguistic and structural
202

Kinnell (90).
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challenge, ‘where limitation makes for power, the strength of the genie comes from
being confined in the bottle204”. My ambition is of course, that some pleasure may
be found in the language and the experiment. I began with the image and I will end
there, as ultimately, the final image is the entire, completed text.
END>

204

Wilbur, Richard. (https://www.questia.com/read/3620681/mid–century–american–poets)
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